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ABSTR/.CT

The s y m p o s i u m on Bone M i n e r a l D e t e r m i n a t i o n s h e l d i n Sweden i n

May, 1 9 7 4 , wa? s p o n s o r e d by AB A t o m e n e r g i . The a im of Che sympos ium

was t o e x c h a n g e i n f o r m a t i o n w i t h i n t h e f a s c g r o w i n g f i e l d of hum-

mi n e r a ! d e t e r m i n a t i o n . The m e t h o d s u s e d i n c l u d e x - r a y a b s o r p t i o n i f

b o n e o m b i n e d w i t h f i l m d e n s i tornet r y , x - o r e a m m a - r a y a t t e n u a t i o n

c o m b i n e d w i t h d e t e c t i n g d e v i c e s , Kid o t h e r s fe g (.umpton.) . Tiic-

d i f f e r e n t m e t h o d s h a v e many p r o b l e m s i n common w h i c h w e r e d i s o i s s t / d

d u r i n g t h e m e e t i n g , s u c h a s m e a s u r i n g s i t e s and t h e need of a r c l i - i h l c

l a r d .

P r i n t e d and d i s t r i b u t e d i n i J f e m b f r ,
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Abstract

TITLE

Changes in alveolar bone mass following external and internal influences as
measured by 125 I absorptiometry.

AUTHOR

Carl 0. Henrikson, Alv Alveryd and Jan Bergström
ABSTRACT

A monoenergetic photon attenuation technique for repeated determination of
alveolar bone mineral mass in vivo has been developed. The radionuclide iodine
125, concentrated to a small radiation source, is placed intraorally and the
well collimated radiation is filtered by tin to an approximately monoenergetic
X-ray beam. High geometric reproducibility during the period of measurements
is obtained by using the teeth as reference points for the alveolar bone. The
radiation source and the collimators can be adjusted so the same part of the
alveolar bone will be measured on each occasion.

The apparatus can also be used to measure the thickness of the alveolar process
containing bone mineral and soft tissue. Thus, the mass of the bone mineral
can be determined in terms of g . cm" . The precision over a period of 6 month*
expressed as the standard deviation of a single determination, was 0.003 g.cm
or 1 %. The mean intraindividual variation between observation occasions based
on the root mean square of bone mass in healthy subjects during 6 months was
0.006 g . cm" or 2 %. This fluctuation may be explained partly by true varia-
tions in the bone mass.

The mineral mass of the alveolar bone will decrease markedly as a consequence
of trauma to the teeth or to the tissues surrounding the bone to be examined.
The course of the loss of bone mineral seems to be rather independent of type
of trauma. It is characterized by an initial decrease, most pronounced 3-4
weeks after the trauma. After this period of decrease a change in the course
is observed towards higher values ofthe bone mineral r.ass until the pre trauma-
tic level.

In the case of hyperparathyroidism the alveolar bone mass will change an a
consequence of the surgical treatment. In a group of five patients thr- alveolar
bone mineral mass increased 2 0 $ during a six months period.

The duration of the periods of demineralization (3-4 weeks) and reminerali-
zation (4-6 months) are in accordance with recent concepts of bone tifinuo bio-
dynamics.



G ir alveolar bone mass following external and internal influences aa

t;V I absorptiometry.

Henrikson, Bergström and A. Alvervd,

'•"or accurate .Tieasurernent of small changes in bone mass it can be of freat 'raluc
to ij:-f> rnono^n^rretic radiation and narrow beam geometry. The present report
".ill ica.1 with a technique for such quantitative measurements using 125 I»
especially ''"•"irr)r-"l to be applied to the alveolar bone of the jaw in man.

The radior-; :I i 'ii i.q concentrated to a small radiation source, 0.8 mm in dia-
meter, in the form of Ag ' I, (l). The radiation from the source has the
main enerpy 27.4 keV and small contributions of 31.1 and J5•4 keV radiation
as well an fluorescence radiation from silver with energies of 22.1 and ?5.0
keV. In order to reduce other radiation energies in relation to the 27.4 keV
radiation, a 0.1 mm thick tin filter is used,

Thf» i-nd i-. r.j on source is placed intraorally. The beam is collimated by cylind-
rical m-'til tubrr, -with the diameter of 1 mm. Optimum geometric reproducibi-
] i ty i r; obt;.in*.:'i by u"inf3 the teeth as geometrical reference points for the
.ti v o l . T tion»-. A ;;ilver cap splint is made for each patient for the longi-

the unit with the radiation source and collimators being faste-
lv>y rr

g
o the nplint for each measurement. The radiation source and the

col I i.-nifior» o an now be adjusted in all direction? in the horisontal plane by
T!'-"ir,.' of r i <:ro;r,r. l;er n n r e w " , ^iC« !•

0
t h t

I -it 3 ; r a tu : ; . -i) r a ' . i . i t i o n s o u r c e , b) r a d i a t i o n
,^.! ••! i i n r , r) :nl 1 ir-vtorr, in forrr. of s t e e " ?ylinfi«»rs,
i) '•••<:••? : i t t " , e) and f) tnovab^p s l i d e " . , >r) n i
• r>~'». (Krom H e n r i k s o n - J u l i n l ? 7 l ) .



The radiation, trnasmitted through the same part of the alveolar none on
^ach occasion, is registered with a scintillation detector and 3 pule1

height analyser. The apparatus can also be used to meauure the thickness
cf the alveolar process, including the alveolar bone and the soft ti.ssue.
The quality of the thickness measurement is 0.1 mm. The cylindrical cc]li-
mators serve to record this thickness at exactly the same point as is usel
for transmission measurement (2). The alveolar process mainly consists of
bone mineral, protein and water. Knowing the attenuation coefficients for
the bone mineral and for the protein + water and measuring the length of
the absorbing layer individually* it is possible to determine the mass of
bone mineral in terms of g . cm .

Since the radiation is not strictly monoenergetic a "hardening" of the
radiation upon attenuation in the object will occur. However, this effect has
been corrected for. Effective linear attenuation coefficients have been cal-
culated for different thicknesses and is seen from fig. 2. Mass measurementr,
within the transmission range 0.25 to 0. 35 can be corrected for from these
curves (3).

Correction

mm mf/mir'
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10 i t V> t* k

~ Figure 2. The correction for the "hardening" effect, calculated at
two total thicknesses, are plotted versus the valuers of
the apparent mineral content (hydroxyapat5te) calculated
from a constant linear attenuation coefficient (i> - ruA).

Total thickness is 1.50 cm
Total thickness is 1.00 cm

The precision of the method in vivo has been investigated in dental r.
??-28 years of a#e, with healthy periodontia i.e. stable teeth. The preci
sion was evaluated from repeated measurements both during short-tine <•>)• ;«



•• ; • Lor.-, 1;". -.••iy:j, and during long-time observations, 120-130 days. ?h<; i r e •"•.!.•; i c
,..; rj—=? ::.-?̂ d B i •-•iriard deviation of a singl? determination in per cent of ''rr-
""•\3i;re..' vr-.lv- n" bone mineral mass were about 1 per cent for both nhort, ti-ro
-•na "lor. tim» observations. I t was further found that the 'b io logica l" -"'iria-
:i-'n iurir-"" these t i ms i n t e r v a l s , being s ignif icant ly dist inguished fron *,h?
'riini? rrer. ision, '.vas 2 to 5 per cent . The so called "biological" var ia t ion
inoludo.. tho methodoiogical e r rors and the inuraindiviuuai var ia t ion of tne
i.-r.MO ner.abolir;m. 'phus, on the basis of the present sanvnle of young' imli%i-
'l-ial:; • to'.a.i r-f:ect of er rors during longitudinal inves t iga t ions of 2 to 3
pf.T r f ' i t i;; r,o be expected.

in *.h& r;i:r« ".-ay t,ho precinion was studied in pat ients with periodontal disease
•vhioh i; ::'r\:;r-\n',erize'i by a break down of the alveolar bone (a lveolar marginal
or-t^i + i'r) -t.id i*icr°a^ed tooth mobili ty. The precision '.vas 0.S to A per cent.

f^ri o'ior.tai ::urrery is a conventional therapy in pat ients with p<=riodontal
•i;n-T.;e. "he object of tlr? study -.vas to elucidate whether the trauma to
''•!" ••• ivfo'.-i r h'?ne fro^ nor iodci ta l surpery -.vould imply n change in the r i -
•:-<•; r-.-u r.-1.';- o •" 'h^ I 'veolar bon o and whether such porsible changes would be
t r i ' i r i nr'. <>r rrT.-i -tent. The ]8 pa t ien t s .vere followed over a period of 180
i.v/.' 'in-.' •'(:'•• re:-ul':; are reen from fic« 5̂

V.
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.-,,,.,., -;# ; , , r .-,-.n4,;, i c r i n p f i s .v i th t i m e i n r e l a t i o n t o p r e o t j o r a t i v r
v l ' i r r : d f bor/ 1 m i n e r a l m a s s . ! e a n and S. . f o r t h e r e g i o n s

i;.ivi . '/it;, / • . ' i n r i v o c t o m y .

'^t>);'~, ,i'.'t-pr r,y.ireery t h e r e i -s a los1", of m-vc by o r a v e r a g e
i•!"•.' i "• !•'•••:•'.'iVT • n^pri l u r i n g t h e f o l l o v d n ^ ; ^ r i o i of 4 - ^

-y<. rf., •,!*•.• .-c, r-r. •, v,f, ; n •oncor iani"^ 1 * i t h r e c e n t c o n c e p t s of bon"? t j r . ;ur>
'.""••''••"i "•' , r t , ', , ! . " ' ' ' r > r in i ' v j ' i r y t o t h e c o v e r i n g s o f t t i " u r . - , rr.e:;er,cw.."
'"' • : . " i - " (*"• • i ..'••". ' " fnrr: i.'." t e o c l a" ' n , p r o d u c i n g r o : o r : t i or,, , 'h ' * phar-*



lasts one or a few weeks. At the end cf this phase osteoblasts and a rr. cr-
fi-anic matrix are produced which subsequently becomes mineralized. Accoruir.<
to Frost (I964) mineralization begins one to two weeks after the matrix in-
formed and is completed after 3-4 months.

The changes of bone mineral mass of the same part of the alveolar process
after surgical treatment of hyperparathyroidism show an other pattern. Zi.-:
young patients with hyperparathyroidisn, three primary and three secondary,
were selected for a pilot study.

Exploration of the parathyroid has been done. In the patients with primary
hyperparathyroidistn a parathyroid adenoma was extirpated an biopsy of the
remaining glands was performed. In patier.'-s with secondary-tertiary hyper-
parathyroidism, subtotal or total parathyreoidectomy was done. In five case?
no extra supply of vitamin D or calcium were given. The postoperative mea-
surements show, that the mineral content in the jawbone increased. 3-4i
months after operation all values were higher than the corresponding pre-
operative values, the mean value of increase being 12 '/-, 6-10 months after
operation the four measured individuals showed a considerable increase, as
a mean 20 7? with the range 11-31 ?£ above the initial -alues.

To sum up: it is possible to record small changes of the bone mineral mass
within predetermined small regions of the jaw bone by means of the described
method. The jaw-bone seems to be sensible to injuries from local surgery of its
covering tissue as well as to general effections of the mineral homeostasis
as is caused by surgical treatment of hyperparathyroidism.
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Discussion

J-D Ringe: What was the age and sex of your patients with primary hyperparar-
thyroidism?

C-0 Henrikson; Five women and one man were measured, the women were between
20-30 years of age, the nv-n was about 45.

B Nilsson; Would it be possible to improve the BMC above what you have before
operation?

C-0 Henrikson; Well, as was shown it was markedly improved in the region of
measurement.

B Nilsson; There is a tremendous increase in bone mass in the treated individuals.
Nothing like this has been demonstrated to happen in other parts of the skeleton.

C-0 Henrikson; 1 am not so sure of that. But the age of the patients was an
important thing that I forgot to emphasize in my paper. It seems that the jaw
bone is sensitive to changes of the BMC.
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GAMMA-RAY OSTEODENSITOMETRY OF THE MANDIBLE

A new m e t h o d

NINA VON WOWERN
ABSTRACT

A new method for gamma-ray osteodensitometry of the incisor

and premolar region of the mandible has been developed and

tested.Studsvik osteodensitometer No. 711.„. is used. The

lower part of the face is dipped into water in a container,

equipped with special sticks to hold the head in an unequivocal

recproducible position. The scanning is done in frontal

planes through the mandible. The sum of the single scans,

expressed in arbitrary units, is used as a measure for the

mineral content. This can be accepted, since there is a

linear correlation between the result by scanning and the

ash weight (r = + 0.93) of the scanned part of 10 different

mandibular post mortem specimens. The method has been tried

on 10 edentoulous patients, and is well tolerated by the

patients. The error of the method has been calculated and

the coefficient of variation was between 2.2 and 2.4. It is

concluded, that the method is suitable for obtaining a re-

producible arbitrary estimation of the mineral content in

the mandible, and for calculation of changes in the mineral

content of the edentoulous mandibles.
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GAMMA-RAY OSTEODENSITOMETRY OF THE MANDIBLE

A new method

NINA VON WOWERN

From Department of Oral Surgery, Royal Dental College,

Copenhagen, Denmark.

Changes in the mineral content in the radial, ulnar, and calcaneal bone can be
measured by the use of bone scanners, based on gamma-ray osteodensitometry. The
principle and accuracy of the method have been clearly demonstrated in earlier
investigations (Cameron, Mazess & Soerensen 1968, Linde, M«lholm Hansen, Siers-
bak-Nielsen & Fuglsang-Frederiksen 1971, Jensen, Christiansen, Lindbjerg &
Munck 1972). In order to assess and compare the changes in the mineral content
in the mandible in the edentulous patient a method for scanning the mandible
with a Studsvik osteodensitometer No. 711- . has been developed and tested.

TECHNICAL PROCEDURE

It is necessary to place the bone to be scanned in a container filled with wa-
ter, because the breaking of the gamma-rays is different in water and air,
whereas the breaking is the same in water and soft tissue (Cameron, Mazess &
Soerensen 1968). Therefore, by scanning the mandible, a part of the face has to
be placed in water. The position of the face and mandible has to be unequivocal
and reproducible. A special container has been produced for this purpose. It
has a set of sticks to hold a buckler for the frontal bone and nose (Fig. 1).
Two sticks, crossing eachother, and freely movable in the vertical and horison-
tal plane, are placed in the midline of the frontal edge of the container. The
edge of the side walls of the container is connected with a displaceable hori-
sontal stick. The buckler and a palate-plate with biting-plates in the molar-
regions are made for each patient individually. The lowest tip of the buckler
is placed in the midline of the lower stick, and by aid of a frontal tube the
buckler is held by the upper horisontal stick (Fig. l).The patient is placed
with the head downwards and the palate-plate in the mouth. The mouth is open,
and therefore filled with water. The mandibular base is positioned in the ver-
tical plane (Fig. 2). The scanning then can be done in frontal planes through
the mandible: the radiation source moves in a horisontal plane and the beam
passes from the left fide through water, mandible, soft tissue, and water onto
the opposite side, there being absorbed by the detector. The source and the
detector together are automatically moved in horisontal planes, so the man-
dible is scanned from the incisor to the molar region in frontal planes with
2 mm between each plane (Fig. 2).



Fig. 1. The container filled with distilled water. The buckler for the frontal
bone and nose is placed on the sticks, and the source is seen on the left side
of the container, the detector on the right side. The palate-pl.ite with the
bite block is seen in frontof the container.

Fig. 2. A patient placed with the head in the container. The frontal bone and
nosr Art pi.»«.• t-<l in the Im^ier .irul the lower part of the face in water between
the source and the i h u r t o r .
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

The material consists of 10 edentulous patients, 8 women and 2 men, from 38 to
79 years of age. The incisor and the premolar region of the mandibles were
scanned by the mentioned method. Furthermore, 12 dry edentulous mandibles were
scanned in the container filled with water. The condyles of the mandibles were
fixed with cold cure acrylic to the border of the container. The mandibular
base was placed in the vertical plane and scanned in the same frontal planes
as the patients; each scanning curve consisted in 15 scans.

The sum of the single scans in the scanning curve for each scanned mandible
(Fig. 3) was used as an arbitrary measure for the mineral content.

The ash weight in milligrams of the dry mandibles was estimated after drying
to invariable weight, and then glowing in a stove at 700 C through 24 hours.

1
i
1

\

\

r
HI

11
ft *

!

1 •
V
*

Fig. 3. A tjfaical scanning curve from an edentulous mandible of a patient.
Each line expresses in arbitrary units the mineral ccnu-nt in the tinned
frontal planes. Right: the mental region; lef* : the premolar region. The sum
of earh scan is used as an expression for the mineral content in l\n- front
and premolar region of the mandible.
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RESULTS

Following analyses were made:

1. Three edentulous patients were scanned four different times in order to
examine, if the method could be accepted by the patiencs and to evaluate
the reproducibility of the results. The coefficient of variation for the
series of measurement was 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.

2. One patient was scanned 10 different times for estimation of the error of
the method. For the series of measurements the mean was 310, the range 20,
the standard deviation 6.7, and the coefficient of variation 2.2.

3. Further 6 patients were scanned to check, if the method generally could be
accepted. The course for all scanning curves was proportionally the same,
and the mineral content expressed in arbitrary units varied from 177 to
328.

4. Two dry edentulous mandibles were scanned 10 different times each for pro-
ving the reproducibility of the results. The coefficient of variation vas
1.2 and 2.0.

5. The two dry mandibles (4) were scanned after removal of 5 mm, 10 mm of the
top of the alveolar process, and after removal of the buccal cortical bone
to check, the influence of removal of bone on the scanning results. The re-
sults are seen in Fig. 4. The original measurements by scanning were re-
spectively 775 and 798 arbitrary units. (I and II).
After removal of 5 mm, 10 mm of the top of the alveolar process and then
after removal of the buccal cortical bone, the amount of absorbed radiation
respectively was 81, 54, 32 per cent and 84, 66, 46 per cent of the origi-
nal measurements (I and II).

6. The last 10 dry edentulous mandibles were scanned for calculation of the
correlation between the results obtained by scanning and the mineral con-
tent k expressed in the ash weight of the scanned part of the mandibles. The
results were correlated to the ash weight (Fig. 5). The coefficient of
correlation (r) was 0.93. The course for scanning curve» was proportionally
the same, corresponding to the course of the curves obtained by scanning
r'— mandible of the patients.
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Fig. 4. The diagram indicates the decrease in amount of absorbed radiation in
the measurement by scanning, expressed in per cent of the origiral scan, after
removal of S mm, 10 mm of the top of the alveolar process, and r^cn buccal cor-
tex (BC) of two mandibular post-mortem specimens (I and IT).

ASM WIGHT
IN GMMS

m m

Fig. 5. The correlation between the results by »canning 10 mandibular post mor-
tem specimens and the ash weight of the scanned part, (r - 0.93). The results
by scanning are expressed in arbitrary units.
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DISCUSSION

The presented method for scanning of mandibles is well accepted by the patients,
as 10 edentulous patients could be scanned without problems, even though they
had the mouth filled with water. The result obtained by scanning the mandible
is reproducible and the error of the method is small, as the coefficient of
variation was 2.2, 2.2, 2.3, and 2,4. This also concerns scanning of the dry
mandibles (V: 1.?, 2.2). The results by scanning are dependent of the height
of the alveolar process and the mass of cortical bone, as the results by scan-
ning are significantly diminished after removal of a part of the alveolar pro-
cess and cortical bone of the mandibles (Fig. 4). The results by scanning the
incisor and premolar region of the mandible are expressed in arbitrary units
as the sum of the single scans through frontal planes with 2 mm between each.
The course of the scanning curves is proportionally the same by scanning pa-
tients, as well as dry edentulous mandibles. The results obtained by this me-
thod are positively correlated ro the ash weight in the scanned part of the
mandible (r = +0.93) and can tnerefore be used as an arbitrary expression of
the miner.il content (Fig. 5).

Conclusively, it is possible by this method to obtain a reproducible arbitrary
estimation of the mineral content in the incisor and premolar region of the
m.ndible, which can be used for longitudinal studies of the changes in the mi-
noral content of the mandible, correlated to the changes of the mineral content
in the radial, ulnar, and calcaneal bone. This may eventually lead to a method
by which the decree of osteoporosis can be expressed. Further studies for cor-
relation of t ho bone mineral content in mandibles are in progress.

SUMMARY

A new method for gamma-ray osteodensitometry of the incisor and premolar region
of the mandible has been developed and tested. Studsvik osteodensitometer No.
711, . is used. The lower part of the face is dipped into water in a container
equipped with special sticks to hold the head in an unequivocal reproducible
position. The scanning is done in frontal planes through the mandible. The sum
of the single scans, expressed in arbitrary units, is used as a measure for the
miner.il content. This can be accepted, since there is a linear correlation be-
tween the result by scanning and the ash weight (r " +0.93) of the scanned part
of 10 different dry edentulous mandibles. The method has been tried on 10 eden-
tulous patients, and is well tolerated by the patients. Tne error of the method
has been calculated and the coefficient of variation was between 2.2 and 2.4.
It is concluded, that the method is suitable for obtaining a reproducible ar-
bitrary estimation of the mineral content in the mandible, and for calculation
of changes in the mineral content of the edentulous mandibles.
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Discussion

B Nilsson: You have the advantage that this particular part of the skeleton
sticks out and thus is available. The best fixation would perhaps be to get
the patient to bite onto something. Did you use some kind of mold?

N v Wovern: Yes, the patients had a palate plate with biting plates in the
molar region for obtaining a reproducible position of the mandible in relation
to the maxilla, and then a buckler for the frontral bone and nose for holding
the face in a reproducible position.
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ABSTRACT

The dichromatic technique has been examined from the point of view of statistical

and geometrical errors. Tabulations oi* figures of merit for combinations of

energies E, and E ? have been worked out for different tissue compositions. The

single energy method using a water vessel with parallel walls was compared

with the dichromatic method, particularly in view of the influence of adipose

tissue. Further, information is given about the application of the method using

the isotopes 1-125 and Co-57.
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PERFORMANCE OF A DICHROMATIC AND SIMULTANEOUSLY OPERATING GAMMA-RAY ABSORPTIOMETER

Erik Dissing, AB Atomenergi, Studsvik, Nyköping, Sweden

Introduction

I Statistical errors, choice of isotopes

II Geometrical errors

III Errors due to adipose tissue

IV Errors due to spectrum hardening

Conclusions

Introduction

With the dichromatic scanning method now in use the determination of bone
mineral content in vivo is carried out by the complete transversion of a
limb in two successive scans, one for each of the isotope energies.

The soft tissue contribution to the final result is cancelled by proper
adjustment of the relative sensitivity for the two channels and the bone
mineral content in g/cm calculated by subtraction of the two integrals.

The integration is self-controlled and starts as soon as the beam reaches the
soft tissue of the limb.

Generally the bone mineral content comes out as a small difference between
two large figures (e g total 9.5 8.0, bone 1.5 g/cm).

The soft tissue part of the limb which is not in line with the bone gives no
information about the bone mineral contenc but contributes very much to the
limitation of the precision due to statistical fluctuations.

With the simultaneous dichromatic method measurement is carried out sitmu-
taneously in the two energy channels and subtraction of the two log I signals
is effectuated on-line.

A bone cineral area content signal is available on-line for the monitoring of
the integration process which is allowed to start when the double photon beam
reaches the bone.

Thus only that part of soft tissue positioned in-line with the bone contributes
to fluctuation noise resulting in an improvement of the statistical performance
of the system. At the same time the result is obtained in a one step operation.

This paper is a survey over important parameters for the optimatiori of the di-
chromatic simultaneous absorptiotaeter.

An estimation of the precision obtainable and some practical results from a sys-
tem with 1-125 and Co-57 isotopes is given.
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Statistical errors, choice of isotopes

Moaochromatic_method (one energy).

PhOTOi; DETECTOR

SAMPLE OF
DENSITY

;., g/cm

•RADIOACTIVE SOURCE

Vig. I 1.

The area content . • in g/cm of a sample is determined by measuring f and f. ,
tin1 gamma or x-ray photon frequencies registered by the detector for passage
of the beam through air and Lhrough the sample respectively.

If the geometry is 1007 correct ,(,o that all photons scattered or absorbed by
the sample will in no way interact with the detector we have

— T ' In o (I 1)

where ../. is t lie total mass attenuation coefficient for the sample at the photon
energy.

If ( is changed by an introduced error .'. we get
f

— ~ — r r «md if ' • • I
I

1

... . 4 - ( l n ^ - /)
. / . tj

K.w i series of measurements of f t (»= the number of photons registered by the
.i«'tv.-<ov shiriin-, the sampling time t) we get a relative standard deviation
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. Consequently the relative standard deviation for the determination
of the area content p& in a series of measurements will be

Tip
In o /f. t /Ft — Up— 1 op

rl

(I 2)

a has a minimum of — for — sip = 2.
/Ft 9
o

This means that a photon energy for which the attenuation of the beam through
the sample is a factor exp 2 is optimal.

According to the one-isotope or monochromatic principle for the determination
of bone mineral content in vivo, the soft tissue contribution is cancelled by
submersion of the limb to be measured in a vessel containing water.

water

Fig. I 2.

For chis type of geometry., expressions (I 1) and (I 2) should be replaced by

where u and u. are the linear attenuation coefficients for soft tissue (water)
and boni mineral respectively, and
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(I A)

'" s 1
or with — = — (for soft tissue and bone mineral)

f 3

(I 5)

/ft s , (^-i^)
oo b J p, 3 p

D S

Figure of merit for monochromatic absorptiometer for different photon energies E,
soft tissue content (I p ) and bone mineral content (JLc,).
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U.

13.

2

1

6

Fig I 3

Figure of merit n

/exr A 1

3 p

With che figure of merit given the standard deviation is obtained from the total
nui b» r of events registered by the detector during a sampling period when the beam
is passing through the air. With I p • 0.8 g/cm and Up » 5 g/cm (human arm)
end f t » )0 the best energy will Be 30 keV and the standard deviation: J - —»

If is to be observed that with this method an air cavity will be registered as
A lack of bone mineral.
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fOl' fO2 £11' F12

M X.
•i:

bone, index b

•soft tissue, index s

* *

Fig. I 4.

With the dichromatic method we have for the low photon energy E :

In T — - - ^ Ĵ Pv + ~ A.P_ (I 6)I p. + I p
pb ps

7 I p. + I p
11 pb ps

For the high photon energy E~:

In
fl 2"'b

 V b + ps
(I 7)

(16) 2_ (17) gives us fj. the area content of bone mineral;

Kt> u
b b ybl ub2

(I 8)

The relative scale factor —— between the low-energy and the high-energy channels
may be introduced by Vt2 electronic means as shown in Fig I 4.

The application of this factor renders Che system blind to soft tissue content
of the sample as is seen from (I 8).
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PULSE
DISCRIMINATOR

£ channel

LOG
RATEMETER

in

LV-
*ln

PULSE
AMPLIFIER

El channel

PULSE
DISCRIMINATOR

T j

f
" *-nj

LOG
RATEMETER

12

Fig. I 5. Dichromatic method.

The standard deviation contributions for a series of bone mineral determinations
from each of the two channels due to statistical fluctuations during the sampling
time t —

^bl _ "b2

t) ' b "s2

si

A X'S2

"bl _

"b

1
tTut

pb "s2

will ridd quadrat irly.

The resulting relative standard deviation for the determination of ^.P. • the
area content of bone mineral g/cm4', will be:

_
f12t

''bl usl

/Jb2

b b %

(I 9)
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if £01 * fO2 " fo

/ft
o

pb *faPb + ps £'sPs s2
e x p (.

U 9
_i£ d p )
g s's'
s

U

(I 10)

2 2
For a given geometry (JL p g/cm of bone mineral and i p g/cm cf soft tissue)
the expression inside tRe brackets of (I 10) is a figure of merit for the com-
bination of isotope energies.

The variation of this figure of merit for photon energies in the range 15-200 KeV
is tabulated for different combination of soft tissue and bone mineral contents
in Fig I 5, I 6, and I 7.

2
From the tabulation in Fig I 6 it is seen that for 0.8 g/cm bone mineral and
5 g/cn soft tissue, which is typical for a human arm, the combination of lodine-125
and Co-57 with 27 KeV and 122 KeV respectively is very near ideal, with a figure
of merit of about 5.

The standard deviation for such a system with,a sampling time (» scanning time)
t - 10 sec and f • 100 000 cps will be o - -—=* - 0.5 %.

2 2
Isotope-pair figure of merit for 0.4 g/cm bone and 2 g/cm soft tissue

E i keV >

30

40

50

60

80

100

150

200

|E keV '

15 j 20 30 40 50 60 80 100

47.0 11.2

29.8 6.38 10.3

24.9 5.22 5.91 19.7

22.8 4.78 5.83 12.8 36.2

21.1 4.46 5.24 9.96 19.6 41.9

20.6 4.37 5.13 9.32 17.0 30.9 114

20.1 4.43 5.21 9.23 16.0 26.5 65.9 147

20.2 4.54 5.45 9. .'.5 16.3 26.6 62.2 124

Fig I 6
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2 2
Isotope-pair figure of merit for 0.8 g/cm bone and 5 g/cm soft t issue

Ex keV — *

30

40

50

60

80

100

150

' 200

15

5.85-1O3

3.71-1O3

3.10-103

2.84-103

2.63-1O3

2.56-103

2.5O-1O3

2.49-103

20

60.8

34.8

28.1

25.5

23.4

22.7

22.2

22.1

30

11.6

7.38

6.12

5.31

5.08

4.96

5.00

40

16.5

10.4

7.84

7.22

6.91

6.97

50

27.5

14.4

12.3

11.2

11.2

60

29.8

21.7

18.1

17.9

80

77

43

40

.8

.9

.6

100

96.8

80.3

".., keV

F»S I 7

2 2
I s o t o p e - p a i r f i g u r e of m e r i t f o r 1.6 g/cm bone and 12 g/cm s o f t t i s s u e

K. keV •

30

40

50

60

80

100

r>o

200

15

i.15-108

2.63-108

2.20-KJ8

2.01-108

1.87-108

i.s-io8

1.78-108

1.77-1O8

20

G.97-103

3.99-103

3.22-1O3

2.92-1O3

2.69-1O3

2.61-103

2.54-1O3

2.53-1O3

30

42.6

27.1

22.5

19.5

18.6

17.8

17.7

40

27.4

16.7

12.2

11.1

10.3

10.1

50

35.5

17.6

14.7

12.9

12.5

60

33.6

23.8

19.0

18.2

80

79.

42.

38.

2

6

4

100

91.0

73.2

E , keV

F i g 1 Ö
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Generally f will be choosen as high as possible (" 100 000 cps). Nuclear
electronics coincidence problems or isotope technology problems will set the
limit.

With the simultaneous system using a Nal scintillator some interaction from 11 it-
high energy photons in the low energy channel is unavoidable.

Therefore in order to avoid non-linearity the event frequency for the attenuated
low evergy beam must be higher than the high energy frequency, f.. > £,j-

In - si
the optimum point according to (I 10) we have f.0 > f.. because —:— • 1

12 LI u £ 2Thus for the benefit of linearity it may be necessary to lower the high energy
beam intensity relative to the low energy beam intensity or to increase E.
somewhat beyond the optimum level.

2 2
For 0.8 g/cm bone mineral and 5 g/cm soft tissue we get in the point E, = 30 keV
and E_ - 100 keV a figure of merit 2: 5.
A decrease of the high energy beam intensity by a factor of 10 will increase
this figure to about 8.4.

In order to verify this theory measurements were carried out with a dichromntit-
simultaneous system with 1-125 and Co-57 sources on a 1.14 g/cm Ca5(PO^) ..OK in
epoxy standard (kindly supplied by Dr K H Reiss, Siemens). As soft tissue"sub-
stitute a plastic vessel with 4.5 g/cm^ water was used.

The following settings were used for the system.

Sampling time t « 10 sec

I-125_channel

Discriminator setting: 20-60 keV
Pulse rate: air 72 000 cps

water 13 000 cps
Ga 3 600 cps

Ca + water 790 cps

Discriminator setting: 65-150 keV
Pulse rate: air 5 200 cps

water 2 200 cps
Ca 3 200 cps

Ca t water 1 800 cps

Expression (I 9), was used for the calculation of the standard deviation '. < he
expected. With ,
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"bl "si "b__

"s2 C'b

"si
= 1. / 2, = 2.3 we get

us2

/7900 18000

1.14 • 1.72

For the standard alone, no water, we get:

36000
1.14 • 1.72 ° # 7 1 %

From the tabulations in Figs I 8 and I 9 for the practical measurements the
standard deviations are calculated to 1.13% with water and 0.58% without water.

Fig i y

Dichromatic simultaneous absorptiometer with Co-57 and 1-125 isotopes.
Measurement on standard.

Stan

1202
1200
1202
1196
1200
1196

dard 1.

1 199
1203
1189
1200
1187
1 208

14 g/<

1202
1214
1203
1190
1197
1186

:m Ca

1 192
1192
1200
1200
1200
1193

(PO4)

1197
1205
1204
1201
1197
1194

30H No

1195
1201
1189
1189
1188
1196

soft

1216
1209
1196
1178
1204
1193

tissue

1190
1199
1206
1207
1183
1187

1197
1199
1207
1189
1199
1191

1194
1187
1190
1198
1198
1197

Mean: 197 Relative standard deviation: 0.58%

Fig 1 10

Dichromatic simultaneous absorptiometer with Co-57 and 1-125 isotopes,
Measurement on standard.

Standar
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II
1!
11
11
11

4 j

34
35
24
J-
52

an:

1
1
1
1
t
1

1

d 1.
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129
128
127
117
146

.135

14 g/

1132
11U
1 i 34
1123
1138
1137

g/Ym

cm (".a

1 154

ma
1 136
1095
1117
114?

"; Ful

.(I'O,)
5 *

1138
1137
1133
1152
1116
1151

at i ve

OH No

1139
1140
1143
1131
1141
1122

standard

soft

1147
1148
1150
1127
1129
1144

tissue

1155
1138
1110
1129
1128
1138

deviation:

1134
1121
1148
1136
1155
1156

1.13%

1133
1137
1119
1114
1117
1150
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II Geometrical errors

Beam dimensions, Bone Scanner

—I
J_L

I*
Fig. II 1

The intensity through air is I. and the intensity through the sample is I .
The intensity in the interval 0 < ^ X ^ A i 9 l » I f l - y (I Q - 1^). The registered
amount in g/cm2 is ~"

In ~ - -In (1 - f (1 - Y-)

Vox I
.

~ - In (1 f

I. (thin layer) we get

Y

which means that a registration corresponding to a scan over » thin object will
have the form of a trapezium (Fig II 2)
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Fig. II 2.

If I. I (thick object) the registration has the following form (Fig II 3).

I !

OBJECT

r
Fig. II 3.

Tt> find the measurement error for a scan over an object with rectangular cross-

sect ion:

For the transient section of an excursion, i e from where the beam just touches
the edge until it is completely screened by the object we get
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_jf. „ x ^ • r-og/cm - - / In (1 - j (1 - -i» dx = " In y dy
o l0 l_l \

I I

= — y (lny - 1) - A + A •=—^-rr- In ^~
0 1 L J 1 0 1 o

For the whole cross-section in Fig II I we get

i h a
g/cm - 2A + 2& - j — ~ - In — + (D - A) In ~

l 0 Ll LQ ll
The ideal value is D In — and the relative error is

1

2A + 2A r — ~ - In —• - A In —•
l0 ~ I l 0 l

1

(1 + I In yi)
2 D Io D D ( 2 < I0 Io

In •=— In — -r~ ~ *
1 1 1

For various values of — (various thicknesses) we get
l

xo
h
1.1

2

10

100

1000

relative

- 0.016 ^

- 0.115 ~

- 0.354 |

- 0,586 |

- 0.712 |

In connection with bone scanners, typical values for -r- lie within the range
0 A 1

2 < Y ~ ' 10< T n u s f o r 5 Z r e l a t i v e e r r o r w e n e e d ~ ' O . t l - O . U .
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To find the measurement error for a scan over a wedge shaped object:

i '

Fig. II 4.

If the intensity in the position x = 0 is I , the registered intensity with the
c.o\ 1 im;Hnr / i s

who re .'. is the wiilth ol the beam.

'o r
AutgV J

d(- uxtg.)

~ it. R. i is small we get

(AutgV)'

For the amount of rmuri'ijl in front of tiie beam we get

In -
00

where l()(, is the intensity for passage through air.
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For the relative error we get

In 00 - In 00

-21»

In
00
lo

In
00 12 In 00

I0

In connection with bon« scanners —=— = 2 -10 is typical. With <P • 45 , u — 1 cm
and the error -5% we get for the necessary collimator dimension A < 4 - 14 mm.

Scanning speed, time constant:

•fr

4 _L

Fig. II 5. Logarithmic ratemeter with time constant T.

The time constant T, for the logarithmic rate meter, or in the case of sampling
procedure the sampling time T times the scanning speed may not exceed A calculated
according to the above formulae.

Ill Adipose contribution

Monochromatic method

bone

adipose
tissue

soft tissue
(water)

Fig. Ill 1



"bl "si
Bone signal = • o

b b p.

• - u f l
Adipose signal = '• c*'1 c :

We want to find the ratio for that area content i, p, of bone mineral which
will compensate for the "f"f insertion of adipose tissue of an area content

Vr
1*1 Li. Ill

' b ' b l s " s P f

% Ps :b

F o r 1 - 1 2 5 , b y lh>" i n s e r t i o n o f — = 0 . 4 3 — = 0 . 3 2 6 - £ i = 2 . 8 — = - ~

~f °b Pf °'92

-S- = -i w, ,ot - ^ = 0.053 I
' s J ' f f

This means that the insertion in the soft tissue of 1 g/cm adipose tissue will
create ,» signal which will be interpreted as a lack of 0.053 g/cm of bone
mine r;i 1.

Pi i-liron.U i v mot. \)Oi!

Kom. signal = . , (~-̂  - 111 I^i)
1> s2 b

... . /fl "si "f2,
A d i p o s e riinn.il = - .. ( - — )

' f "s2 ' f

2 i

Fur thf e r r o r , expressed a^ fi/cm^ bone minera l , due to the i n s e r t i o n i n to the
soft t i s s u e body nt 1 g/cni~ adipose t i s s u e we get

JLi 111 - 111

!' f Ull _ J l l 3V '
'h "si "b

I

F o r .»n [ - 1 2 ; ; - i \ ~ ä 7 s y s t e m w i t h - ^ - 0 . 1 5 8 - ^ = - - 0 - 1 6 0 ' - ^ • 0 . 1 7 2 w e g e t

' f " • ' ' b

'£* - 0.0.:
'( t
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Thus the dichromatic method is less sensitive to adipose tissue.

This is due to the fact that with the dichromatic method a change of density
is not registered, only a change in atomic composition.

IV Spectrum hardening

The simultaneous output signal with the dichromatic method is

ln

12

is a constant chosen experimentally for the elimination of the sensitivity to
soft tissue.

This output signal will vary with u ., u 2- \., u,- in accordance with

. f01 . f02
ln -; < ln -z—11 L12

s S P
si

If the low energy photons are not completely monoenergetic as is the case with
the isotope source 1-125, u . and u will vary with the amount traversed by
the beam. The spectrum will harden as the beam traverses the material due to
the fact that the low energy photons will be more frequently absorbed than the
high energy ones.

The initial spectrum for 1-125 as seen by the detector is approximately:

Energy
keV

27.4
31.1
35.4

Energy
keV

27.4
31.1
35.4

Rel
ampl

1
0.25
0.075

Rel
ampl

1
0.25
0.075

pb

2.8
1.9
1.3

•'si

0.43
0.35
0.30

\

\

Effective

'*"kl 2
JLL for 0.8 g/cm
pt bone mineral

2.443

Effective

lii for 5 g/cm
>'s soft tissue

0.4029
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fur O-;>7 ve eet - - 0.17, - — -: 0.16, •: = - ^ = ̂ | ^ = 2.55.
b "jj "s2

The output sigi:-»l for 0.8 g/cn; bone mineral with the system completely out-
balanced for sof: tiksvd, will be 0.8(2.545 - 2.55 • 0.17) = 1.69.

u „
o si

After passage t^rc^gh 0.8 f/cmi bone mineral we get a new effective —^— due to
spec t run harden ' ;t£:

Energy initial „ New u , Effective
keV rel, " r e \ T" Msl for 5 g/cB

2

ampl h air.pl — — , ?
c soft tissue
s

27.4 1 2.8 1.000 0.43
31.1 0.25 1.9 0.5134 0.35
35.4 0.075 1.3 0.2489 0.30

With 5 <<jcm soft tissue the relative error due to failing soft tissue out-
balance will be 2 • 5 (0.3817 - 0.4029)

1.69
-12.5%

Another error is due to the change of u. ,. After transversal of 5 g/cm of
soft tihsut1 the effective u,, will be changed in accordance with

K no rgy
keV

.! 7. 4
i l . i

I n i t i a L
re l
imp I

1
(J. 2 'i

0 . 0 7 rj

111
"s

0 .43
0.3 r;
0 .10

New
rel
ampl

1
0.3729
0.1437

"

2
1
1

b_l_

b

.8

.9

.3

Effective

—— for
"b bone

1
> 2 . 3 1 0

1

2
0.8 g/cm
mineral

•

2
Thus che hiirden'.ng effect of 5 g/cm" soft tissue gives rise to an error

These tv.. examples demonstrate the 1-125 hardening effect on a two component
system. Spectrum hardening also gives rise to a general lack of linearity
due to a ch.Hu'.e -f the effective "bl through t'.ie material to be measured. The
relative change of sensitivity >. from the front side to the back side of
a 0.8 f/rm' hone is about -107.

For geometries with•reasonable area content spectrum hardening effects with
i-12' can easily be reuuceJ by filtering with tin which has an absorption
v '. • -t about .'9 keV favouring the 27.4 keV line at the expense of the 31.1
.: '. ; V>... line.
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With 0.1 g/cm tin which corresponds to an attenuation 0.5 of the 27.4 line the
spectrum is modified according to:

Energy
keV

27.4
31.1
35.4

6.5
42
26

Initial
rel

ampl

1
0.25
0.075

New
rel
ampl

Jbl Effective

1 2.8
7.18-10 1.9
1.07-10 1.3

for 0.8 g/cm
bone mineral

2.760

Passage through 0.8 g/cm bone mineral gives rise to a new effective
spectrum hardening
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With 5 g/cm soft tissue the balancing error will now be:

2 - 5 (0.4225 - 0.4274)
1.69

-2.9%

In the same way the error due to change in
wbl

may be calculated:

After passage through 5 g/cm of soft tissue we have for the tinfiltered spectrum:
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2
The hardening effect of 5 g/am soft tissue now gives rise to an error:

2.730 - 2.760 _
2.760 - 2.55 • 0.17 ~ J/o

It should be emphasized that tin filtering is only a help in a definite range
foe l^cb + ls

cs« A s t n e material content is increased the problem returns.
Using a low atomic number metal as a filter in order to harden the spectrum
is impossible due to prohibitive attenuation.

Conclusions

The dichromatic simultaneous method for the determination of bone mineral content
in vivo is very convenient in use and offers great freedom in the choice of geom-
etry.

Preliminary results with the isotopes 1-125 and Co-57 for the measurement of the
extremities of the human body are very encouraging.

The monochromatic (water vessel) method with only one channel involved in the
measuring procedure is in principle better from the point ot view of statistical
error as is seen from Fig. 1 3 - 1 8 . However, with the monochromatic method an
increase of the soft tissue content due to the compensating water is inherent.

With the dichromatic simultaneous system attention should be paid to the risk
for channel interaction due to compton absorption of the high energy photons.

With a Nal detector channel interaction may be neglected if f^2 » fll. This
means, hewev r, that the optimum figures of m^rit tabulated in Fig. 16, Fig. 17
and Fiji,. 18 can't be fully achieved. The discrepancy from results obtainable
in practice will be about a factor of 2.

With foi (iodine) = 100 000 pps, fg2 (cobalt) = 10 000 pps and sampling time
10 seconds, the standard deviation for the measurement of a human arm will be
smaller than 17,.
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Discussion

R Mazess: Have you no problem with the escape peak?

E Pissing: That is avoided by using the combination Co-57/I-125. The resolution
of the system is good enough to separate the 1-125 peak from the Co-r)7 est ape
peak.
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Dual photon absorptiometry has not been as extensively
investigated and utilized as has single photon absorptiorretry
for measurement of bone mineral content. For several appli-
cations dual photon absorptiometry is not only useful but
esi--.cn t i al. We have investigated the errors of precision and
accuracy associated with both sinf;lc nnc1 dual photon methods.
A relative error function has been calculated for different
r.ulinniK lides and their combinations to illustrate the vari-
ation to be expected at different bone anc' soft tissue thick-
nes.se> as a result of counting statistics. This permits
choice of optimum sources for a particular application.
However, factors other than counting statistics, such as cost,
a v.i i 1 a bili tv, range of desired applications, and desire for
accuracy, are more important in the choice of which method
rind which source to use.

Tin-' errors associated with the fat content of soft tissue,
ami tin.' distribution of fat, have been assessed. In some
cases I lie dual photon approach eliminates or minimizes the
inaccuracies found with the single photon method. We have
,i!;o developed an instrument providing direct digital readout
öl lum. mineral content using the dual photon approach; this
nuv d.-i rc.'ist1 sonic of the technical problems involved in clin-
i'--'l appl irat ion of the dual p'\oton method. Finally the dual
i hot on method has been used for scanning of spinal bone mineral
witii a l.VJ-C.tl source. Tliese neasurements have fairly high
precision and accuracy (1 to YA error) and can be used to look
.it i he problem of localized spinai demineralization in osteo-
porosis. Tlie mot hod is also being developed for scanning of the
(emor.il neck and total body mineral.

Keywords: Ahsorptiometrv - Bone Mineral Content - Dual Photon
Method - KH'ects of Fat - Optimization - Spine Scanning
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PROGRESS IN DUAL PHOTON ABSORPTIOMETRY OF BONE

R.B. Mazess, C.R. Wilson, J. Hanson, U. Kan, M. Madsen, N. Pele and R. Witt

Department of Radiology (Medical Physics), University of Wisconsin Hospital,
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Single photon absorptiometry (SAT) for the determination of bone mineral con-
tent has had widespread acceptance (Camt/.-on, 1970; Mazess, 1974). Use of absorp-
tiometry at two discrete energies (DAT) has been far less widely investigated and
utilized. Part of this gap in investigation has been due to the success of the
single photon approach, which has inhibited efforts of measuring the same quantity,
bone mineral content, using an apparently more complex method. The lack of suit-
able radionuclide sources with two discrete emissions at appropriate energies and
the added equipment and operational requirements have also restricted interest,
especially since the only apparent advantage is the elimination of the need for
a constant tissue cover. However, one cannot apply the single photon method to
areas of clinical interest, like the femoral neck, or the spine, or to measurement
of total body mineral, and for these applications the dual photon approach is
mandatory. We have attempted to examine the dual photon approach both to allow
measurements not previously possible, as well as to provide an alternative to the
single photon method on the limbs.

The fundamental bases for dual photon absorptiometry are well-known. Some
of the first work on bone was done in Sweden by Jacobsen (1964). Judy (1970, 1971)
has closely examined the theoretical grounds, and investigated the errors of
precision and accuracy associated with both the dual photon and single photon
approaches. Our laboratory has continued to examine these problems and to develop
new instrumentation and methods. In this report we deal with some of our work,
particularly with optimization with regard to counting statistics, the errors due
to fat, dual photon direct digital readout, and spinal scanning.

COUNTING STATISTICS AND OPTIMAL SOURCES

Both Watt (1974) at Dundee and our laboratory have concentrated on the
errors of precision Introduced by counting statistics In order to optimize source
selection for different combinations of soft tissue mass and bone mineral content.
In order to make evaluations we calculate a relative error function (REF) which
gives the actual variation when multiplied by the square root of the initial count
rate, and thus provides a comparative index Independent of the count rates.
Figure 1 shows the REF is nearly always lov >r for the SAT than DAT; at least for
this particular combination where the soft tissue is five times the mass of the
bone. The SAT approach with I 2 5I has the lowest error for bones below the size
of those of the forearm; for larger bones the SAT with ?l*1Am is optimal. Using
the DAT it is evident that 109Cd is optimal for finper bones; 1?r'J/2l4lAin and
133Xe are optimal for radius and ulna; while 15V,d is optimal for larger bones.

In considering optimization and precision one should remember that suboptJtnal
counting statistics can readily be remedied by Increasing the counts collected.
The achievement of optimum condition» with regard to count'ng statistics Is not
the only, or ever the major factor, in choice between the single and dual photon
approaches or in the choice of the radionucllde. Errors of accuracy are also
critical and there are the additional questions of cost, efficiency, avnil.ibf11ty,
range of sites to be measured which dictate which approach and which source will
be used.
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EFFECT OF SOFT TISSUE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE BONt

The single photon approach to bone mineral measurement assumes that there is
a constant thickness of soft tissue over the bone of uniform composition. The
effect of varying amounts of fat, in a uniform layer, across the bone is quite
small (Sorenson and Mazess, 1970; Wooten, 1973) but a non-uniform fat distribution
can produce serious errors (Zeitz, 1973). Non-uniformities of fat distribution
appear due to subcutaneous fat and to fat deposits adjacent to the bone. [If
there is a record of the scan one may visually select an approximately appropriate
I* location or hava a computer algorithm to do the same. With SAT direct readout
devices, however, errors due to fat distribution cannot be readily corrected, and
large discrepancies may occur particularly on obese individuals.] With the DAT
there is an analagous problem, for at least when using the ^^Gd source one must
assume a fat fraction in order to calculate bone mineral content. If the actual
fraction deviates from the assumed an error will result. On the other hand when
using the l25I/2l*1Am dual photon source one may make an actual determination of
the fat fraction adjacent to the bone. If there is a uniform fat distribution
across the bone then no error is introduced by the fat. These relationships are
shown in Figure 2. The apparent bone mineral content is seen to increase
slightly for a uniform increase in the fat fraction with the single photon
method using 1 2 5I; very large deviations in the apparent bone mineral are seen
if the fat fraction varies from the 15% level at which the SAT system is calibrated.
The deviations for the DAT using lz5I/2'*1Am are somewhat smaller.

DIRECT READOUT OF BONE MINERAL CONTENT

Several years ago we developed an analog system for direct digital readout
of bone mineral content using the single photon approach (Mazess et al, 1972).
This type of Instrument has proved to be- quite useful because of low equipment
and operational costs, ease of operation, portability, and the immediate avail-
ability of results without manual, calculator, or computer manipulation. These
advantages have led us to develop a similar system using the dual photon approach
(Kan et al, 1974). The dichromatic analog system operates similarly to the
single photon model, but data is collected from two channels (Figure 3). A
correction is made for spill-over into the lower energy channel, and logarithmic
amplifiers are used. The precision and accuracy of this new instrument was
comparable to that obtained with digital data treatment, or with the single
photon approach. The results are independent of tissue cover.
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Figure 3. Outline of the analog calculator section of the dual photon
direct readout system. The inputs are two channels of four decade sealers.

•r.AMM':;C OF THE SPTHE, FEMORAL NECK, AND TOTAL SKELETON

Tn Motncdic.al studies of the skeleton a measurement on the shaft of a
1'nih bone, such as the common radius jhaft measurement, is frequently considered
inadequate for evaluating clinical p-oble.ms although it has been demonstrated
t.hat in normal subjects a radius shaft measurement is not only correlated
highly (r = n.Qr)) with the weight of the long bones and of the total skeleton
(Unzoss, 1<>71; liorsmann, 1970; Wilson, 1974; Cohn et al, 1974; Chestnut et al,
1<>7 3) hur is moderately correlated with the mineral content of the vertebrae and
the foworni neck (Wilson, 1974). However, for examination of patients a more
precise, accurate, and direct measurement is often desirable, for example to
assess spinil mineral in n patient with compression fractures or total body
mineral in i renal patient. The single photon approach cannot be used for these
deterrairuuic-us, and it is mandatory to use the dual photon approach. V'e have
pursued the latter using 'r' V.d as a source; this radionuclide has emissions at
about 44 ant1 100 keV (see Figure 4) .
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Figure 4. The spectrum of 153-Gd with peaks at 44 and
100 keV using Nal(tl) detector.

We initially began our »canning with a manually driven yoke, which was
imprecise, but we now have an Ohio-Nuclear Whole Body Scanner (Figure 5). The
pelvic phantom shown on the scanner was used to determine the dose received in
a typical spinal determination with 10 passes over the patient. The dosimetry
was done with thermoluminesence of lithium flouride crystals (TLD-100). The
dose to the skin, ovaries, and testicles for such a determination was 2.0, 0.09,
and 0.03 mrad respectively.
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Figure 3. Ohio-Nuclear whole body scanner. Shown
is the scanning yoke with modified scintillation-
detector and a pelvic phantom.
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In order to have exponential attenuation at both 44 and 100 keV it is
necessary to make a correction for the Compton contribution from the 100 keV
photons which are seen ("spill-over") in the lower energy channel. This correction
was determined experimentally by filtering out the 44 keV peak with Cu and Al
attenuators. After such correction the 44 keV peak shows exponential absorption
(Figure 6).

10

10
1.0 2.0 SO 4 0

MASS OF ALUMINUM («/cm2 )

S.O

Figure 6. The attenuation of the 44 and 100 keV beams from lr'3Cd by
aluminum. Correction is necessary to achieve exponential attenuation
at 44 keV.

The accuracy of determinations was assessed by measuring the mineral content
of bottles filled with dipotassium hydrogen phosphate immersed in 15, 20 am) 25 cm
of water. The accuracy of measurement on these vertebral phantoms was very high
(1 to 2%) (see Figure 7). Normal subjects have been measured on several occasions
over a one month period with a precision of from 1 to 3%. We measure these
subjects lying on their backs, the scan is started at the top of the iliac crest,
and six passes are made at 1.25 cm intervals, so that a 7.5 cm section of the
lumbar spine is measured. The bone mineral content along the spine tends to be
relatively uniform (3% variation) in normal subjects; our preliminary results
suggest that not only may there be demineralization in osteoporosis but that
particular areas of the spine may show exaggerated osteoperia (Figure 8). We are
currently investigating spine scans on normals and osteoporotics, and are further
refining the system to do both the femoral neck and total body mineral.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Dual photon absorptiometry is not an entirely novel technique but rather one
which has not had a thorough and systematic evaluation. Lack of suitable sources,
complexities of instrumentation, and uncertainties of the biomedical applications
have produced this hiatus in our knowledge. Our efforts have been toward achieving
some progress by (1) defining the errors of precision and accuracy, in order to
achieve optimal technical conditions, (2) examination of new and interesting
sources such as 153Gd, (3) development of new instrumentation for direct digital
readout of bone mineral, and (4) application of the dual photon approach to
anatomical areas, such as the spine and femoral neck, where the single photon
approach is inapplicable.

Some of the above developments in dual photon absorptiometry may be combined.
For example direct digital readout could be used for spine scans with Gd. This
suggests that with only minor modification, and with minimal operational and
equipment costs, many existing whole body scanners in nuclear meoicine laboratories
could be converted to measure spinal bone mineral content. Secondly a combined
125I/2'*1Am source could be used to do measurement of both fat and lean components
of the soft tissue, and the bone mineral content, in limb scans. We are now
doing this routinely in our laboratory. This of course resolves some of the
difficulties with uneven fat distribution over the bone, but perhaps more impor-
tantly it provides an indication of the muscle mass at the scan site. Such a
measurement may be quite useful as a morphological reference against which one can
assess normality of bone mineral content.

It is quite clear that in terms of ease and simplicity the single photon
approach to measurement of bone mineral content has marked advantages over the
dual photon approach. On the other hand the dual photon approach appears to hive
certain advantages and for certain applications, which in fact may be the critical
applications for assessing skeletal disease, the dual photon approach is
obligatory. Consequently ii behooves us to examine the defects and the potential
of that approach with care.
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Discussion

J Bevan; What was the size of the beam when measuring the spine?

R Mazess: 3 cm x 1 cm.

J Bevan: Is this the proper size to measure an irregular bone?

R Mazess: It may have its difficulties. If we measure with a point source we
run into difficulties with the anatomical irregularities; with a larger beam
we are not picking up the anatomical details. By covering an area we measure
the BMC that is there. We lose detail, but we gain something.

E Pissing: When you are scanning the whole body, what is the collimator size
used? It could not possibly be the same as for a finger.

R Mazess: When we do fingers right now (Cd-109) we are trying to measure edema
in the fingers; it is a soft tissue application. But we are not concentrating
on the finger. What we would like to do in terms of the whole body is to use
Gd-153, to scan the entire body and to divide this up. We will then be able to
say something about the BMC in the arms or the limbs versus the spine and versus
the pelvis area.

E Pissing: Have you been able to solve the escape peak problem? Have you tried
something else than sodium iodide, e g silicon?

R Mazess: We have looked at mercuric iodide and cadmium telluride, which have
resolution problems. We have stayed with the sodium iodide where there is about
12% contribution using I-125/Am-241 combination.

P Schmeling: iou mentioned a one curie source of Gd-153 and only 2 mr as the
skin dose. How is this possible?

R Mazess: The source is quite a distance away, about 25 cm.

P Schmeling: What is the use of this long distance?

R Mazess: We could use it closer but it is now too active. It has been our
philosophy also to have collimation on source and detector, and we maintain
this distance. In our other work on the arm we use 200 rnCi of r.d-15'J with a
distance of about 5 cm below the arm.

B Nilsson: What is the availability of you^ radioactive material?

R Mazess: It is getting more available now. We have obtained ours from Oak Ri<\yt-
and they are able to make high purity Gd-153 with high specific activity with
ease; the source diameter is 3 mm.

J Rassow: I think that an important advantage of the dualenergy mer hor! in f <;
separate measurement of the connective tissue concentration and miner il con-
centration. In my paper tomorrow I will show you the first measuremer , on it,
and it is interesting to see that sometimes the connective tissue con<-entratio;«
is going dowr. while the mineral concentration is goins? up. So tht-rf ' •; a '• ntri-
bution from both to the total density.
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R Mazt'ss: ;.v'e are particularly interested in measuring children. This may not
be .1!' Kit'it interest in osteoporosis but we are interested in growth as well.
We try to find the muscle growth and the bone growth in relation to various
disease states and degrees of retardation. We are also looking at the muscle
and bone growth in relation to exercise. This can readily be done with the
dual-ph"ton technique.

H Sköldborn: How long time does it take to get a whole body scan?

R Mazes?: A whole body scan will take 3C minutes.

H Sköldborn: Do you have to use different collimators?

R Mazess: We try to find some collimation which will allow us to at least get
regional definition of the bone, so that we will be able to say that there is
so much bone in this area and so much bone in another area. We try to use as
large collimation as possible to get total BMC. Of course, if we measure the
femoral neck, then we will have difficulty to localize, I don't think we can
sran the body mineral and get the femoral mineral at the same time.
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ABSTRACT

The method considered here for measuring bone mineral is characterized

by the following: Tvo photon energies (60 keV and 660 keV) are simultaneous-

ly detected by a Nal(Tl) detector. Stationary transmission measurements are

made in a series of points transversally across the patient (usually above

the third lumbar vertebra). The bone mineral (in g/cm ) is calculated for

each measuring point and plotted to give a bone profile curve. Integration

above a manually determined base line gives an area A which is proportional

to the sectional bone mineral oontent (in g/cm).

Compared to an X-ray film a scintillation crystal can only be exposed to

a relatively low photon flux in order to limit the dead time losses. On

account of this, variations in the Poisson distributed count numbers can in-

fluence considerably on the precision.

The total precision of a measurement includes a) variations depending on

Poisson statistics, and b) object variations (e.g. set-up variations and

patient movements during the measurement).

The total precision has been estimated on statistical analyses of 10

assays on four normal adults, and calculating the standard deviation of the

results for each individual. The coefficient of variation varied in the

range of 3.4 - 5-7 %•

In another approach the coefficient of variation can be mathematically

deduced, starting from Poisson distributed count numbers. Applied to the

same data this theoretical coefficient of variation varied in the range of

3.5 - 4.8 fd. The result indicates that the object variations are relatively

small and that the precision of the method is mainly determined by counting

statistics.

The long term stability has been determined by assays on aluminum stan-

dards. One standard assay was determined in June, 1972 and in January, 1974,

10 times on each occasion. The two means differed by 2.2 f> of the overall

mean * 2.9 % of the overall mean (?5 % confidence level).
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LUMBAR VERTEBRAE: PRECISION AND REPRODUCIBILITY
:;-H-f, O Rons and Holger Sköldborn

i. MF.THOD

Our method is designed for the determination of the bone mineral content in

lumbar vertebrae (1, 2). The main features of the experimental set-up are

shown in Fig. 1. The radiation sources consist of 100 mCi Americium-241

(Ramma energy 59. fi keV). supported by a 5 mCi Cesium-137 source (gumma

energy 002 keV). The two radiation beams have common collimation in line

with the collimator of the detector. The cross-sectional area is rectangular,
2

and at 9 cm above the couch it has an effective size of 14 x 25 mm .

The transmitted gamma radiation is registered with a scintillation detector,

and the two photon energies are counted simultaneously in a two-channel spec-

trometer for pre-selected time intervals.

I'niients arc measured in the supine position, lying on a couch which is move-

able in the transversal direction (x-directionK Stationary transmission mea-

surements are performed at a number of points along a path transversally

270 530

io) ~®

Fig. 1. Diagram showing mea-
surement procedure.
A scintillation crystal,

lead collimator for the
detector.
patient's direction of
movement.
scale for demonstrating
the successive measure-
ment positions.
polythene mattress,
couch,
ball bearing,
source container with
collimation of emitted
radiation beam,

1 radiation sources.
Distances in mm

B

C

D
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over the vertebra in question. The measurements positions are indicated (D)

in Fig. 1.

Application of the law of exponential attenuation enables calculation of the

amount of bone mineral, m^, at each point along the measurement path:

N - DSFmF -2
m B = D g C m (

where

D and D are terms comprising mass attenuation coefficients only,
bf bB _2

m is the amount of adipose tissue (g cm ),F
N is calculated according to

N = - Ug ln(R - kR') + ug lnR' + C (2)

where
2 -1u and u ' are mass attenuation coefficients (cm g ). the prime

sign indicating Cesium-137,

R and R' are count numbers,

k is the fraction of R' registered in the Americium-241 channel

due to Compton scattering,

C is a constant.

i

N is calculated for each measurement point and plotted as a function of the
i

position x, Fig. 2. The selection of the border points, x and x in this

example, is partly governed by the breadths of the vertebra and the radiation

beam. The measurement points situated outside the border points are also ta-

ken into consideration, however, so that the border points should be in agree-

ment with a reasonable extrapolation ot these. Summation then gives the sha-
i

ded area, denoted A, above a base-line joining the border points:

n-1
* - N - ^ ( N , • Nn) A X (3;
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D i s t a n c e ( c m )

Fig. 2. Bone profile showing
N as a function of the measu-
rcment position for normal
subject ML. measurement no.4.

I'lu :i n i \ is p ropor t iona l to the bone m i n e r a l content in the unit g c m . In

i lie full- '••', inii ihe r e s u l t s ol m e a s u r e m e n t will be s t a t e d u s i n g t h e a r e a A .

1 I I >' linii i>>ii öl p r e c i s i o n

flic i-.-i:ii "in na tu re of ihe r ad ioac t ive deeav m e a n s that the count n u m b e r s o b -

i a i ned n i l vnrv a c c o r d i n g u> the P o i s s o n d i s t r i b u t i o n . T h i s r e s u l t s in a m a -

t l iemai i ' ' iK nel l -di ' l ' ined p r e c i s i o n in the a r e a A.

Hcpc.iui! mi':i<urcnirnLs in the same individual Rive varying values of A. The

scatter ni IIHSC values will be called the total precision, which consists of

variation'- caused !>v ihe mdioactive decay and subject variations. "Subject

\-;iri:iti<>ns" means all factors which cannot be reproduced exactly from one

measurement io another, for example adjustment variations, movements of

•he .-.ubje.-t during measurement or variations in the position of the subject.
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2. STATISTICAL CONCEPTS

The standard deviation of a variable x, which is assumed to be normally dis-

tributed, is estimated using the following formula:

TTT^- (4>

where

x = the individual measurement values,

x = the mean value of the measurement values,

n = number of determinations of x.

The coefficient of variation V represents the standard deviation in per cent of

the mean value:

V = 100 ~ (5)
x

For the Poisson distribution, the standard deviation is equal to the root of the

true mean value. For a measurement value y, which is included in a Poisson

distribution, the standard deviation o* is thus estimated according to the fol-

lowing:

o* =

If z is a function of the variables y 3f , y , the standard deviation of

z is estimated as follows:

When comparing two independent series of measurements with the mean va-

lues x. and x Student's t test is used for testing the significance of the dif-

ference between the mean values. If each measurement series comprises n

measurements, the standard deviation for the difference is
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Sdiff

2 2
l " S2

n

and the confidence interval is

CK2 " V " t S + t ' Sdiff ' (*2 V + t ' S di f f

For example, if n ^ 10 and the confidence level is 95 %, t = 2.262.

(8)

(9)

2.1 . The standard deviation of N and A

In the expression for N, equation 2, the two variables, the count numbers R

and R', are Poisson distributed. Differentiation and application of equation 6

gives

II - kR'

ŝ
b R ' R ' R - k R '

"n

Combining according to equation 7 gives the standard deviation for N:

rfN V ( n T w f 'R' R - kR r)
2 „ , (10)

Kquation 10 thus gives the standard deviation for the individual variables N t ,

N N By applying equation 7 the standard deviation of the area A is

then calculated as follows:

i 2 i 1 n
•(Ax)' (ID
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TABLE 1

Measurement results and standard deviation for the normal

person ML, measurement no. 4. Measurement time 0.5 min

per point, Ax = 0.4 cm

Position R N

X l
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
"7
X8
X9
X10

12
13
14

X15
16
17
18

X19

230844
240097
233592
212866
191121
177982
179683
188505
194905
200838
200719
195537
186919
191254
219873
254799
273260
275272
300693

172265
176650
174776
171070
168283
167069
168709
170838
171924
173807
172434
171431
169732
170477
176698
184871
186755
186170
192806

10.7
25.2
28.2
65.9
125.9
172.6

183.1
166.2
149.9
145.2
130.7
141.7
161.0
149.9
100.0
61.4
21.8

9.7
1.8

10
-4

4.9-10
4.8
4.9
4.9
5.0
5.1
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.9
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.9
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.6

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

As a numerical example we will show the values from the measurement oi a

normal subject. The count numbers obtained and the corresponding values for

N and o" obtained from equations 2 and 10 are shown in Table 1. Fig. 2

shows the resulting polygon (N) as a function of the measurement position for

this example. For the calculations the following experimentally determined
i

values of the mass attenuation coefficients and factor for the Compton contri-

bution, k, have been used:

k =

0.

0.

0.

1867

0814

045

2
cm

2
cm

-1
g
_i
*

g
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By means of equation 3, 11 and 6 the following results are found:

"4
692.7-10

d 24.2-10"

V
A

A
100 -?- 3.5 r:(A

3.1. The influence of the measurement time

Some factors affecting the precision will be discussed in connexion with this

example, the first one being the measurement time. Inspection of the formu-

lae for the standard deviations of N and A shows that they are both inversely

proportional to the root of the measurement time. Fig. 3 illustrates how the

coefficient of variation varies with the point measurement time for the normal

subject shown above. Our standard time is 0.5 min. Decreasing the time

will give a rapid increase of the variation of A. On the other hand, increas-

ing the time will improve the precision rather little. In an optimized tech-

nique Hie measurement time should be related to the subject being measured

in oider to keep the theoretical precision fairly constant at a pre-selected

level.

o
u

05 1 IS

Point m i i i u n m i f l l l i m t ( m i n )

Fig. 3. Coefficient of vari-
ation V^ as a function of
measurement time t for nor-
mal person ML, measure-
ment no. 4
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3.2. Distribution of activities

The other factor to be discussed is the optimal distribution of activities of

the two radionuclides. Selecting one of the points, x , of the preceding

example, and calculating the standard deviation of N for different number of

counts with the restriction that the sum of the counts in the two energy chan-

nels is constant and the same as in our example, will give the curve in

Fig. 4. <* is here plotted against the number of counts in the Americium

channel. The standard deviation approaches infinity at the limits of the count

range, it has a minimum at B, and the value at C corresponds to the actual

measurement point. The value at B would be reached by changing the activi-

ty of the Americium source from 100 to 70 mCi and by increasing the acti-

vity of the Cesium source from 5 to 7 mCi, changes that are relatively

modest in fact. It should be observed that this result is valid for this examp-

le only, &Jid that a somewhat fatter patient would give a relatively smaller

transmission of the lower photon energy and thus a value of a which might

be nearer to the optimum. If the thickness of the object is increased further

there is a risk of arriving on the ascending leg of the curve between A and

B, with rapid increase of d .

Fig. i. (T as a function of
count number R in the Ameri-
cium channel under the condi-
tion R • R' 374645 (measure-
ment point x in Table 1)
A and D are asymptotes to the
curve, Bis the minimum and
C is the particular measure-
ment point
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TABLE 2

Results of measurements in four normal persons. All values in the

table should be multiplied by a factor of 10

Person

LM RK ML SS

A *22.7 631.3 660.2 672.2
mean

s 41.2(5.0 '" ;) 35.9 (5.7 r ) 22.3 (3.4 r',) 24.1 (3.6 7̂)

o\ 29.2 (3.6 '7) 30.5 (4.S r\) 23.7 (3.6 r',) 23.2 (3.5 ri)
A, mean

The question of the optimal lower photon energy and the optimal activity ratio

has not been penetrated further. These matters have been discussed by

Wooten (3K whose results are not. however, based on a common measure-

ment time. It seems clear, in any case, that an evaluation of energies and

activities should be related to the expected range of subject thicknesses.

The reprodiu-ibilitv of the method (including both decay and subject variations)

has been investigated by repeated measurements in four normal cases. A

maximum of one measurer-tent per day was performed in each subject. The

results are shown in Table 2. A is the mean value of ten measurements.
mean

s is the standard deviation of the measurements, also expressed as the

coefficient of variation between brackets.The theoretical standard deviation.

•r was calculated for each measurement, and the mean value for each sub-

ieri, <T i . is shown in the table. We can see that the reproduclbility

varies from 3.4 ',' to 5.7 r< . The effective standard deviation s is greater

than the theoretical, o* . in three of the four cases. The difference
A. mean

between the two standard deviations may be seen as an indication of the magni-

tude of the subject variations These are much greater in the two subjects

l.M and RK than in ML and SS and should probably be attributed to move-
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ments during the measurement, which agrees with our own impression of the

behaviour of these persons during the measurements.

Comparable values of the precision have been reported by others Dalen (A)

reports the precision with the X-ray spectrophotometric method when mea-

suring the third lumbar vertebra to be 1.9 s theoretically and 10 experi-

mentally. The latter value was. however, improved to 2.7 ' when the !nse

line was adjusted manually.

Judy et coll. (5) used a similar scanning method with the radionuelide ' "Gd

('i4 keV and J00 keV) as dichromatic radiation source. They state the total

precision to be 5-7 % for in vivo measurements of L3. The greatest source

of error is stated to be variations in determining the position of the base

line.

4 . 1 . Long-term control with aluminium

The long-term precision has been studied by measuring aluir.inimr. discs in

a water phantom, Table 3. Discs of two different thicknesses were used.

Al 1 and Al 2. Each disc was measured ten times on two different occasions

In contrast to measurements in vivo the experimental standard deviations are

smaller than the theoretical (except for the measurements in 1972). The ex-

planation is that the theoretical calculation overestimates the base line error

In phantom measurements, especially, the conditions are so idealized mat all

points outside the obiect can often be approximated bv a straight line, which

will then coincide with the base line. The reliabilitv of the hase line i1; in

this case considerably greater than is suggested bv theory. This phenomenon

also appeared in one of the normal individuals. MI.

Finally, the two series of each aluminium disc have been compared, T:t!>le '

The table shows the change in A (the values correspond >o -2.2 for
mean

Al 1 and -2.5 '" for Al 2), the standard deviation of this charge, and the

corresponding confidence interval ior % '~ The change is sivrnifican1 for-

Al 2, and, theoretically, for both discs. The conclusion wr draw from ' i s
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TABLE 3

Results of four series of measurements cf aluminium discs. All values
-4

should be multiplied by a factor of 10

Amean

SA

A, mean

June

803.

32.0

17.8

1972

5

(4.0

(2.2

Al

5)

r7<)

1

Jan.

786.

12.3

20.3

1974

1

(1.

(2.

6 7)

c (~* \
O ~H)

Jan.

568.

11.3

15.5

1974

1

(2.0

(3.6

Al

7)

7)

2

April

554

8.8

14.9

.2

(1

(2

1974

.6 7)

.7 7)

TABLE 4

Kesults of long-term control with two aluminium discs. All values should
-4

be nuLtiplk'i by a factor of 10

Al 1 Al 2

Change in A -17.4 ( -2.2 7) -13.9 ( -2.5 7)mean

Sc.iff 1 0 8 4 - 5

Confidence interval. 35 7 ( -41 .9 , +7.1) (-24.1 , -3.7)

"dirr 8 5 6 8

Confidence interval, 95 7 (-34.1 , -0.7) (-27.? , -0.6)

result is that the long-term stability may be kept within a few per cent, but

thut the experimental conditions, including high voltage, energy channels and

room temperature, should be kept as constant as possible. The performance

of the apparatuf should of course be checked regularly by phantom measure-

ment s.
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Discussion

E Pissing: What is your beam size used in the experiment?

B Roos: The beam width is 14 mm.

E Pissing: This means that the width is about half of a disc and would lead
to systematic errors.

B Roos: Yes, this will cause systematic errors affecting the accuracy of the
method. The precision of measurements in the same subject will not be inflenced
by this effect, however.

U Schneider: Can your machine be applied in clinical work?

B Roos: It is and has been used on patients in a series of measurements, but
the time needed is 30 minutes for each patient.

• i_ Ras sow: What is the inflence of the adjustment of the beam with respect to
the measuring site within the disc and the vertebra?

B Roos: The influence of the position of the object in relation to the sources
has only been investigated with an aluminium disc which was scanned at a number
ot .ii stances from the sources (16-34 cm). The A-values showed no systematic change
with distance. It may not be for certain, however, that this result is valid for
Hie irregular object of a vertebra. In that case the accuracy rather than the
precision would be affected.
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SCANNING DENSITOMETRY IN CATTLE.

Roland Zet terholm.
ABSTRACT

Mineral metabolism is of great clinical interest in cattle. There are several condi-
tions with disturbances in the calcium metabolism like e.g. hypocalcemia at parturi-
tion, bone and joint lesions in growing animals on intensive feeding, and hyperosto-
sis and osteopetrosis in the adult or old animals.

It is essential for the study of mineral metabolism in cattle that changes in bone
density (calcium content) can be demonstrated. The Bone Scanner 7102, made by AB
Atomenergi, has been used to determine the calcium content of coccygeal vertebra*.-.
The following technique was applied. The tail was anesthetized by epidural anesthe-
sia and was well fixed to the scanner. Two vertebrae were scanned in toto. By scann-
ing the same vertebrae at intervals of 2-5 weeks, a number of interesting data were
obtained. Several examples can be given. A cow which W93 not given the usual amount
of calcium in the feed during lactation lost about 25% of the calcium in 2 "erte-
brae during 4 months. Scanning revealed that bone density was restored when the r *
was given the normal amount of calcium.

Twenty-five cows predisposed for parturient paresis (hypocalcemia) were scinm-d it
intervals during a period of 12 weeks before and after parturition. These cows were
split in 2 groups, one which received a normal amount of calcium (75 g daily) and
one which had a low calcium intake (40 g ) . With one exception, the clinical si^n,
of paresis caused by hypocalcemia occurred during the calcium appositional phas» .
The animals which had a low calcium intake had a higher incidence of hypoca Iremi.i
and parturient paresis.
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SCANNING DF.NS1T0METRY IN" CATTLE

Roland /.etterholm

."J.ri-• • • •.•'••.-. IT." [ have been conducting measurements with Studsvik's Bone Scanner
': •, -uM". i :,ave used the double isotope method. The reason that I have
' rioi * lev "lop a method to follow the skeletal changes in this particular
•p.-- ••.- <r that we hive several diseases in which skeletal changes are known or
.••..•r-- ••'.•: ' --; b " p r e s e n t .

'•••-.i':'..• ::.-pln.y -in age determined s k e l e t a l change, so c a l l e d os t eope t roses and
' lyperor tT.os . There i s a cont inua l inc rease in the width of the d i a p h y s i s , t he
b>nnif.y i ;• inTwined and gradual ly exostoses are formed, which in old "bulls can
•,r.-h i (•••/<:• : " ; i . r l f n H e s i z e . Thes<= exostoses have c e r t a i n p r e d i c t a b l e l o c a t i o n s ;
•!•• '•'.-:• '•••/.-•r.yl'1 the phalanges , the spine and t a r s a l j o i n t .

;'i,,.r.-, ,-,,.,, ^.Hr;y ind ica t ions that, the overfeeding of minera l s iu of importance as
•i • ••• a v . • ?" thc'.o changes. Cows show s i m i l a r changes, but not an frequent or

'!!••• '.•:' ' ::'• t ••-:••+ kn^wn and most common d iseases in c a t t l e i s p a r t u r i e n t p a r e s i s .
'< r' '• '. '. r : '/i i'salr b^~ome nypo^alcerni o at the time of c a l v i n g , with p a r e s i s

•; •• ': .••: . '''!• T1 •.t"omf.> if. r,o', :;riconmor;. T::i3 d i sease causes g rea t econo-

."•• ••• i :.'.'•:.:• i •;•• r>-irinF "f ycing in imn l s , *hat i s happen in a; to day, t h e r e
••.••• ••:•:.••!. r '.•• '\ [<-•?.:• w i t h -: k •: -1 '=>*. n"! d ^ v e l ^ p m e n ^ i n c e r t a i n h r - r d s . I n t h e s e

• ••:/•: :•:• k i . w ' : : • { * - n - e f ' h ' ~ f n ^ t o r r . i .3 t h e u n d o r f e e 1 i n g cf m i n e r a l s .

:• "•• • :•• ; ' ' !.• • [•••!"°f t - . • • • v e r a l p i t t i o l o s r i c a l p r o r w s r . e o t h a t a f f e c t t h e s k e l e t o n

'' " i 1 ' '•• r • i ! f i n i • ! . ! > : . o r r . i i b o n o t u r n o v e r c a n :..e . s u s p e c t e d .

. • . • • • ; • i •;. ' ' . . ' i * ', '. '• p ' i r t . i. " ; I ' i r p a r t o f t r y c k e l e t o r . \ * h i c h i : ; t o b o

:p. •:•' "• '. : ••• '.)•'• " I ' t n , ' ' ' : • .- r>f .' i ' i < :. l u r i n g t h f r r ' - ' " " " ' - ' u r e . Tr: o r d e r t o acVn' . f . -ve

'• . ' . ', '• ' i n i ' - ' i l ' ; r i . ; * !;'j ir.< .•.: t ; .<•;• *.!:: -•> . i , t r a n q u i 1 1 ;'.•••-d o r r a r t o f t h e b o d y i n

\ •••'•'• •;• J- ' i . ' ! i •' i r i r k o i L i z ' 1 ! . I n " a ' t l e , *h<= t a i l i s u n i q u e l y s u i t e d f o r

.-•••i.-. .:•!'.-.•, ••.::: i ' i .• ; - i r : r i e ' ••:> i m m o b i l i z e r h r o u g h " p i i u r a l a n a e s t h e s i a , " " h e

' •; i : ';';; ? • ' • ! ' ) ' ' v - 1 ! v ! i*.* 1 >"' ;', • f f * , i r I r . ' j e a n d t h e y ^ r t e h r a a r e v / e l l n e D a r a ^ ^ d .

'."••."!•• ' i r - r. - ! !•••" •••:""..•>>- v. 'Vii^h " v o r l H r - t h o o t h ^ r v ^ r v f b r a . T h e m a c h i n e c a n

i: '* i ' , t' .. •'; 't . ' ^ ' l r p h o r ] ^ r ' °* v f ^ ^ n t b p ; p r t p ; >^a ^ r I t b i e d i s c " r ^ ^ e . ^ t h ' ^ r

•! : . • i : : ' ' ! < • • w ; 4 ' ;;•: r>P- - i " 1 t. ,\ i l i : - t : . i f i*. : s n o * *>- ' i igh* b ^ T r i n t r w h i c h m i g h t

• ••!'! :••::'• ' • • • • •" . • ; ! • : • i : : i c f t . - h " ' » r f o l r a h a : ' T r n f . " w h ^ r » 3 e i t h e r t h e t r a b ^ c u l a r
i f "> -i •-, r

""."••: •; :•:••• M » ! ! h . M ^ r f - r I'ixing f h " t a i l . " ' l o ~ k f " f w o o d , <^ich w i t h
— " . y :. .' • :•:'••;•:'• ''.:•• • 't! ' i n * ' 1 a n .n le*r • y i r;g r;t,r e r ••.-•.-»'"r^i ^ ^ n c a y f
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T h e s c a n n e r p a r t i s l i f t e d u p v n t . ' n a, b l o c k " j n : * - i . -• k ! • '
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A scanning curve for checking the position of the vertebrae looks lik-? thi?.
The disc spaces are obvious. Before the automatic scanner is turned on, thp
radiation beam is taken to the distal disc space and the machine is adjusted
in. the usual manner for automatic rcanning according to the diarieter of the
bone. It takes approximately Uc min. to measure 2 vertebrae. Recording is dir
continued vhen the reading shows that the last vertebra has been passed ar.d
that the radiation beam is passing through the disc space.

The graft obtained by the double isotope scanning method shows one curve for
each isotope. The difference between the values recorded for each isctope
represents the mineral content of the bone. A number representing the mineral
content of the vertebra is obtained by adding the numbers obtained at. each
reading of a scan across the bone. The mineral content of the bone at any ti"
in the experiment can be expressed as a percentage of a pre-determinec! base-
line recording.

In order to determine whether or not the tail vertebra wan a suitable bone -"
measure changes ii mineral content, T fed a high milk producing cow, that in,
one with a very high rate of calcium metabolism, a diet as low in minerals a;
possible. She got half of the daily requirements for a highmiIking cow fcr a
period of U months.

disc »piphysis diaphysis epiphysis dine
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-J.:.~, " : 15 -i°.ys l a t e r .
e1"1 pent c«rvc: ^

'.••"::•:••• ' :'i:~.;* --ve changes i s in the e p i p h y s i s , which i s mainly t r a b e c u l a r
':.'~r.?. ".'•••>•• i c nlFO sonp loss of mineral in t he compact bone when lack of
u•:.•*.•;».r.v "tic i ir. -or.tirr;»^s for a long pe r iod . At the l a s t measuring time (C) ,
*>,r, ;-n;•;.-; ";i r.'-rai content of the ve r t eb ra has decreased about 25 1-•

".:'*• r t:.!;- v s t th p :ov vas fe i a fu l l mineral d i e t , and the bone mineral
c :Ti*:'-rr. r e ' . r r ^ ' i tc the o r i e i n a l l e v e l .

'.n -mother experiment I hav<= been studying lh c cvs , ha l f of which have been
»•'•CFM-,'1 ni* the r-'-andard mir.eral d ie t while the otVier ha l f received 25 * l e s s
:<. iri'-r«] ;• in the i r iie*: .

changes of the mineral content in percent

cows on normal calcium diet

par tus 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130
rows on low calcium diet days post partum
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The diagram shows that the bone mass of the normally fed animals fluctuated,
but on the whole the mineral content increased in spite of the cows producing
about 30 kg milk a day which is a high yield. The group with the lower mineral
diet is obviously not getting enough minerals to maintain the skeleton since
they during the first 3 months of lactation have lost > 11 % of their measured
bone mineral. After that the level starts to increase.

It is difficult to know why the change occurs at this stage of lactation as
the diet remains the same and the milk production remains high. The cows
normally become pregnant at this time and it is possible that hormonal changes
induced by pregnancy might influence the mineral apposition.

The precision of the machine was determined by using an aluminium allay plate
with the same absorption coefficient as bone, which showed a standard devia-
tion below 1 %.

The standard deviation of this method, when applied on a cow's tail obtained
from a slaughter-house, was 1.1 %.

Discussion

B Nilsson: The cow will wag not only its tail but also the densitometer. I
think this is an obvious application of the dual energy technique.

R Zetterholm: I have tried the distal part of the bone, but it is too thick,
it does not work.

V Nikolic: Which bone of the tail did you measure?

R Zetterholm: I measured on the middle part of the caii and cut the hair in
order to know where the measurement vas made. It can be the 5th, 6th or 7th
vertebra.

H Bohr: Which time did it take before you could observe a change of the trabe-
cular structure ?

R Zetterholm: 1 have seen changeB in 7-10 days.

C Nordin: I am surprised that you used the term epiphysis for the region of thi-
vertebra. Is this a correct term in the veterenary world? The epiphyuis is a
growing point. When humans and animals reach maturity the epiphysis disappear,
and that end of the bone is then called the metaphysis. The use of the same word
in different ways nay cause confusion.

B Nilsson: The use of the tern epiphysis for the area of the closed epiphyseal
line is widespread not only among the veterinarians but also o->er d W l
people in Sweden - and in the US.

C Nordin: Well, of course, the language comes fron England!
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TITLE

SP!CTAL APPLICATION' OF A TRANSMISSION SCAWTP FOR BOAT

M1V! I'AL DiTERMTXATION IN NORMAL AND OSTtOPOROTlC PATS
AUTHOR

D . RANZIR, V. SCMNEIDF.Ii, D . KRAFT

ABSTRACT

For t. h e q u a n t. i t a t i ve d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f b o n e rainora] c o n t e n t

we modi Ci . d t in - m e t h o d p i v e n by CAMERON' a n d SOROSON and

s t u d i e d t l i c e l i n i c i l v a l u e i n two t h o u s a n d f x a i n i n p t i o n s on

I'-i 1. i ' 'n i. .s w i t h (I i fl f - f n t , d i s e a s e s ( p l a r f o f m e a s u r e m e n t :

P s e;< I r i s ) .

To adapt thih teehnimie Cor mnasurinp; bone mineral content

in srn.i 1 1 animals, we constructed nn adequate lucite box,

s 1 ov ( d down r IK scan rate and developed H special computer

hand I inf: pruft uti f of c:i lrnl;ition of mineral content given

i n iirlii i n u \ computer units.

As in humans, ,i turuable x-n.v tube allows the determination

of bori»' dimensions. By this means a pood reproduc i bi i i ty

of tl;i ini;isnt'inc s i t '• in follow-up studies is ensured as

well as calculation of bone; mineral content in relation to

bon * width and thickness.

P i n 1 i l • \ i < i • w a s t i - s t «.'d i n p r a < t i c t. o n ;J p r o u p o f I i f t e i ti

a d u l t '. I S I M I r a t s i t ' w h i c h o s t e o p o r o s i s w a s i n d u c e d b y

f i - f d j n r •' t a l i i u i t i - l ' r e i - d i e t f o r f o u r ' u e e k s . A n i i r n i i i l l v Vt-c]

( n u t i o I ; ' r o u p w a ^ . i l s o i n e r t s u r e t ) . T h e m i d s l i a f t o f t h e f e m u r ,

t h < p i o . x i m a l t i b i a a n d t h i : c e n t e r o f a t a i l v e r t e b r r i w e r e

iiniiK i s i d i n u n t i ' f a n d s c a n s w e r e p e r f o r m e d .

T n a f i r M ; t i i a l y s i s o f t h e d a t a o b t a i n e d w e f o u n d s i f n i I i -

c a n t d i i I i-1 < n < c - o t t h < a b s o r p t i o m e t r i c a 1 1 y d e t e r m i n e d

b o n i ' d i ' t i s i t v b e t w e e n b o t h g r o u p s i n H I I r n e a ? ! u r " d s i t f ^ s ,

T h i - t a t 1 - >* i t h <>s t . o p o r o s i s s h o w e d a n a v e r a g e d i m i n e t a 1 i s a -

i i n ; i o ! e i i ri t , i f e m u r , 7 - i n t h e t i b i a , a n i l 2 ^ , i n

i h . v > r • : i - b i ' , i .
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SPECIAL APPLICATION OF A TRANSMISSION SCANNER FOR BONE

MINERAL DETERMINATION IN NORMAL AND OSTEOPOROTIC RATS

D. Banzer, U. Schneider, D. Kraft

For the determination of bone mineral content we use a

method based on the quantitative gaging principles for

photon-absorptiometry by CAMERON and SORENSON, which seems

to be of high precision and accuracy, can be reproduced

at any given time, and has special value for the purpose

of controls due to a standardized measuring technique.

The value of this method for clinical application has been

proved in two thousand measurements on patients with diffe-

rent diseases involving the skeletal system. As place of

measurement we prefer the 03 calcis for its simple geo-

metry and its spongious structure.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the method. The colli-

mated monoenergetic photon beam of an iodine one-twenty

five source is attenuated while passing through the bone

as well as a constantly maintained thickness of a watci and

soft tissue area. A collimated scintillation detector -

pulse height analyzer system registers and stores the occu-

ring energy pulses. The information is punched directly on

paper tape for computer calculation and storage in a magnetic

tape data file for statistical evaluation.

Fig. 2 shows our mineral laboratory with the registration

unit and the teletype. A revolving x-ray tube allows us to

obtain radiographs in two planes for determination o! the

dimension of the bone.

Fig. 3 Indicates ten different groups of diseases, tht» num-

ber of examined patients, and the mean values of minimi

content including the standard deviation. Patient* with re-

nal insufficiency, hemodialysis, renal transplantation, ^o-

nadal insufficiency and ovarectomy, rheumatic (l

hyperthyroidism and recent Thyroidectomy, vascular
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arvs sT'throsis of the lower extremities showed a signifi-

cant riptnineralisation. All these patients were not under

The normal group consists of men and women between the

ages of 2o and ko years. The patients in the first seven

groups oi diseases were also of this age. The majority in

the last three groups were older than Jto years. The correspon-

ding mean values of ~)o normals between '»o and 65 years were

2^5 mg/ccm in men and 2kk mg/ccm in women.

in Patients under hemodialysis were controlled periodi-

cally. The mineralisation of the os calcis diminishes in

relationship to the duration of dialysis (fig. k).

A'-cording to the angi ographi cal 1 y confirmed diagnosis,

;^ p.it ii-nt ? with arterial disorders of tlie lower ex t remi-

n e s formed three different collectives of obturation type.

Looking ''or the mean values of mineral content in the os

• a!< is we ran conclude that there is a significant decrease

of h \ fir ox vapat t te in ail these patients, but no relation-

ship between the degree of demineralisat ion and obturation

t vpp ( 1 i g. ')) .

1-ot svs tornat i c evaluation of bone mineral content in la-

boratory animals - especially in rats - we changed some

(i i men» i on ••> <> I our :ievice.

The tie t »M; tor is collimated by a hole 0,1 mm in diameter,

in ,i "iiit-pt of lead and brass. Photon source and detector

nfe '!r i ven at a constant speed of 1/1Q ">m per 'j seconds

a 1 on;: t tie bone. The pulses are fed at "> second intervals

in t hf> ni'iUiiliannel analyzer, corresponding to the movement

o: \hf s o m i o and detector.
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A suitable lucite box was constructed for measuring iso-

lated bones, wh4'-h are fixed in a borehole and immersed

in water (fig. 6, 7).

Another tray was used for in vivo Measurements of the tail

vertebrae of anaesthetized rats (fig. 8). The scan path

is marked on the wall by a thin wire and is visible also

on the radiographs taken of each bone in order to determine

the width and thickness (fig. 9).

The bone mineral content is calculated by a special computer

handling program and is given in arbitrary integral units

(AU^ per cm and per cubic cm.

Additionally, an absorption curve is printed out as it is

shown in fig. 1o from a normal rat femur.

In case of osteoporosis (fig. ii) one can see a marked

levelling of this curve.

Ve tested the system by measuring a collective of 15 adult

Wistar rats in which osteoporosis was induced by feeding

them with a calcium-free diet f©.- four weeks. A normally

led control group was also measured. In each animal a tail

vertebra was marked and the mineral content was determined

in vivo. Afterwards the rata were killed and the right femur,

the right tibia and the marked tail vertebra were excised.

The midshaft of the femur, the center of the vertebra body

and the proximal end of the tibia 3 •"> beneath the epi-

physeal plate were chosen as measuring sites. Thun the bone

samples included both cortical (femur) and more trabecular

(tibia and vertebra) sections.

The results of our measurements on isolated bones am



demonstrated on fig. 12= On the left sid?, the bone mine-

ral content is given in AU/cm, on the right side in AU/ccm.

The mean values of normal and osteoporotic rats including

the standard deviation are shewn for comparision.

On the left side one can see that the relatively highest

niineral content is found in the midshaft of the femur, in

normals and in porotics. The vertebra seems to have the

relatively lowest mineral content per cm in both groups.

The relation between these values changes when calculating

the mineral content, per volume unit. Here the vertebra shows

the relatively highest bone density. By considering the re-

sults, one must realise however, that the bone dimensions

which are determined by radiographs in two planes are

pooriy correlated, especially with the triangular diame-

ter of the tibia. Here a higher density than calculated

itust be assumed. In the femur the profile value doee not

differentiate between the structure of the CorticaJls and

the medullary cavity. Therefore the value per ccm seems

most useful in measurements of the vertebra body with its

quadratic diameter.

The results of in vivo measurements of the tail vertebra

are not given on this figure (fig. 12). These mean values

were 't.P; AU/cm in normals and ^.^k AU/cm in porotic rats.

The corresponding values per ccm were 0.53 AU resp. 0,10

AU. Thus there is a very good correlation between in vivo

and post mortal measurements.

Fig. ~\'} shows the decrease of bone mineral content in

oeteoporotic rats expressed as percentage of control va-

lues. The highest damineralisation was found in the spon-

gious vertebra bodies, but also the proximal tibia and

the femurshaft had extensive mineral Josses.
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Ve were able to demonstrate on the model of nutritional

osteoporosis that photonabsorptionetry with a modified

technique is useful for investigating bone mass even in

little laboratory animals in vivo as well as in excised

bones.

Ve are now in the process of determining the bone ash

weight for the purpose of obtaining absolute values of

mineral content in the future.
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CODE

A
Fl
F2
F3
HI
H2
11
13
Kö
NI
N4

GROUPS
NORMAL GROUP
RENAL INSUFFICIENCY
HEMODIALYSIS
RENAL TRANSPLANT
GONADAL INSUFFICIENCY
CASTRATION
HYPERTHYREOIDISM
THYREOIDEKTOMY
RHEJ «ATIC DISEASES
V A S C U L A R DISEASESUOWE* EXI» I

ARTHROSIS iiowE* t«t« :

n

108
41
52

8
31
35
22
11
23
64
20

MVMc:

266
199
191
176
210
214
169
180
210
193
202

SD
*31,7
s66.0
i 35,4
t47,2
U8.5
•-52,8
•-34.3
J42,2
*47.3
*33.9
J46.5

Fig.

HA

(SSr)
4 0 0 -

350 -

3 0 0 -

250 -

2 0 0 -

150 -

1 0 0 -

50 -

OIALYSIS PATIENTS

I 1 j I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
- 2 0 2 i 6 • 10 12 M

i i i i i i i i ' i i r\ i
16 1» 20 22 & 28 » 30

t (month»]

Fig.
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GROUPS

ALL CASES

CASES WITH UPPER TYPE

OF OBTURATION

CASES WITH LOWER TYPE

OF OBTURATION

CASES WITH COMBINED TYPE

N

46

16

8

24

MEAN VALUE R A (mg/ccml

191

191

198

185

SD

±39

±45

i 19

± 36

ARTERIAL DISORDER GROUP

I' i c, • <'
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Rat porasis femur

BMC m Adult Wistar Rats

BMC&IJ
7 0-1

6 , 0 -

5 , 0 -

4 , 0 -

3 ,0 -

2 , 0 -

1.0-

Normal

TPwctjc

0 , 7 -

0 , 6 -

0,5 -

0, U -

0 , 3 -

0 , 2 - fe
Ftmur lib.» VcftcUa
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BMC,e,
100-i

80-

6 0 -

4 0 -

."••)

Porotic
' (n=15)

Ret. BMC in AduH. Wiftar Rat

BMC
100 -7

^Normal

8 0 -

60-

4 0 -

20-

Fvrnur Tibra Vtcttbn Fttnur Tib:» V»ft»t»-i

i-' t r,. n
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Discussion

J Dequeker: Do you know the weight of the rats?

D Banzer: These rats had normal values for male adults at an age of two and
a half months. I have not the exact weight available here.

C Nordin: It should be very interesting to know whether the vertebra, femur,
and tibia were all going down in parallel, or whether the vertebra lost rapidly
to begin with and then slowed down while the others continued. Have you any
early or later observation?

D Banzer: No, we don't. The main purpose of our experiment was to demonstrate
that photonabscrptiotnetric measurements are possible even in very small bones
in vivo and postmortal. Now ws start to study different models of metabolic
diseases with this method.

E Pissing: What do your sources look like and how is the collimation made when
measuring these small bones?

U Schneider: The sources were circular with a diameter of 0.3 mm, 200 mCi. We
scan the bones slowly, 0.1 mm per 5 seconds.

N v Wowern: Uid you investigate the effect of fluorine?

D Barzer: The rats were put on a standardized dry diet. We did rot look fit
fluorine, only at calcium-free diet.

J Dequeker: Was there a difference in total weight between the group on norm.)!
diet, and the one on calcium-free diet;

D Banzer: There was a difference at the end of Che experiment after four weeks.
The mean values were 190 g in the porotic group and 300 f, in the control vjroup,
but there was no pair feeding.

J-D Finge: Had the rats the possibility to take in their own excretions?

I) Banzer: No, the rats were held in cages with a grate inset.
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l m '.in • nnci ii'-)i. n t e n s n c e ijoaes of Vi tamin D? i n t h e Trea tment of A n t i c o n v u i s a n t

us t eona i a c:n.
A

A H

T v 11 ' •

'Juri-s t i and p .

b TIO r;.iri""r(. c o n t o n t (BMC), serum c a l c i u m , and ser.itr. alkaline phospha tp •

V / p . . . wpro rnenn'ired i n 4J e f i ] e p t i C 3 on l o n ^ t e r m p h e n y t o i n t r e a t m e r r

i-gj':..1""'' n n ' 5 '' ' r i n g t r e a t m e n t wi th v i t a m i n i . I n i t i a l l y trie p a t i e n * . r e

•. ivilP'! iii--, •• |7,"r;urT, who r e c e i v e d oOOO, 4000, ,.:G0u iU !>„ dai""y . o r

iu 'l.-^y:;. i i e r e n f t e r the <•'( p a t i e n t 9 on the two h i g h e r doses «? e s u b d i v i d e d

i r 11. o two c,r •••up"., w;/i f o r a f u r t h e r 1 }0 days r e c e i v e d e i t h - .000 IU or

; 'u, i J , (i-'ii ; y . b u r i n s the whole s t u d y the biochemica"• 'dineters were

unafi'e'-.'.ed !)./ the vit.nmin D t r e a t m e n t . With a ' ] thref ses an i n i t i a l

i tif ronr.o in briC (f^.'rresp'.mdi ng to a p o s i t i v e c a i c i ' J " b a l a n c e ) was o b s e r v e d ,

vt.] '-:, wn:; .'.ir.n-'nt wi th AUOO IU d a i l y . With t h i s dose t he mean MC v a l u e

•;;I."J norrr-T] i-.>?d. In the f o l l o w i n g ma in tenance dose p e r i o d an e s t i n a t e d

".air.ium bnlnw.e c l o s e to zero wms seen wi th 2000 IU d a i l y , wh i l e t he

p-n t ien ts on °U0 IU d a i l y showed a n e g a t i v e ca l c ium b a l a n c e , a s t h e i r

tit-.C-VP 1 ties; " e tu rncd to the i n i t i a l f i g u r e s .



Initial and Maintenance Doses of Vitamin Dp in the Treatment

of Anticonvulsant Osteonalacia

C. Christiansen and P. Redbro

Departments of Clinical Chemistry and Clinical Physiolo^,

Glostrup Hospital, 2600 Glostrup, Denmark

and

Department of Clinical Physiology, Ålborg Sygehus Syd,

9000 Ålborg, Denmark.

ABSTRACT

Bone mineral content (BKC), serum calcium and serum alkaline

phosphatase levels were measured in 40 epileptics on longterm

phenytoin treatment, before and during treatment with vitamin

D_. Initially the patients were divided into 3 groups, who

received 8000, 4000, 2000 I.U. D 2 daily for 105 days. Here-

after the 27 patients on the tvo higher doses were subdividoi

into two groups, who for a further 150 days received either

1000 I.U. or 200 I.U. D- daily. During the whole study the

biochemical parameters were unaffected by the vitamin D

treatment. With all three doses an initial increase in BMC

(corresponding to a positive calcium balance) was observed,

which wag highest vith 4000 I.U. daily. With this dose the

mean BMC-value was normalized. In the following maintenance

dose period an estimated calcium balance close to zero was

seen with 1000 I.U. daily, while the patients on 200 I.U.

daily shoved a negative calcium balance, as their BMC-valuer,

returned to the initial figures.
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INTRODUCTION

Evaluated from the three indices of osteomalaciat Hypocalcaemia,

elevated serum alkaline phosphatase, and lowered bone mineral

content (BHC), the occurrence and incidence of the iatrogenic

state of anticonvulsant osteomalacia is veil established (Dent

et al. 1970, Richens and Rove 1970, Hunter et al. 1971* Hahn

et al. 1972, Christiansen et al. 1973). In » controlled thera-

peutic trial our group recently showed a lower than normal BMC

percent
All epileptic

potients

Fig. 1 - Chart showing percentage distri-

bution of bone mineral content in epilep-

tics before treatment (hatched areas),

with a class interval of one corresponding

normal S.D., superimposed on ideal normal

histogram (thick lines). (Class interval

to the left of x - 2 S.D.) includes all

values below normal mean - 2 S.D.).

in 226 epileptics and an increase in total body calcium (esti-

mated from BMC) of four per cent during a three months treat-

ment with 2000 I.U. vitamin D g daily (Christiansen et al. 1975)*

Norual levels of BMC were not reached by this relatively small

vitamin D supplement.

It is unresolved whether epileptics on anticonvulsant therapy

should have prophylactic vitamin D treatment. Before the final

decision on this matter it is necessary to know the optimal dose

in order to evaluate the clinical benefit, as contrasted to the
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!CK-

n z 116 p<000! n = 110 ns zz

Vitamin D

tr

;ac-
Placebo

•i -

Fig. 2 - Effect on bone mineral content

(BMC) of three months' treatment with

vitamin D 2 plus calcium (left) and pla-

cebo plus calcium (right). BMC expres-

sed as 100$ at time tQ and as percentage

of initial value (- 1 S.E. of mean)

three months later, at time t,. N.S. -

Not significant.

mere normalization of a laboratory parameter. However, in order

to evade a fortuitous selection of the many possible doses of

vitamin D, it seems reasonable to measure the effect of various

doses vitamin D on an objective, sensitive and relevant labora-

tory parameter. To this purpose the measurement cf BMC seems

veil suited.

We report here a study on the effect of vitamin D upon the

indices of anticonvulsant osteomalacia, in which various dooea

of vitamin D were given for a considerable period of time to

epileptics on phenytoin treatment. The investigation was under-

taken with the aim of determining the optimal initial and main-

tenance doses of vitamin D« in anticonvulsant osteomalacia.

PATIENTS, CONTROL SUBJECTS, AND METHODS

Epileptic patients

Pourty epileptics who attended the epilepsy clinic at Cloetrup

Hospital took part in the investigation. They were outpatientR

who for at least one year bad been treated with phenytoin.
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Group II comprised 95 subjects randomly selected from the blood-

donor corps of Glostrup Hospital. The age was between 21 and 7°

years. This group served as reference group of serum-calcium and

serum alkaline phosphatase levels.

For the present study the "normal range" of BMC was calculated

from the values in all 127 controls in the following wayi In each

of the ten (sex and age dependent) subgroups the mean value was

set at 100 per cent and the actual values in each subgroup were

expressed as per cent of the mean. Hereafter the percentual va-

lues of all ten subgroups were taken as one to yield a mean and

standard error of mean for the 127 controlsi 100.0 - 1.5$«

The number of patients in each group are given in fig. 3- All

patients were treated for 105 days with 500 mg calcium orally

and vitamin Dp orally» Group A 8000 I.U. daily; group B 4000 I.U.

daily; and group C 2000 I.U. daily. The indices of osteomalacia

(BMC, serum-calcium and serum alkaline phosphatase) were measured

at the beginning of study, and on day 15» day 30, day 45» day 75»

and day 105.

After the last measurement on day 105 the patients in group A

and B were subdevided into four groups, which were put on 2

maintenance doses of vitamin D2, 1000 I.U. and 200 I.U. daily

for a further 150 days.

METHODS

The BMC, and the se-%/ concentrations of serum-calcium and

serum alkaline phc , *tase were measured as previously repor-

ted (Christiansen tl. 1973). Ail biochemical measurements

were made in dup] . r; i.

RESULTS

Effect on bone 1 > »dral content

Pig. 3 shows the ercentuge BMC-values as a function of time,
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Fig. 3 - Bone mineral content (BMC) ae t

function of time before and during treat-

ment with vitamin D 2 (Upper charti 8000 I.U.

daily; intermediate chart» 4000 I.u". daily;

lower charti 2000 1.0. daily) in 40 epilep-

tics. Value» given are mean * 1 S.E.M. of

initial value. An open circle indicatec

that mean is not »ignificantly different

from normal mean. The hatched area corres-

pond» to normal mean t 1 s.E.M., calculated

fro* 127 controls.
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An increase in BMC vas seen with all three initial doses of

vitamin D-; this increase was highest in group B vhich recei-

ved 4000 I.U. vitamin D 2 daily, and lowest in group C (2000

I.U. vitamin D ? daily). The mean BMC value of group B after

5 1/2 months was not significantly different from normal mean.

Because the initial value in the 40 epileptics is termed 100$

the normal values were recalculated from 100£ to 115.4# of mean

initial value in the 40 epileptics.

Pig. 4 shows the BMC values as a function of time.
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Fig. 4 - Bone mineral content (BMC) as a

function of time before and after treatment
¥ i t h initial dose and after treatment with

maintenance dose* of vitamin I>2« Th* values

are given as mean - 1 S.E.M. of initial value.
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They had no digestive or renal disease; all had a normal Berum-

creatinine value; they were all folly capable of doing their

daily work. Daring the treat»nt with vitamin I>2 the patients'

usual anticonvulsant therapy was continued.

The 40 epileptics were allocated to three treatment groups

using the continuum of initial BMC-values in the following way:

The patient with the lowest BMC-value (in per cent of corres-

ponding normal mean) was put into group C, the next lower into

group B, the third lowest into group A, the fourth lowest into

group A, and so forth. This made in order to ensure similar

BMC means and standard deviations in the three groups.

The mean levels of seruic calcium and serum alkaline phosphatase

are also given in the table.

B.M.C.

Serum

Calcium

Level

(mg/1)

Serum

Alkaline

Fhosphatase

Level

(K.A.u./lOOml)

Mean

i Group A
L__. , , „__

i Group B

87.9

88.3

S.E.M. Mean

4.4 94.0

4.2 96.2

Group C 88.2 i 2.3 i 94.5
j . i..

S.E.M. Mean
L .

1.2

1.1

0.9

7.7

8.6

7.0

S.E.M.

0.8

0.8

0.6

Table 1 - Bone mineral content (BMC) in per cent

of corresponding normal mean and serum levels

of calciuu and alkaline phosphatase in 40 epi-

leptics before vitamin D trial (at time t Q).

All valuesi Mean - 1 standard error of mean.

Control subjects

Two groups of control subjects were investigated.

Group I comprised 127 subjects between 21 and 70 years. This

group served a» reference group of bone mineral content.
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In the group on maintenance dose 1000 I.tJ. vitamin D- daily

the mean BMC values was unchanged during the maintenance treat-

ment, while the mean BMC values in the group on maintenance

dose 200 I.U. vitamin D2 daily showed a significant decrease

in this period of time (p< 0.001).

Table II shows the estimated mean calcium balances during initial

and maintenance dosa periods.

Dose of

Initial

6000

4000

8000

4000

vitamin

or

or

D2 I.U. daily '

Maintenance

1000

200

Estimated mean

balance

t to tc ; to 5

+ 55

+ 54

calsiua :

i

5 to V

- 2

- 51

Table II - Estimated mean calcium balance

in two double subgroups during treatment

with different doses of vitamin D?.

The balance was positive in both subgroups during the initial dose,

and nearly zero in the subgroup receiving 1000 I.TJ. vitamin D_

in the maintenance period, while the balance vas negative in the

subgroup who received 200 I.U. vitamin D? in the maintenance

period.

Table III shows the mean serum calcium levels as a function of

treatment in the two subgroups.

Dose of vitamin D?

I.U. daily

Initial Mainte-

nance

Serum calcium level (mg/l)

Day 0

T.
«Y 1C5 D a y 2 5 5

"I. "'

8000 or!
4000 |

8000 or I
4000 i

1000

200

Mean j S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M.;

95.9 i 1.2 95.6 0.9 96.2 0.8 i

94.2 0.9 94.2 1.0 93.5 0.6

L.
Table III - Mean serum calcium .levels in two

double subgroups during treatment with different

doses of vitamin I>2.
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No significant change was observed, and during the whole study

the serua calcium level in the epileptics» as a group, vas sig-

nificantly lover than nornal (p< O.OOl).

Table 17 shows the mean serua alkaline phosphatase level as a

function of treatment in the two subgroups.

Dose of vitamin D,

I.U. daily

Initial

8000 or
4000

8000 or
4000

Mainte-

nance

1000

200

Serum alkaline phosphatase level

(KA.U./100 ml)

Day 0 Day 105 Day 255

Mean i S.E.M. Mean: S.E.M. Mean S.E.M.

8.3 0.9 ; 8.5 0.8 8.5 0.8

1.38.0 1.1 i 8.4 1.0 8.5

_ J L_..i ... i
Table IT - Mean serum alkaline phosphatase levels

in two double subgroups during treatment with

different doses of vitamin D,*

No change was observed during the study, and the serum level in the

patients, as a group, vas significantly higher than normal (p- O.ooi).

DISCUSSION

Anticonvulsant therapy apparently infers an increase in the frac-

tional catabolic rate of vitamin D. The resultant vitamin D insuf-

ficiency could presumably be overcome by an extra supply of vitamin

D to these patients. It is, naturally, a cost-brnefit problem

whether such supply should be given. On the side of cost remains

the fact that epilepsy is a relatively common disease, meaning

that a large number of patients should have an extra supply of

medicine. The prevalence of epilepsy in Denmark is close to C.6

per cent (Juul-Jensen and Ibsen 1974), amounting to 40.000 pati-

ents out of 5 Billion Danes*

On the side of benefit the attractive possibility of normalizing

a laboratory parameter could be mentioned, but in itself this
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could hardly justify the cost. The clinical significance of

the iatrogenic anticonvulsant osteomalacia remains to be clari-

fied. However, some reports indicate that fractures occur more

frequently in epileptics than in controls (Vasconcelos 1973)t

be this due to anticonvulsant osteomalacia or to the epileptic

fits. In a recent pilot study our group has pointed at a pos-

sible beneficial effect of vitamin D on the frequency of epileptic

seizures (Christiansen et al. 1974)«

If all epileptic patients should be treated prophylactically

with vitamin D an initial dose of 4000 I.U. vitamin D« daily

for /.-S months, followed by a maintenance dose of 1000 I.U. daily

would s<"jom appropriate.

If not all patierte should be treated with vitamin D, the measure-

ment of BMC seems veil suited for close supervision of the patients.
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Discussion

B Nilsson: Would not possibly a bone biopsy taken within the first 6 months
after starting the patient on anticonvulsants give a faster answer than the
BMC measurements?

C Christiansen; I think it is easier to make a BMC measurement than a biopsy.

B Nilsson: Suppose now that you want to reveal this condition in a patient tli.it
started on anticonvulsant drugs. You want to select the cases for supplementary
therapy. Suppose you want to decide if the patient needs treatment after six
months or one year.

C Christiansen: We know how early the anticonvulsant osteomalacia sets in aftrr
instituted phenytoin treatment. It takes nearly six months. After that time tin.-
osteomalacia is kept at a constant level.

C Nordin: You are surely right in this sense, but how did you perform the KMC
measurements?

C Cristiansen: We were using a two-dimensional scanning procedure, nearly the
same as Cameron, on the distal part of the forearm.

C Nordin: Can you diagnose osteomalacia on basis of your measurements?

C Christiansen: No. The BMC-iiieasurements say nothing about what type of ostco-
penia the patient suffers from; but a lower than normal BMC together with the
effect of small doses of vitamin D indicates that the epileptic patients h.-ive
osteomalacia.

C Nordin: Sure. I think Dr Nilsson is right in the sense that someone at some
time needs to perform bone biopsis on these cases with the normal biurhenist. i y.
I imagine they will show a reduced calcification front. But it needs to be icnc
At the moment it is just a presumption. There is no systematic, quantitative
histology, as far as I know, on the treatment with anticonvulsants on norm.il
cases with normal biochemistry. You cannot diagnose the osteomalacia pure 1 v in
the response of the BMC. It does not tell you whether it is osteomalaria >><
osteoporosis, so we have to forget about that. The only piece of evidente
is that the BMC goes up much faster on vitamin D than you would expe't if if
were osteoporosis. I agree entirely with your case, I think it is a very nin-
paper. But it is no good saying you diagnose osteomalaria, it is a prosijnpji- n
on the response to vitamin D. It would be nice to know, as Dr Nilsson «;;u<:,
that these people have got what is normally called osteomala<in.
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C Christiansen: I agree with that.

J Pequeker: Is there a control group on BMC?

C Christiansen: We have used two control groups: Fig 2 shows the results from
226 epileptic patients randomly divided into two treatment groups. 110 out of
these patients received placebo + calcium and in this treatment group there was
no change in BMC.

Another control group included 20 normal subjects who received 2000 I U
vitamin Ö£ + calcium in three months, and in this group there was no change
in BMC.

C Nordin: Your lines of standard errors looked as though all the cases moved
up in ter'ns of BMC, regardless of the starting value. You said that you had
20% people that were below the normal range for that age, and one would expect
that those would have responded most dramatically. Your entire population
moved up.

C Christiansen: Yes, that is right. There was a correlation between the initial
BMC and the response to vitamin D, but the coefficient of correlation was only
in the order of 0.3.
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ABSTRACT

125

Bone Mineral Measurements of the radius were realized by I-Photon-Absorptiometry

on 11 patients with primary hyperparathyroidism and 34 patients with secondary hyper-

parathyroidism. In primary hyperparathyroidism the bone mineral loss was on an average

of 24.8 %. The bone mineral content of some of those patients was also controlled

postopera+ively.

On 14 patients with secondary hyperporathyroidism caused by chronic renal failure we

obtained greatly differing values for the individuals, i .e. from + 8.7 % to - 37.3 %

of the normal mineral content. On a further 20 patients with secondary hyperparathyr-

oidism on maintenance hemodialysis 64 scans were mode in a period of 13 months.

The values ranged from normal to very low, but the individual patients did not show

any significant tendency to gain or to loose bone mineral in the course of observation.
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Repeated Bone Mineral Measurements in Patients with Primary and Secondary

Hyperparathyroidism by Photon Absorptiometry

by

J . - D . R I N G E , H. -P. KRUSE, F. KUHLENCORDT * *

Patients and Method

The clinical results that will be presented here are based on measurements which were

realized wirh the Bone Mineral Analyzer according to CAMERON and SORENSON (2) .

In general the measurements were realized at the radius and the ulna of both arms

one third the distance from the lower end of the radius. As we in our former examinations

had found, too, that the radius was the more suitable place for measurements, only the

data of the left radius were used for the interpretation (9) . With regard to the arterio-

venous-fistula on one arm of each patient on maintenance hemodialysis only the other

arm was measured. Therefore we only have the data of the right radius for some patients

of the dialysis group. This is of no importance for the interpretation as - according to

our former measurements on normal persons and on patients with different generalized

osteopathies - there was no significant difference in the bone mineral content of the

right and the left arm (9). All measured values were calculated as mineral increase or

mineral loss in per cent in order to moke it possible to compare the individual patients

independent of age or sex. In order to calculate these percentages we used our normal

data, which we had reported last year in Chicago (6), putting into relation the measured

value of each patient to the normal value of his age and sex. Forty-five patients in all

with primary and secondary hyperparathyroidism were examined.

By support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft ,
Sonderforschungsbereich 34 " Endokrinoiogie "

Abteilung Klimsche Osteologie, I . Med. Univ.Klinik
2 Hamburg 20 , Martinistr. 52 , W.-Germany
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Results

I . Primary Hyperparathyroidism

On the 11 patients with primary hyperparathyroidism we could take preoperarive and

postoperative measurements in 7 cases. Two were examined only preoperatively and

two others only postoperatively. In 5 of the 7 double-measured cases the pre- and

postoperative results did not significantly differ. The corresponding intervals between

these examinations were of 9, 10, 16, 18 and 23 months. One case only showed after

24 months a considerable postoperative mineral increase of 10 %. It is possible that the

age of the patient is of some importance, for this was a 30 year-old man. Probably older

patients are less able to restitute postoperatively the skeletal changes that occur in the

hyperparathyroidism. The number of our cases is too small, however, to make a definite

statement about this question.

One of our cases is an exception : it is the only one that shows an obvious and constant

mineral loss. This patient suffered from a metastasising carcinoma of the parathyroid

gland. After operative removal of the primary cancer endocrinicly active metastases of

the lung maintained the disease. During the whole period of observation of 21 months a

permanent hypercalcemia was present and finally the absolute mineral loss was of 40 %.

The two cases measured only preoperatively showed both a pathologically reduced

mineral content, whereas the two only postoperatively measured cases were normal.

Their operations had been performed 4 years before the measurements, so that possibly

the mineral content of the skeletons hod normalized.

I I . Secondary Hyperparathyroidism

Among the patients with secondary hyperparathyroidism the

following groups were measured :

1 ) Fourteen cases with chronic renal failure before hemodialysis were measured once.

2 ) Twenty patients who had already been on maintenance hemodialysis for periods of

different lengths were measured several times within 13 months.
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The results of the first group are represented in fig. 2 . The mineral content of five

patients was normal ; one female showed a slight increase and the eight others showed

a diminution of the mineral content. While the mineral loss was at a maximum amount

of -37.3 % , no clear hyperostoses were noticed. A correlation between severity and

duration of renal insufficiency on one hand and the measured mineral content on the

other could not be established. Besides this one has to take into consideration that there

are differences of age, sex and the diagnosis of the renal disease among the examined

patients. The last factor mentioned is not probable to hove any influence on the

changement of the mineral content.

On 8 women and 12 men on maintenance hemodialysis 64 scans in all were made during

13 months. Figure 3 shows the situation among the female patients. The numbers on the

left side of the curves indicate the months of dialysis before the First measurement. On

the right the age is noted. From this figure it is evident that no real tendency of change

of mineral content can be noticed in a 13 months period of observation. The same is

valuable for the data of the male patients, which are represented in fig. 4 .

Seven of these show mineral values from normal to subnormal. Five are clearly patholo-

gical . The lowest values, between - 40 and 50 %, were found on a 27 year - old man

who had been dialysed for 49 months. The following examples give evidence of the

little influence the duration of the dialysis has on the mineral content of the individual

case : While a 38 year - old man who has been dialysed for 38 months has a normal

mineral content, there is a 52 year - old patient who has a highly pathological mineral

content of - 32.5 % immediately after the beginning of hemodialysis. These results can

be understood in correspondence to our results on patients with chronic renal failure.

It seems that the mineral loss occurs mainly during the period of chronic renal insuffici-

ency before the beginning of hemodialysis.

Looking at the mineral content in such a way it must be emphasized that a normal bone

mineral content is not necessarily bound to healthy bones. According to our results of

bone histology every cose with chronic renal failure and every case on maintenance

hemodialysis generally has an augmented bone turnover ( 4 , 5, 6 ) .

Summarizing we can make the following statements about the cases with chronic

renal insufficiency and those on maintenance hemodialysis :
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1 ) We actually found among our patients only normal or reduced mineral contents and

there was no correlation to the duration of renal disease respectively the time of

hemodialysis.

2 ) A tendency of mineral increase or mineral loss could not be proved within 13

months of hemodialysis.

Other teams found similar results ( 1, 3 ) . On the other hand STEWART et a l . (10)

found only twice a reduced mineral content in 13 dialysed patients and LIND ERG ARD

et a l . (8) pointed out a tendency of minera) loss in 55 dialysed patients in the period

of one year.

The influence of vitamin - D or vitamin - D-metabolites as well as different concentra-

tions of the calcium in the dialysate on the mineral content of the skeleton has not

been sufficiently examined with this method. Our patients have not obtained vitamin-

D up to now and the concentration of the calcium in the dialysate was always 8 mg % .
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Fig. 1 :
Bone mineral content in per cent of the normal for patients
with primary hyperparathyroidism
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Fig. 3 :
Bone mineral content in per cent of the normal for women on maintenance
hemodialysis.
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Discussion

C Nordir.: Is it not possible that the key to the paper lies in the las; sentence,
namely that the dialysate concentration is 8 rg per 100 ml? It has been reported
from many centers that you loose bone at 6 mg per 100 ml, you maintain your bone
at 7 arid you gain or maintain at 8. I suspect that the stability is due to the
high calcium content.

D Banzer: We examined some patients 40 to 55 years of age. We have seen after
parathyroidectomy an increase of the BMC with mean values of 12% in five weeks
and about 20% in six months. I wonder if these can be questionable values.

J-D Ringe: For calcaneus or trabecular bone I don't know. But we had on the
radius no increase after parathyroidectomy with patients between 50 and 60 years
of age.

N Dalen: We had some patients with primary hyperparathyroidism. We measured the
distal radius and the midshaft radius. One year after operation we got a 127. in-
crease of distal trabecular part, but only 0.5% on the midshaft. So it is very
important where you measure.
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Repeated measurements of bone mineral content by photon absorptiometry in
vertebral collapse patients and normal controls .
A one year follow-up study.

AUTHOR
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ABSTRACT

In 19 patients suffering from vertebral collapse and in 57 normal controls bone mine-
ral content was measured twice vith an interval of one year. Bone mineral content was
estimated with the Norland Cameron bone mineral analyzer Model 189. The photon beam
source was I125. The sites measured were the left second metacarpal at midpoint and
the radius at 3 cm and 8 cm from the distal end. The ends of the metacarpal and the
radius were found by palpation and the measuring sites marked. The measuring sites
were covered with an uniform soft tissue cover. For each subject the follow-up measu-
rements were calculated as percent of the start value, which was designated as 100
percent.

No significant change in bone mineral content after one year could be found in the
control group. There was also no significant difference in % change after one year
between pre- and postmenopausal women or between man and women. The patients suffering
from vetehral collapse as a group differed significantly from the control group. The
mean % difference of bone mineral content qm/cm^ at the radius distal end 8 cm in the
vertebral collapse patients was 96.9% +_ 4.5 versus 106.2% +_ 9.48 p < 0.02 in the
female group and 96.7% +_ versus 103.4% _+ 4.4 p < 0.05 in the male group.
Of the three measuring sites used in this study for serial estimations the radius
distal end 8 cm site had the best precision as appears from the coefficient of
variation of the bone width 3.8% _•_ 3.1 compared to 6.31+4,7 at the second meta-
carpal and 9.8% + 7.5 at the radius distal end 3 cm.
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REPEATED MEASUREMENTS Or BONE MINERAL CONTENT BY PHOTON

ABSORPTIOMETRY IN VERTEBRAL COLLAPSE PATIENTS AND NORMAL

CONTROLS

J.DEQUEKER, G. CREYTENS and F.GIELEN

RHEUMATOLOGY UNIT
ACADEMIC HOSPITAL PELLENBERG
3041 PELLENBERG - BELGIUM

INTRODUCTION

A vast amount of data, based on cross-sectional analysis of bone mass, provide
clear evidence for an age-associated decrease in compact bone in both sexes
and for a large variability of amount of compact bone in all sex-age categories
(Garn et al. ,1967 , Johnston et al. , 1968, Dequeker, 1972 , Cequeker et al. ,
1973, Goldsmith et a l . , 1973, Alhava and Karjalainen,l973).
This large variability of bone mass at the peripheral skeleton vitiates differen-
tiation between pathological and physiological bone loss at an individual level
(Dequeker, 1970). Although women with vertebral or femoral neck fractures
have a lower mean value of bone mass measured by radiogrammetry(Dequeker,
1972) or bone mineral content measured by photon absorptiometry(Smith et al. ,
1972, Dequeker et a l . , 1973, Alhava and Karjalainen, 1973, Goldsmith et al. ,
1973) compared to the mean value of controls matched for age and sex, only a
few patients have a value below the lowest value recorded in the controls.

These observations provoke some speculations : is the large variability of bone
mass due to heterogeneity of bone loss in the normal population, excessive lx>ne
loss in a few people and little bone loss in others ; Is the lack of clear diffcrcn
tiation between normal subjects and vertebral fracture cases of the same age
due to a lack of correlation between bone changes at the peripheral and axial
skeleton, in other words are vertebral fracture casts only different from nor-
mal controls of the sameage in respect of the amount ol bone in their vertebrae.
Since at present there is no precise method for the measurement of bone mass
at the vertebral column, photon absorptiometry of the peripheral skeleton seems
to be the best method for studying bone changes over a period of time.

The purpose of this investigation is to compare bone changes, measured at the
forearm by photon absorptiometry interval one year, of norma subjets and of
vertebral fracture cases.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Subjects
Photon absorption bone densitoraetry was performed twice with an interval ol one
year in 19 patients, aged 28-75 years, suffering from severe symptomatic osu-o
pr rosig, vertebral collapse, 8 were females and 11 males. Vertebral collapse was
considered idtopathic in all except 2 female patients, who received corticosteroid
therapy prior to collapse. 17 patients have had a twelve day course of calcium in
fusions according to the regime proposed by Pak et al. (1969), one to two years
before the first bone mineral estimation was performed.
One 70 year old female patient received a combined treatment of fluor, vii. !>.
and calcium as proposed by Jowsey et al, (1972)
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57 subjects, aged 20-85 years,, 44 females and 13 males who were recruited at
random among hospital personnel and psychiatric patients served as controls .
All control subjects were ambulant and free of skeletal or renal diseases. The
female subjects are divided in pre- and post-menopausal women on the basis of
age .

Methods
The measurements were performed on the left forearm with a Norland-Cameron
Bone Mineral Analyser Model 189. The monochromatic photon source was ' 2 5 I .
The sites measured were second metacarpal bone at midpoint, distal end of the
radius at 3 cm. and at 8 cm. The ends of the metacarpal and the radius were
found by palpation and the sites of measurement marked. The measuring sites
were covered with an uniform soft tissue cover, consisting of a rubber water
bag. For each subject the follow-up measurements were calculated as percent
of the start value, which was designated as 100 percent .

RESULTS
The results representing the mean and standard deviation of the % difference of
the starting bone mineral value at the second metacarpal midpoint plane, at the
radius distal end 3 cm. and 8 cm. are shown in table 1 for the female groups
and in table 2 for the male groups. Between pre- and post-menopausal women
there is no significant difference in change of bone mineral content except for
the second metacarpal gm/om. , where the postmenopausal group showed an in-
crease in mineral content. In both control groups, the mean values after one
year are slightly raised but standard deviations are large. The mean % diffe-
rence in the female vertebral fracture group is lower than the mean value of
the controls matched for age and sex at all sites, at the radius 8 cm. from the
distal end the difference is statistically significant.

The mean values of bone mineral content in the male control group after one
year are almost equal to the starting values. The male vertebral collapse group
has a significantly lower mean % difference value compared to the control group
at the second metacarpal and radius 8 cm. from the distal end, when the re-
sults are expressed in gm. per square centimeter.
As in the female groups large standard deviations are observed in the male
groups, which makes comparison at an individual level impossible. Since the
large variations might be due to a lack of precision in relocating the measuring
sites, the % differences in bone width interval one year have been calculated
for the 44 temale contro". subjects, fig. I. Relocation was best for the radius 8
cm. from the distal end site and worst for the radius 3 cm. from the distal
end site, the coefficients of variation were respectively 3.8 - 3 . 0 and 9.8 - 7.5.

As the radius 8 cm. from the distal end is the best site for repeated measure-
ments the results for the vertebral collapse patients compered to the control sub-
jects expressed as '}• difference of the ratio mineral content divided by wldth(gm./
cm2) are shown in fig. 2. As a group the vertebral collapse patients differed
significantly during the one year interval in rate of bone changes compared with
their controls indicating a bone loss of at least 'A % in the osteoporosis group.
The female patient, indicated with X, who was on a combined treatment of sodi-
um fluoride, vit. D. and calcium, had no increased bone mass, but instead a
further loss of bone.
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DISCUSSION
One of the most striking results of this repeated measurement study in vivo is
the large variability in % difference mainly due to the difficulty of relocating the
measuring site. This variability makes comparison on an individual basis at one
year interval almost impossible. As a group, however, differences in mean rate
of bone changes after one year interval is possible. The vertebral fracture pa-
tients as a group differed significantly from control subjects in mean rate of bone
changes, they lost bone while the controls as a group did not.
From cross-sectional studies of normal populations one can expect a loss of cor-
tical bone of 0. 6 % per year in females and 0 .3% per year in males age range
40-80 years (Dequeker, 1972). Photon absorptiometry cannot measure this small
rate of change per year even in groups of pre- and postmenopausal women. No
answer can thus be given by these data to the first speculation of the introduction:
is the bone loss within populations due to excessive bone loss in a few people and
little in others. Some information on the second speculation, however, emerged •.
patients with vertebral fractures are indeed different from "normal" controls of
the same age in respect of the rate bone loss at the peripheral skeleton.
Since nearly all the vertebral fracture patients have been treated with calcium in-
fusions, it is clear from the results, who confirm the results of Jensen et al.
(1973), that this treatment does not stop bone loss, although the parents were all
improved subjectively and had a lower total hydroxyproline excretion at follow-up.
(Dequeker et al. , 1973). The female patient who was treated with sodium fluoride,
vitamin D and calcium did not have an increase in bone mineral content but in-
stead she had a further bone loss. This finding is in contrast to the 5 ', bone
formation increase reported on repeated micro radiographs of bone specimens re-
ported by Jowsey et al. (1972) in 11 patients on this treatment regimen.
Of the three measuring sites used in this study the best site for repeated esti-
mations of bone mineral content was the distal end of the radius 8 cm. Also Shim
mins et al . , 1972 found the best reproducibility at the radius midshaft. At this site
relocation was most precise although the coefficient oi variation was still 3. M .
This variation could be improved if the width of the fi rst measurement was sought
more carefully at follow-up. This search, however, would involve more time and
more radiation exposure.

SUMMARY
Repeated measurement of bone mineral content by photon absorptiometry were per
formed twice with an interval of one year in 19 patients with vertebra! collapse-,
and in 57 control subjects. The sites measured were second metacarpal bom- at
midpoint, distal end of the radius at 3 cm. and at 8 cm.
A large variability in % difference was found which make comparison at an indi.i
dual basis impossible. As a group, however, vertebral fracture patients differed
significantly from control subjects in mean rate of bone changes, they lost bone
while the controls as a group did not.
The best reproducible measuring site was the distal end of the radius H cm.
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j Comparison of mean % difference of starting bone mineral value measured with an interval of one year in
44 normal females and in 8 female vertebral collapse patients at three sites of the left forearm.

FEMALES

Age

2nd Metaca rpal gm/cm.

Radius 3 cm. gm/cm.

Radius 8 cm. gm/cm.

2nd Metaca rpal/width

Radius 3 cm. /width
Km/cm2

Radius 8 cm. /width

mean

33.9

102.8

101.6

104.2

100.2

106.3

104.7

20-49 ye
n = "r?S

SD

- 9.

- 6.

+-5.

+-5.

- 8.

iu .

- 5.

o Tro
>

6

3

5

4

5

4

3

NORMAL

mean

67.1

108.1

104.0

105.0

105.5

109.3

106.2

50-n85= 3gg

SD

- 10.5

- 9.6

- 9 . 3

- 9.0

- 12. G

- 14.5

+- 9.5

ars

PX

P <0.05^

n. s.

n. s.

n. s.

n. s.

n. s.

mean

67.1

99.4

97.6

91.9

97.6

104. G

96.9

OSTEOPOROSIS

49-75 j e ^

SD

- 8.1

+- 8.7

+- 8.9

- 9.7

- 8.9

- U.6

- 4 . 5

rs

XX

p

n. s.

P<0.

n. s.

P<0.

n. s.

n. s.

p-0.

05

005

02

x Student + test compared with pre-menopausal women.
xx Student + test compared with post-menopausal women.



Comparison of mean % difference of starting bone mineral value measured with an interval of one year in
13 normal males and in 11 vertebral collapse patients at three sites of the left forearm.

MALES

Age

2nd Metacarpal gm/cm.

Radius 3 cm. gm/cm.

Radius 8 cm. gm/cai.

2nd. Metacarpal/width gm/cm2

Radius 3 cm/width gm/cm2

Radius 8 cm/width gm/cm2

mean

35.5

99.4

98.6

99.6

99.4

102.1

103.4

NORMAL

20-50 years
n = 13

SD

+- 9.2

+- 5.1

- 6.5

- 4.0

+- 5.5

- 13.9

+- 4.4

mean

54.2

97.0

100.4

97.0

94.2

92.5

96.7

OSTEOPOROSIS

28-68 years
n = 11

SD

- 11.2

± 7 . 2

- 15.8

- 9.8

+- 5.9

-31.0

-10. 3

P

p<0. 001

n. s.

a. s.

n. s.

p<0. 05

n. s.

p< 0.05
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Comparison of % difference in bone width measured in 44 women bv
photon absorptiometry interval one year at three diffe ent sites of the
left forearm.

BONE WIDTH
°/o DIFFERENCE 1 YEAR INTERVAL

3/oA

120

110

100

90

80

70

P
•tit.*

2nd Radius distal end

Metacarpal 3 cm 8cm
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Comparison of % difference of bone mineral content measured by pho-
ton absorptiometry interval one year at the radius distal end 8 cm. in
normal subjects and in vertebral collapse patients.

°/oA

120

110

100

90

80

70

BONE MINERAL CONTENT
% DIFFERENCE 1 YEAR INTERVAL

RADIUS DISTAL END 8 cm

WOMEN

controls osteoporosis

t

t

MEN

controls osteoporosis

p <0.02

x Flvoridt-Calcium-Vit D tnatmtnt

p < 0.05
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Discussion

C Nordin: You said that women were divided into pre- and postmenopausal groups
on the basis of age.

J Dequeker: Yes, 49 years of age was chosen.

C Nordin: The standard deviation of the age of menopause is very wide and some
women go on menstruating to 55, and quite a significant number stop at 40.

J Dequeker: I agree with that. I am not saying that there is a difference
between peripheral and axial osteoporosis. I wanted to stress the fact that on
a cross-sectional basis vertebral collapse patients have a BMC value generally
within normai limits, which has been attributed to a difference in bone loss
between the peripheral and axial skeleton. On a longitudinal basis, however,
our vertebral collapse patients lost more bone than the control subjects at the
peripheral skeleton.

N Dalen: Do you think that lack of physical activity will influence the situation?

J Dequeker: We did not investigate this factor.

C Nordin: I think the answer to Dr Dalen is perhaps that when he was looking at
a normal population, then the loss of cortical and trabecular bone does proceed
more or less at the same rate. But the feature of these fractured patients is
that in the trabecular bone of the spine and the iliac crest this normal rela-
tionship between the cortical and trabec.ular bone has been lost. The trabecular
bone has for some reason gone ahead. Much more bone is lost relative to the bone
in the hand and periphery.
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TITLE

Bone mineral content and periodontal disease.*

AUTl ?5. Hulth, B.E. Nilsson, K.Å. Omnell

ABSTRACT

In 84 women with osteoporosis the dental status was evaluated. Also,
parameters of bone mass were measured by gamma absorptiometry, bone biopsy
and various oorphiometric methods.

It could be demonstrated that many of the parameters of bone mass were
significantly correlated to the dental status expressed as the number of
teeth.

Both variables, skeletal mass and number of teeth were correlated to age.

When the age interaction was corrected for, the correlation with dental
status remained significant only in one out of ten parameters.

The manuscript of this paper was not available at the time of printing.
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AUTHOR

Robert E Zimmerman, Harry J Griffiths, Peter Pletka, and David Bernstein
ABSTRACT

In photon absorptiometric measurements of bone mineral content it is
essential to know the absolute calibration of the experimental apparatus. A
calibration procedure has been performed in our laboratory using a human ulna
which was fixed in position, and scanned at the center of each of 14 intervals
using a Packard Osteodensitometer. An index of bone mineral content (BMU) for
each segment of bone was thus obtained. The coefficient of variation for these
measurements was 1.5 - 3%. The bone was then cut into 14 segments, dried and
weighed. The bone was ashed and the residue weighed. The ash was dissolved in
HC1 and the calcium content was determined. The calibration equations and
correlation coefficients were found to be:

a) BMU vs. dry weight (g/cm)
BMU = 13.81 (dry weight) - 1 776 (r=.984)

b) BMU vs. ash weight (g'crc)
BMU = 19.99 (ash weioht) - 0.538 (r=.9F.O)

c) BMU vs. calcium content (g/cm)
BMU = 58.21 (ca) - 4.421 (r=.978)

• These results are discussed and comnarec1 with other calibration studior,.

I
The papar was presented by P Judy.
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Introduction

Bone mineral measurement systems utilizing photon absorption techniques
have become well established in a number of laboratories for the monitorino of
calcium content of distal bones in various diseases. It is desirable that
workers in the various laboratories are able to exchange data which are based
on a common set of units.

1 7
Our technique utilizes the method introduced by Cameron and Sorenson .

They have reported2»^ an absolute calibration of their system based on bone
ashing studies. We have carried out an independent ashing study and at the same
time compared our system calibration with that of the Wisconsin laboratory.
Materials and Methods

1. Photon Absorptiometry
The ulna of a normal forty year old white male was used. He had died

following severe intracranial damage. All the nuscle and soft tissue had been
removed and the bone was supported in normal anatomical position by a special
holder in an arm box similar to that used on our patients'. The bone was totally
immersed in 8.4 cm of water. Radiographs were taken to insure that the bone was
radiologi cally normal.

Scans were taken at one centimeter invervals beginning from the trabecular
bone at the wrist up to within one centimeter of the olecranon process of the
ulna. The bone was then removed and replaced; the scans were repeated beginning
from the elbow moving down to the wrist and finally the bone was reversed once
again. The whole process was repeated on three separate occasions and thus nine
values for each scan site were available.

2. Ashing Technique
The ulna was cut into fourteen segments and labelled consecutively fron the

wrist to the elbow. The mass, volume and density of each segment of the ulna was
measured under three conditions: a. Moist, b. Ful Ty Hydrated, c. Dry.

Moist: The bone had been recently used for bone scann-'nq in vivo and had
partially dried. Each segment was attached to a thin wire and weighed in air
and in water. From the latter measurement, bone volume was obtained; and bone
density could be calculated from the formula density = mass/volume. Bone mass
per unit length was also obtained. These measurements referred to the bone in
a moist state.

Dry: Each segment of bone was demarrowed and then defatted in an acetone:
ether (1:1) mixture for 48 hours with one change of solution. The segments were
then dried in an oven 105° C for a period of 48 hours after v/hich reproducible
weights were obtained (reprodudbility 99.5%).

Each segment of bone was then measured rapidly 1n water in order to obtain
Its volume and again the density and mass per unit length was calculated. Since
weighing 1n water only took a few seconds, it is unlikely that any significant
change In the degree of hydration would have occurred during this procedure.
The measurements obtained refer to dry, defatted and demarrowed bone-

Fully Hydrated Bone: Each segment was then immersed in the ionized water
for 24 hours after which time the bone was found to be fully hydrated. By
weighing the bone at different times after Immersion in water and blottinn, it
was found that maximum hydration was obtained at 24 hours. The weight of the
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bone segments were then obtained in air and again in water, and bone density and
bone mass per unit length were calculated. These measurements applied to fully
hydrated bone.

The segments were then each ashed in a porcelain cubicle at 600° C for
seventeen hours and then weighed to obtain the weight of the bone ash. The ash
was then dissolved in 6 N HCL for two hours and then diluted to 100 ml with
double deionized water. Calcium and magnesium were measured using an atomic
absorption spectrophotometer (Jarrell Ash) and inorganic phosphorus was measured
by a Tecnnicon autoanalyzer using a modification of the Fiske and Subbarrow
procedure.

3. Laboratory Intercomparison
A three "bone" standard utilizing ^HPO^ in machined chambers simulating

large, medium and small bones was obtained from the Wisconsin Bone Mineral
Laboratory. This standard had previously been scanned on their system and
values for the mineral content per cm and the width were given. This standard
was scanned on three separate occasions, 10 times for each bone using a technique
which closely approximated our clinical technique.

Results

Regression lines and correlations coefficients were determined for the ulna.
The results are shown in Table 1. The results of our ash study can be used to
determine the mineral content of the Wisconsin standard. The results of this
determination are shown in Table 2 along with the values furnished with the
standard.

The present results were also used to determine the equivalent mineral con-
tent of a standard supplied by Norland Instruments. The standard had previously
been calibrated by Norland using the results of the Wisconsin bone ashing study.
The comparison is shown in Table 3.

Discussion

The incidence of metabolic bone disease in the general population is unknown
although it is estimated that between 10 and 20 million Americans have osteoporosis.
If the suspected incidence of osteomalacia and chronic renal failure is added to
this, then it is obvious that some form of easily performed measurement of bone
mineral content is essential. Many methods have been tried and for one reason
or another have been discarded. Radiograohic methods, including the use of indices
are still frequently used, primarily because they are simple to perform. However
it 1s known that a loss of 30-40% of bone is necessary before any change can be
detected radiologically. More sophisticated methods have been introduced
including neutron activation analysis, Compton scattering, x-ray spectrophotometry
and resonance - however most of these require either special equipment or particular
expertise and some of these methods are not without danger to the patient. Photon
absorptiometry was introduced by Cameron some ten years ago and this method alreadv
has produced important new advances which aid in our understanding of metabolic
bone disease. As a system, it is easy to use and gives reproducible results with
good precision - in other words it is acceptable both to the physician and to the
patient. Thus it behooves us not only to relate the mathematical integration
(Bone Mineral Content) that 1s generated by the system to the true calcium
content of that segment of scanned bone, but also in turn to relate the bone
mineral content in the cortical bone of the arm to the total bone mineral mass of
the body. It is to answer the first part of this problem that this Investigation
was performed.
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Table 1 shows that very good correlation was obtained between bone mineral
content and dry weight, ash weight and calcium content. Other studies have also
demonstrated this excellent correlation.

When the results of the regression line relating ash weight and BMU are
used to predict the ash weight in the Wisconsin bone standard (Table 2) the
values obtained are 3-6% lower than those obtained by the Wisconsin oroun. In
both studies the thickness of the tin filter in the beam path was 50 urn and the
source and detector operture was 2 and 3 mm respectively. This is verified by
the fact that the intercept on the ash weight axis is approximately 0.026 a/cm
in both situations. The difference in values most probably is related to
different tissue covers used for scanning the bone prior to ashing and that used
for scanning the standard. Sandrik and Judy^ have shown that the results of a
bone mineral determination can decrease by 0.5 to 1% per cm of added tissue
cover over the clinical range of the bone mineral content. In our study the
standard was scanned with 4 cm more tissue cover than the ulna. This would lead
to an underestimate of bone mass of 2-4% and could account for at least cart of
the difference. The condition of measurement for the Wisconsin standard2'3

seems to be such that the standard was scanned with 1-2 cm less tissue cover than
when the ash study was performed. This would account for a further 0.5 to 1
difference.

The measurement of the Norland standard (Table 3) do not demonstrate a
consistent bias. This close agreement was not expected since this standard was
calibrated using the Wisconsin ash study.

It is reassuring that we have been able to demonstrate not onlv a close
correlation between our values for bone mineral content and the true mineral
content of the scanned bone, but also that there is a close correlation between
our results and these of Cameron's laboratory. Although attempts have been
made to relate the true calcium content and the loss of bone seen radiological1y,
no good correlation has been demonstrated. Neutron activation analysis i'> a v°>-v
accurate method of measuring the total calcium content in the skeleton, but net
only is the patient dese much higher than that in photon absorptiometrv, but the
technique is only available in a few ct-ntres. Thus photon absorntiometry annears
to be the most accurate, readily available method for measuring bnne mineral
content at this time. However, it is important that all investigators usinn th•*s
technique either perform their own ashing studies or acquire a Cameron standard
and intercompare their readings with those of other investigators in this fi^ld
of research.

Summary

We have conducted an ash study to calibrate our bone mineral system. The
comparison with previously calibrated similar systems show a systematic error of
approximately 3 to 6% which has been attributed to differences in t i'.sue cover.
Recent theoretical work should be taken into account in the planning of future
calibration studies.
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TABLE 1

REGRESSION LINES DETERMINED FROM RESULTS

OF THE ASHING STUDY

BMU vs dry weight g/cm

BMU = 13.81 (dry weight) - 1.776 r=.984

BMU vs ash weight (g/cm)

BMU = 19.99 (ash weight) - 0.538 r-.98O

BMU vs Calcium content (g/cm)

BMU = 58.21 (Ca) - 4.421 r».978
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TABLE 2

A COMPARISON OF THE VALUES OBTAINED

FOR THE WISCONSIN BONE STANDARD

Wisconsin Study Present Study

Ash Weight (g/cm) Ash Weioht (a/cn)

1.278 1.218 + .0123

.568 .553 + .0260

.331 .313 + .033/

The errors shown are the 95% Confidence l i m i t s .

1 TABLE 3

i

i

A COMPARISON OF THE VALUES OBTAINED
i

FOR THE NORLAND BONE STANDARD

Norland Calibration Present Study
Ash Weight (g/cm) Ash Weight (o/cm)

1.39 ' 1.380 • .0141
i

.59 ' .606 - .0242

The errors shown are 95% Confidence
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Discussion

B tiilsson: Frjin t'ie tneetiTig in Hamburg I recall there were differences between
th'i populations jr Wiscorsin and Holland. This can possibly be explained by the
use of dif ferer.r standards. Do you know where these standards have been used?

R Maze.ss: I think I can answer that. This was the supposition we thought of
immediately at the Chicago meeting when comparing European values and those from
the US. We heard reports of values 7% lower than reported by our laboratory with
standard calibration or independant ash studies. This led us to believe that
chere night be some differences between some Norland standards and our standards.
We have rot as yet resolved this. I am travelling around to different labora-
tories now with jur standard in order to see if the calibration is the same. It
can also be a question of using 4 cm or 10 cm of soft tissue cover.

P Judy: The values assigned to the large chamber of Wisconsin Standard based on
our Ftudy wt?re 67, different from the values assigned to that chamber by Wisconsin.
At the Chicago meeting people were reporting differences in the scans of normal
populations. We reviewed these results to assess the possibility that this might
be caused by r.he method of calibration. Our results are consistent with the
supposition that a difference in calibration exists.

My discussion of hardening was introduced to note an experimental difficulty. We
did not appreciate the magnitude of hardening and different tissue covers were
used. Therefore, the values we would assicn the Wisconsin phantom will probably
be in agreement with the Wisconsin assignment, if we correct for hardening, and
we will have a disagreement with the values assigned to Norland Standard by
Nor land.

V. Pissing: Did you use a tin filtered source (last slide)?

1' Judy: Ves. This has been published by Sand-ick & Judy in Investigative Radio-
logy, Vol 8, page 143, 1973. One cannot put enough tin on the source to get it
really monoonergetic. When vou put the beam through 10 cm of water you just get
the K-Beta right back, I have suggested not using a tir filter to a number of
people but because all ash studies have used tin-filtered sources it is some-
what difficult to abandon the tin filter. 1 don't see any real advantage with
a tin filter, especially when measuring large amounts of bone.

J Bevan: I)<> the Norland calibration standards auree with the University of
Wisconsin standards?

R Mazess: Yes, they do. That is what causes confusion. Their standards were
calibrated against curs, and we haw to GO back anil check this, which will he
done during the summer.
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Systematic errors in determinations of bone mineral content in vivo

AUTHOR

Juergen Rassow
ABSTRACT

For the repeated checking of bone mineral content for a subject without changing
the measuring symmetry only the reproducibility, that means the unsystematic errors
are of importance for the quality of the measured quantity. Further, systematic
errors are additionally significant, when comparing different subjects and establi-
shing normative data.

The basic problems for the densitometric measurements were discussed as well as the
different methods and the approximate assumptions utilized. An analysis of the nu-
merous methods described in the literature and the used mathematical models re-
sults in the following recommendations in order to avoid systematic errors and to
attain not only a good reproducibility of possible errors but also a high accuracy.

a. The attenuation should be measured with monoenergetic radiation and discrimina-
tion of the scattered beam.

b. The concentrations and contents of bone mineral and connective ti sue vary in-
dependently. It is therefore necessary to use two independent energies if the data
are used for comparing different subjects by measurement of a specific quantity
such as mineral concentration c

m
c. If a specific mineral substance such as hydroxy apatite is used as a reference,
then the nomenclature for the measured quantity should be chosen accordingly, e.e.
"hydroxy apatite volume value" for a mineral concentration value based on hydroxv
apatite as the reference.
d. Exactly known linear and mass attenuation coefficients for the actual raeasurmr
site are needed. They should be determined with the aid of reference standards and
the apparatus to be used.
e. Accurate measurements of the thickness of bone and soft tissue are important
also when using two energies, unless only relative values are required in order
to follow up the course of a disease of a subject.

f. All measurements based on assumptions which reduce the number of influencing
parameters, will lead to systematic errors. Measurements can be made with good

! reproducibility and still contain hidden systematic errors, resulting in incorrect
I conclusions.
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SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN DETERMINATIONS OF BONE MINERAL CONTENT IN VIVO

Juergon Rassow, Essen, Germany

1. Introduction

Densitometric methods are the most important in the radiologic determinations
of bone mineral content in vivo. They are the oldest and in numerous variations
with one or two radiation qualities, fixed or scanning detector the most used.
They are discussed here in respect of their possible systematic errors.

One of the most ambitious tasks of a medical physicist is to say his medical
collegues explicitly, what they really are measuring with a method, its advan-
tages and limits and the meaning and accuracy of its results. Without know-
ledge of those correlations there are often to be found in the literature ac-
curacy declarations of a few permille or percent, but the authors had not in
mind, that the approximations, which they used implicitly, cause sometimes sys-
tematic errors of an order of magnitude higher depending of parameters, which
vary with subject and geometry of measurement.

Each applicator of a method for determination of bone mineral content should
consider at first, what degree of importance of the result is necessary.

a) For following up the course of a disease at one subject without changing
the measuring symmetry only the reproducibility that means the unsystematic
errors are significant. The methods of most advantage are those, which give
for a subject a reference number, correlated to the bone disease, of high
reproducibility, even though this number varies from subject to subject in
a complex manner.

b) Comparisons of results of different subjects, determinations of age depen-
dence or establishing of normative data and pathologic limits for example
the diagnosis of osteoporosis are possible only by consideration of accura-
cy including unsystematic and systematic errors, to get absolute values
independent of methods and measuring symmetry. For this purpose those me-
thods have preferences, which give specific data, for example values rela-
ted to the bone volume.

2. Basic problems of densitometric methods

Now the basic problems of the densitotnetric determinations of bone mineral
content shall be discussed. Fig.1 shows schematically the principle: a block
of bone is imbedded in soft tissue and possibly additional layers of fat and
water.

The common basic equation (l) for the exponential attenuation of photons in
all densitometric methods is given in fig.l. Only the last term n, . tb in
the exponent is influenced by dates of the bone being in consideration* All
other parameters in the exponent must be either known by additional mea-
surements or eliminated.

The presupposition for using attenuation coefficients JBJ, independent from
the bone thickness is, that the measurement is done by nonoenergetic photons.
Otherwise the spectrum in the radiation beam may not change within the trans-
mitted absorber. This shall be tested for bremsstrahiung in any case.
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Pig.l. Basic principle of dcnsitometric minpral enntont determinations.

By tho single-energy method, that means the usa^e of only one radiation qunli-
ty, onlv one unknown parameter of the bone can be determined. If the thickness
th of the bone is known, this vill be mostly tho attenuation coefficient yuh .

Several authors like Balz and Birkner U156), Prommhold and Schoknecht {IV**)
and Striiter and Rassow (1969) give values of yub directly as the result, W'T-
ner and coworkers (1969) are using a formal modification (scan method on the
left in fig.l) by measuring at different sites of a bone, once only with cor-
tical bone and once with cortical and spongiosa bone. By subtraction they (jet
separately the attenuation coefficients /ucb and ja^

 {oT botn substances.

A ooBt interesting modification of equ.(l') is given by Cameron and Sorcnson
(1963) (scan method on the right in fig.l). A method based on this modification
is in conmon usage mainly in USA. Cameron postulates in an arbitrary manner for
this method, that the bone consists of two components, one of which haa n den-
sity and an attenuation coefficient like soft tissue ( y g ,yus ) ami one like
pure mineral of a special composition ( £ , a ) . The only uhknown^pammetcr
is then the thickness in cm resp. the mas* per surface unit in a/cm" of this
mineral layer. If there is scanned and integrated aero*» the whol»1 cross-sec-
tion of the bone (x . y in fig.l), one geta formally the mineral mun» M^ vr
unit axial length *L of the bone in g/cra.
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Explanation of symbols used:

Parameters

n

no

%
n

t

9
/*-
c

= photon fluence resp

= photon fluence resp

= attenuation factor

. counting

. counting

= thickness of absorber

= mass density

- linear attenuation coefficient

= concentration

Indices

b

s

f

V

B

=• bone

«• soft tissue

= fat

= water

= mineral

ct -

cb =

sb -

1

2

rate with absorber

rate without absorber

connective tissue

cortical bone

spongiosa bone

photon energy 1

photon energy 2

If the bone mineral would be composed really always of homogeneous hydroxy
apatite without micro porosity and deviations of a constant relation of Ca
and P in the crytal lattice and if the remaining volume would consist out of
homogeneous soft tissue, only one single parameter like JUV would give all
information about the bone. Unfortunately several authors like Netter (1959),
Gebhardt and Zwicker (1970) found, that the mineral content of bone consists
not only in hydroxy apatite (density 3.1 g/cm*), but has further components
like brushit (density 2.3 g/cm5), octo-calcium phosphate (density 2.6 g/cm5)
and other carbonates and citrates of calcium. The quantity of those components
changes from site to site and patient to patient. Posner (1968) has shown,
that sometimes 10$ up to kO% of the bone mineral is made of amorphous trical-
cium phosphate aad the crytalline rest mainly of hydroxy apatite. 5 to lOjt of
this part can be on the surface calcium carbonate.

The Ca/P ratio can vary in a wide range from 1.33 for young bone till 1.8 for
mature bone, in lumbar vertebra (Doyle, 1968) within 1.9 and 2.1 . The pssibi-
lity of one or two vacancies of 10 Ca places in a elementary cell of a crytal
(Posner, 1968) is in Inconsistency with the hypothesis of a compensation of re-
duced mineral content by normal soft tissue or connective tissue. The fact of
variation of the chemical structure and a micro porosity has the consequence,
that the linear attenuation coefficient ^ and the density fh of the bone can
vary independently. It1* impossible to recognixe, if an attenuation coefficient
is high in respect to a high phosphorus content or a high calcium content or
both o t them.
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V.'e can give therefore only the value of a reference system with equivalent atte-
nuation, for example hydroxy apatite. Nevertheless it is possible to separate
quantitatively two different chemical substances by measuring the independent-
ly varying concentrations of the mineral equivalent and the connective tissue
equivalent with two radiation qualities and the corresponding two pairs of
mass-attenuation coefficients (/»/«)„, and (n/p)c+. This model is not based -
like Cameron had to do it for his scan method "with a single radiation quality -
on the hypothesis of absence oi micro porosity and vacancies in the crystal lat-
tice.

The problem of influence of the pathological or age depending variation of the
fat contence of the connective tissue hos on principle no solution even by usage
of two radiation energies.

If the bone substance with the density £. in a volume unit is separated formal-
ly in a mineral concentration c and a connective tissue concentration c .
resp. in the parts of mineral and connective tissue mass in the volume unxt,
there is valid;

Partition of bone in mineral concentration c
Dl

and

A

connective tissue concentration c :

• c» + cct
|(equ.

ct * Cct
(equ.

A
3)

The attenuation coefficient /a* and the mass-attenuation coefficient (/u/§>).
for bone meet the equ.(3). The coefficient u^ has therefore a mineral and a
connective tissue depending part. The fundamental difference to the Cameron
hypothesis is, that neither the attenuation of soft tissue and connective tissue
are set equal nor cm and c + must be taken as concentrations depending from
oach other.

The determination of two independent parameters c and c . within the bone can
be done only by two independent measuring parameters for example attenuation»
for two radiation qualities. There can be applicated then two equations like
equ.(l) with the modification corresponding to the two-energy method (fig.l).
From those there are to be found the equations ('*) and (5).

Determination of mineral concentration c
81

and

c

c

connective

A -

•

E -

ct

tissue

B +

0

F •

D

concentration c . t

u 11
G

(equ.

(equ.

•' 1
5)
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It is best that the real mass-attenuation coefficients in the eqn.(4) and (5)
are calculated from measurements in the own apparatus and geometry of an appli-
cator with two adequate bone reference systems with different but known con-

£ £ di (6) d (7)centrations cffl and
e bone reference systems ith differe
resp. c£ and c£t according eqn. (6) and (7):

Determination of mass - attenuation coefficients for

mineral (»4r)_ *** connectire tissue i/q)ct
 fr0"

two bones with different concentrations cB and c£

resp. cw and c"
D Ct

B and c£
( i =» photon energy 1 resp. 2 ).

(A)

4-
"T*

ln

#

ln

*

( n oi ^

c c t

n.

c c t

cct

" T
- cm

" \

- c :

• ln (~)'

• cct

• ln ( ?r~ ) n

' cct

(equ.

(equ.

6 )

7 )

Not explicitly bot on the same physical base of measurements with two radiation
qualities gare Oeser and Krokovski (19^3) empirically a linear equation between
c and the ratio K of two measured attenuation dates called "bone attenuation
equiralent values". Kriester (1968) and Gebhardt and Zwicker (1970) found an
a bit modified exact dependence.

To get only one definite ralu* for the mineral content and its calcium part it
is necessary to bare a reference substance of a definite chemical composition*
Vanselow and Ifouck (1970) and Gebhardt and Zvicker (1970) propose for this ob-
ject hydroxy apatite and as name "bydroxy apatite eqairalent" resp. "apatite
value".
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On the symposium "Radio logi c determination of mineral content in bone in vivo"
in Erlangen, Germany, on 24 th november 1972 the participants from Central Europe
accepted temptatively the expressions "mineral length value" when giving a mass
per axial unit in g/cm , "mineral surface value" when giving a density by sur^
face in g/crn̂  and "mineral volume value" when giving a concentration in g/cm\
The sort of reference substance shall be added in the form like "hydroxy apa-
tite volume value" or "ha volume value".

In respect to the better reproducibility and miscibility with connective tissue
equivalent materials Vitt and Hasess and Cameron (1970) propose watery KoHP0^ -
solutions as mineral reference substance. This problem needs further discussion.

3. Elimination of parameters and approximations

Often authors try to get rid off the inconvenient dependence on measurements
of bone thickness, which are in most cases difficult and only inaccurately pos-
sible by a lateral X-ray picture or scan methods. Some trials may be discussed
here:

a) Example for a pat solution: Payne and Moore (1973) propose to calculate from
the parameters of the scan method of Caaeron not only the mineral mass per
length unit of bone than also the bone thickness in the beam direction. This
method is practicable by usage of average values of the attenuation coeffi-
cient for bone which just varies with mineral content. It would be quite
easier to calculate the bone thickness directly from the density by surfnce
and the average bone density. Unfortunately this density by surface is to
b» measured apart from the thickness. It is always impossible to ralcula*e
two independent parameters from only one measured date.

b) It is used an arbitrary hypothesis for the absolute value or the shape of th«
bone in examination, which corresponds with reality only within a large ranc
of deviation.

Example 1: Krokowski (1968) based his results on the hypothesis, that, the la-
teral diameter of a vertebra is constant and equal for all patients being
more than 20 years old.

Example 2: Prommhold and Schoknecht (i960) and Bnrner and coworkers (i960)
are measuring the thickness of a finger bone only perpendicular to the
beam direction by a scan. The former choos a circular cross-section, the
latter an ellipse with constant axis ratio 2:3 and later on an individual
ratio.

c) It is used without a bone thickness measurement only the transmitted mineral
density by surface £ n , t (Cameron and Sörens on, 1963, for ulna am! ROOK
and c©workers, 1970, for vert«bra).

The declaration bone mass per axial length unit is in principle equivalent t<>
the density by surface and is also only a number to follow up the course of a
disease. According to Posnsr (1968) "is this a number which is valuable, but
it doesn't tell everything" (without knowledge of morphology). Even Cameron
(1968) says to this problem:"This technique of ours is best suited for serial
studies. Other techniques, perhaps, are appropriate for population studies. It
would be interesting to compare the two whenever possible."
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It is clear that the scan method of Cameron can be used best for bones with an
easy to survey shape like a tubular bone. Meema (1972) shows just for this site,
that from 32 patients with chronical renal disease only in 38% of all cases the
mineral density by surface in g/cm , only in lS% the thickness of cgrtical bone
in mm, but in 53$ of all cases the concentration of mineral in g/cm is influenced.
Beyond this exclusively the latter parameter has the smallest normal range which
is more over identical for male and feicale persons. For population studies the
concentration or "volume value" of the mineral content seems to be in particular
a favourable parameter, which has a vivid value especially for spongiosa bone.

Further approximations, which can be sources of systematical errors, are used
by some authors to eliminate the dependence of the soft tissue thickness and -
especially for examinations with X-rays - the influence of variable thickness
of the scattering volume and changing of attenuation coefficients with beam
energy spectrum.

Example 1: Heuck and Schmidt (i960) and Cameron and Sörenson (1963) and likewise
Schuster and Reiss (1969) make their measurements in a water basin and derive
their equations from the constant total thickness t^ + ta + tj, . Implicitely
they use the same attenuation coefficient /a for water, soft tissue and
connective tissue. Oeser and Krokowski (1963) more over use the sane coeffi-
cient for plexiglass. Gebhardt and Zwicker (l970) and others before them
emphaticly point at the falsity of this hypothesis. Later on there are given
own results on this subject.

Since a few years ago there is used from Heuck (1968) 50^ alcohol in water
and by American working groups water with admixture according Goodman (1969),
to have a better tissue equivalence.

Example 2: Dömer and coworkers (1969) employ a constant thickness ratio of soft
tissue and bone t s t, = 1.66 for the finger and calculate on this base their
application curves.

All these more or less suiting approximations leed in practice to a more comfor-
table handling of the methods, but are sources of in most cases unnoticed syste-
matical errors, which cause sometimes incongruous results or unreasonable large
deviations, although the measurements are done carefully with high reproducibi-
lity.

This may be shown by an example: For the two-energy method the influence of soft
tissue is quite less than for the single-energy method. The influence can be seen
in equ.(4). If the mass-attenuation coefficients for soft tissue and connective
tissue are equal, than the third term C in the numerator, the only tern with
explicite parameters of the soft tissue, is zero. Fig.2 shows measured results,
which are got from a phantom made by plates of a bone phantom material and poly-
styren. The attenuation coefficients and the exact thicknesses are measured as
well as possible separately for each material. By omitting the correction term
C in equ.(k) a remarkable influence on the calculated apparent mineral concentra-
tion cm is to be seen which is ne^lectable, if the term C is taken into conside-
ration.

Fig.3 is given to obtain a general view of the energy dependence of mass-attenua-
tion coefficients of soae interesting materials in comparison to the measured
values used in the investigation according fig.2. It is to be recognized, that
one can choose the hydroxy apatite concentration in the oone phantom of Heuck
and Schmidt (i960) just so to hit the bone composition of ICHU (l97O).
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bone thickness xb=1cm

100% -0,250 g/cms mineral concentration
(bone phantom from Heuck andSchnr.id'*
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Fig.2. Dependence of calculated values of hydroxy apatite concentration c
(ha-volume value) for one bone phantom of Heuck and Schmidt (i960) on tho
thickness of soft tissue layers outside of the bone. Dates used according
table It c B o*263 mg/cm' (= 100#). The values of line 1 in table 1 are appli-
cated as nass-attenuation coefficients for ctl , ct2 , ml , m2 and s2.

Table 1 contains quantitative results in comparison to values, vfaich arc cal-
culated by variation of mass-attenuation coefficients especially for equali-
sing water, soft tissue and connective tinaue or by replacement of connective
tissue by fat and by an ''error" in bone thickness.

The results in table 1 are got in the following Planner: There were used dates,
which are measured without the soft tissue phantom with only a bone plate of
0,98 c« thickness (line l) resp. 2.92 cm (line 14) and additional soft tissue
phantom plates of 1.20 cm (line 2) resp. 2.40 cm thickness (line 15), all
with exact mass-attenuation coefficients. Ho influence of the soft tissue
layer on the calculated mineral concentration in to be seen. If there is ta-
ken into aocount a mistake of 10^ in the measured thickness of the bone and
a compensating valve for the soft tissue thickness to get the original oinct)v
measurable total thickness (lints 3 , 8 ,11 , 13 and 16 , 21 , 2k , 26), so there
are caused deviations in th« calculated aineral concentration, which are »riven
together with the percentage errors in the last column». The partial influence
of the arbitrary thickness error makes the mineral concentration cm chanp"

1 for
A change in mineral composition with .V* reduction of the

coefficient according about to tide named different aineral compound
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A : connective tissue
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Pig.3. Energy dependence of mass-attenuation coefficients (/u/<?) *°r several
substances, calculated according dates of Jaeger (l95o), Schreiber (i960)
and ICBU-report 17 (1970), in comparison to measured values for the bone
phantom from Heuck and Schmidt (i960).

mineral concentration deviation independently of the soft tissue thickness
(lines 4 , 5 and 17 f 18). This is of importance for the interpretation espe-
cially of hydroxy apatite equivalent values like ha-volume values.

A wrong set of coefficients for soft and connective tissue leeds to serious
deviations of the calculated mineral concentrations and their dependence on
the »oft tissue thickness (lines 6 to 11 and 19 to 2k). An isolated changing
for the coefficient of soft tissue (lines 12 and 25) cause thickness depending
deviations of a few percent in aggreeoent with calculations of Sorenson and
Mazess (1970).

Table 1 shows, that even small variations of the mass-attenuation coefficients
of soft tissue and connective tissue, fat and water cause serious %rrorn in
the absolute value of the calculated mineral concentration in aggreement with
results of Sorenson and Mazess (1970), Zeitz (1972) and Dalen (1973) as well as
llalen and Jacobson (l97*h There has to be much care to find always the real
attenuation dates of those meterials for each patient. According to Meewa (1968)
the fat content of marrow bones and vertebrae can vary between young and old

within a ratio of 1 t 2.



Tab. 1 . Influence of material parameters on the result of determinations of mineral concentration c
(Radiation source 1: J-125, radiation source 2: Aa-241). The results are related to experiments witfi
a bone phantoa fro» Heuck and Schmidt ( c - 263 mg/cm3, ? b ~ 1,386 g/ca

3, 74.1X Palatal ? Q t - 1.13
g/cav*, 25.956 hydroxy apatite $_ - 3.15 I/CBW ) with polystyren (Vestyron weiO, Chemische Werke HOls
AG, Marl, Germany, £ 9 - 1.05 g/a3) as soft tissue phantom.
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Fig.'». Spatial distrioution of mineral concentration c (ha-volume value)
and connective tissue concentration c t and total bone density Q. along a
measure line within a calcaneus, imbedded in soft tissue equivalent plastics.

A further systematic error causing influence is coming froto the usage of brrns-
strablung with a continous energy spectrum in respect of the scattered raoia-
tion dependent on geometry of the patient and the experimental arrangement and
in respect of the variation of attenuation coefficients related to the patients
thickness. In several critical papers this influence is estimated for example
by Mayer and coworkers (i960), or measured (Uineas, I968). According to the
depth of the bone position within a body, the thickness of the transmitted tis-
sue, the beam diameter and the filtering errors of more than 15% can appear,

'». Averaging problems

A further source of errors exists by local deviations of the concentration of
mineral and connective tissue and the way of averaging these values. While
two-energy methods like our* (liassov and Striiter, 1969) give as the result thr
two independent concentrations c and c . according to equ.(k) and (5), measured
along single lines* there appear the danger of casual deviations in respect of
local inhoaogeneities of the bone structure. Fig.4 shows just measured mineral
concentration c (ha-volume value) distributions within a calcanens in com-
parison with the connective tissue concentration c . «i«l the bone density
?b * c» * c et • B*

6 density is varying within the cortical and the spongiosa
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Pig.5. Spatial distribution of the mineral concentration c (b a-volume value)
in two neighbouring vertebrae, imbedded in soft tissue equivalent plastics,
one without and the other with paraffin filling inside the bone (instead of
connective tissue resp. plastics) to simulate different fat contents. Expla-
nation in the text.

parts of the bone quite less than the both concentrations c a and c t . It aay
be discussed, if really only one average value like it is calculable by the
single-energy scan method gives a physician more information although the re-
producibility is of cause quite higher.

The influence of the exchange of the connective tissue by a fat equivalent ar-
terial (paraffin) with a small paraffin layer around the real vertebra, imbedded
in a soft tissue equivalent plastics is shown in fig.5. One curve corresponds to
one of the two neighbouring vertebrae of the same body without paraffin and the
other two curves to values calculated with the assumption of paraffin or connec-
tive tissue within the bone besides bydroxy apatite as mineral substance. The
neglection of the paraffin in the vertebra C2 instead of connective tinaae
causes a remarkable reduction of the apparant mineral concentration.

5. Conclusions

The conclusions of the discussed sources of systematical error* are, that in
all cases of determination of absolute values of a mineral concentration within
population studies, but less for serial studies at one site of the same patient,
the following criterion* are to be taken in consideration:
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a) The attenuation should be measured vith monoenergetic radiation and discrimi-
nation of the scattered radiation.

b) The concentrations of bone mineral «u'1and connective tissue c
Fir giving both as the best

•u-iand connective tissue c . vary indepen-
; form of description of bone mineral con-cently,

tent it is necessary to use two independent energies for attenuation measure-
ments.

c) If a specific mineral substance such as hydroxy »patite is used as a reference,
the nomenclature for the measured quantity should be chosen accordingly, e.g.
"hydroxy apatite volume value" for a mineral concentration value based on
hydroxy apatite as the reference.

d) Exactly known linear and mass-attenuation coefficients for the actual measu-
ring site are needed. They should be determined vith the aid of reference
standards and the apparatus to be used.

e) Accurate measurements of the thickness of bone and soft tissue around are im-
portant even when using two energies, unless only relative values are re-
quired in order to follow up the course of a disease of a subject.

i) The investigation of mineral and connective tissue concentration or the bone
ensity as the sum of both shall be done not only along one line of a bone
in respect to possible local deviations. The value of a knowledge of the ranre
of deviations of these concentrations or the whole distribution in comparison
to only one average value is to be tested.

g) All measurements based on assumptions which reduce the number of influencing
parameters will lead to systematic errors. Measurements can be made vith good
reproducebility and still oontain hidden systematic errors, resulting in in-
correct conclusions.
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Discussion

R Mazess: With regard to one of the assumptions that you made about the mineral
and connected tissue, this tends to be for any particular site relatively
constant, not only in a given individual but among individuals. It does vary
from site to site especially on the calcaneus, but not on a limb bone. For any
one particular site, such as the shaft or the long-bone, these will not vary
independantly, they are virtually constant.

J Rassow: First one makes assumptions to solve the problem, but it has to be
tested if these assumptions and approximations are good enough.

B Nilsson: One does not really know what bone mineral is. It does not make much
of a difference if we are one or two points off. Even a cristallographer cannot
give the answer. So for the time being we have to rely upon assumptions.

J Rassow; If there is a possibility that the composition of a bone can vary, then
one can not take only the BMC as the single parameter, but one has to measure the
connective tissue also, because they are both independant.

U Schneider: Have you any experiences in measuring larger number of patients,
say 100 persons, with the one- and two-isotope method, in order to compare the
distribution curves?

J Rassow: I showed the distribution curves in the last two figures, but they
were obtained from the bone standards exhibited here. We have also measured on
children, but not yet systematically the distribution of the BMC within a whole
cross section.
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Photon Energy, Beam Diameter and Scan Velocity Effects in the Measurement of •
Linear Bone Mineral Mass by Photon Attenuation

AUTHOR D.E. Watt

ABSTRACT

A fundamental theoretical study has been made of the gamma ray attenuation
technique for measuring linear bone mineral mass. Calculation of errors arising
solely from statistical fluctuations in photon counting permit selection of the
optimum photon energy for maximum precision. Comparison of the statistical
results shows that the single beam method is always inherently more precise than
the double beam method. Also, for the latter method only, there is an optimum
sample thickness of 5 g/cm .

Errors due to finite collimator size and to beam scanning velocity are deter-
mined for intermittent and continuous scanning. In particular the finite beam
size gives rise to two errors. The first is due to the purely geometric overlap
of the beam at the transition regions around bone edges and the other concerns the
fact that the observed bone thickness at any point in the scan is averaged over
the collimator width. For continuous scanning there is an additional error com-
ponent due to the distance travelled between observations. It is found that for
small bones the absolute error may be very large but can be reduced to within
reasonable bounds by appropriate selection of the collimator diameter and scanning
velocity.
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PHOTON BEAM ENERGY AND SIZE EFFECTS IN THE MEASUREMENT
OF LINEAR BONE MINERAL MASS

D. E. Watt and R. Logan
Department of Medical Biophysics,
The University, Dundee, Scotland.

INTRODUCTION

Identification and assessment of errors inherent in the photon attenuation
technique for determinine^bone mineral mass in vivo has been the subject of wide
discussion and analysis^ . Consider the ideal situation where appropriate
corrections for all such errors are made then the ultimate precision in th<=> de-
rived bone mineral mass is controlled solely by the statistics of photon count-
ing. Therefore, analysis of the statistical precision for the various methods
should provide guidance on the optimisation of the experimental parameters, e.g.
choice of basic technique, photon energy and intensity, sample thickness, count-
ing time, etc. Having attained these ideal, theoretical objectives the next
logical step is to progressively identify, analyse, quantitatively assess, and,
if possible, remove all methodological errors peculiar to the practical situa-
tion. With such objectives in nind, basic principles are used to show first
that point measurements across the bone scan (i.e. intermittent scanning) are
fundamental to accuracy. Then are considered errors due to finite beam size
and to beam overlap at the bone/tissue interfaces. Finally, since continuous
scanning is commonly used in which the transmitted photon6 are accumulated for
fixed time periods whilst the beam is in uniform motion across the bone, alno
treated are errors indirectly attributable to the distance moved between read'
ings (determined by the scan velocity and counting time). Other causes of error
are not considered here.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

Defining the absorbance, denoted by R, as the natural logarithm of the re-
ciprocal fractional photon transmission at any point through the absorber,
then,

R - 1 (ut + f An)

where 1 cm is the total thickness of absorber consisting of If cm of bone mineral
and l(i-f) cm of soft tissue. u. and u. are the energy dependent linear atten-
uation coefficients of soft tissue and bone mineral respectively. Au - u^ - uf.

The linear relationship between absorbance and the bone mineral fraction ia
fundamental to the accurate measurement of bone mineral with monoenergetic gamma
rays. Of the two main techniques in use, the single beam method involves mea-
surement of the absorbance R. through 1 cm of bone plus soft tissue and the ab-
sorbance R,, through 1 cm of bone only, in which case the bone fraction at the
position or R.. is

f - (R1 - R2) / 1 Au

and the corresponding bone mineral thickness b in g/cm becomes

b " Pb - (Ri • V / Aa

where P. is the density of bone mineral (3.0 g/cm5).

Alternatively, the dual beam technique does not requir* a triform!// rM
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tissue slab. Instead absorbance measurements are made at one position through
the bone/tissue combination for each of the two beams of different energy. Two
simultaneous equations are obtained and the total absorber thickness can be eli-
minated to yield the bone mineral fraction. Usually mass units are^sed in
this case. Thus writing m for the total absorber thickness in g/cm , g for the
bone mineral fraction by mass, and using subscripts 1 and 2 to denote the res-
pective T-ray energies we have

g - m . (^ - R_ u.)

R
 1 2

where B-. - ^ *, the ratio of the absorbances determined with each photon beam
in turn. The second gamma ray beam is chosen to be of sufficiently high energy
that the term Aiu R_ in the denominator of the above equation is small compared
with Au, thus ensuring a good approximate linear relationship between the bone
mineral fraction and JL..

Finally, whichever technique is used the bone mineral Base per unit length
of bone is given by the area under the curve obtained by plotting the bone miner-
al thickness against the beam position along the bone section.

COUHTING STATISTICS

The statistical precision with which the bone thickness at each point in
the scan can be measured determines the precision of the total bone mineral mass.
Results for the bone fraction precision at any particular point in a scaQ\are ex-
pressed in terms of the relative error function (REP, after Judy, 1970)* , de-
noted by y , which is a generalised parameter directly relating the coefficient
of variation of the measurement to the square root of the unattenuated observed
photon count I .1 Thus the coefficient of variation of the bone fraction f is
given by 7 f / ? • REF's are independent of I . Calculations of the preci-
sion of the boné fractions have bean-,carried out assuming the Poisson process
applies and are detailed elsewhere .

Typical results for the REP of f determined by the single beam method are
shown in Fig. 1. Minimum values of "J are found indicating that for maximum pre-
cision there corresponds an optimum photon energy (Fig. 2). Derived J minima
are shown in Table 1 for a range of sample thicknesses 1 and bone fractions f.
Apart from giving- optimum photon energies this data permits calculation of mini-
mum counting times for any desired precision. From the definition of y it is
easily deduced that the minimum counting time is that required to give
1 • (% , / cr) "here C. is the desired coefficient of variation of f.
o ' 11 mm i i

Similar data have been derived for the double beam method. The trend of
the REF y of the bone mineral fractional mass g at a point measurement along
the scan Is shown for typical conditions in Fig. 3 where again minimum y values
are apparent. Evaluation of the minimum «J . shows that the optimum energy
for the second tjeam Ep has a value ranging ffo! Bo KeV for a total sample thick-
ness n - 1 g/cm to several hundred KeV for larger thicknesses at all values of
g (Table 2). Scrutiny of Table 2 reveals a unique feature of the dual beam
method. There is an optimum value cf around 5 g/cm total sample thickness at
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which the precision is a maximum for all values of g. This is more clearly
apparent from Fig. 4.

' T . values may be considered as a 'factor of merit' for the different
techniques. But before the comparison can be made for the single and double
beam methods the fractions and total thicknesses in each case must be converted
to the same units. Mass units have been chosen and the results plotted in Fig.
4, where the single beam method is revealed to be significantly more precise
than the dual beam method. In other words, the desired statistical precision
can be obtained with the single beam using smaller source intensities and/or
shorter counting times. However, in practice, the uniform tissue slab configu-
ration essential to the single beam method is not always attainable (e.g. for
the mandible) in which circumstance one must resort to the double beam technique.
The foregoing analysis is based on counting statistics applied to point measure-
ments. Determination of the statistical precision for the bone mineral mass
fraction determined in a complete scan involves summation of the REF's at each
point measurement such that the REF of the total bone mineral mass (M) is given

where b. is the point mass thickness expressed in g/cm and d is the spacing be-
tween points along the scan. 7 M values for some representative bone sizes are
shown in Fig. 5. At the most precise parts of the curve, i.e. for radii greater
than 0.73 cm, coefficients of variation of approximately 3$ can be attained for
I around 250 counts using the optimum single beam energy. Die intrinsic preci-
sion of the technique is therefore evident but note the rapid loss of precision
towards smaller bone sizes particularly for the double beam technique.

An obvious limitation to the practical utilisation of parameter optimisation
is the difficulty in obtaining sufficiently intense photon beams at the desired
energy. It may be possible to exploit some of the less common radionuclides
listed in Table IV of ref. 2. A high resolution detector would be essential to
derive full benefit from most of these since many of the photopeaks must be dis-
tinguished from higher energy components».

ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH FINITE BEAM SIZE

Assume measurements are made of the bone fractions using a single monoener-
getic beam in the intermittent scanning mode,. When the beam has a finite crose-
aectional area the measured bone thickness b is_assumed to correspond to the pos-
ition of the beam centre. This average value b will be in error because it is
based on the natural logarithm of a mean transmission ratio rather than the mean
of the absorbance for each element of the beam cross-sectional area as demanded
by the basic theory (See Fig. 1 ref. 3)« An important related error of this
type is that caused by beam straddling of the interface between bone and marrow
and at the outer interface between bone and soft tissue. A simple geometric
correction is possible for the beam overlap at the outer transition region.

When the beam is used in the continuous scanning mode the above errors are
enhanced because the observed mean bone thickness b is (incorrectly) avera?*»1!
over a larger distance equal to the beam Jlaaeter plus the distance travelled
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during the accumulation of counts. Scanning velocity and counting time will
therefore influence the magnitude of the error.

Pig. 6 shows uncorrected distributions of the absorbance functions plotted
against beam displacement for three typical practical situations (solid lines)
compared with the 'ideal' scan obtained by taking point measurements at many
positions across the scan (intermittent scanning) with an infinitely narrow beam
(lotted line). The area under these curves when multiplied by the constant fac-
tor f/^-u yields the bone mineral mass. Figs. 6(a), (b) and (c) refer respective-
ly to (a) a 5 mm diameter beam in intermittent scanning mode, (b) an infinitely
narrow beam in the continuous scanning mode with the logarithm of the integrated
transmission plotted every 3 n™ and (c) as for (b) but with the 5 mm diameter
beam. Comparison with the ideal situation in each case shows that at different
regions of the scan positive and negative error» can occur the net sum of which
13 the error in the observed bone mineral mass. A large diameter beam (5 mm)
has been chosen here to enhance the errors for illustrative purposes. In each
of these cases there will be a net negative error but for thin bones or bones of
small diameter scanned with a wide beam net positive errors will occur. The
positive errors in Fig. 6(a) at the outer transition regions are entirely due to
the geometric effects of the beam overlap and may be corrected precisely provi-
ded the full width of the bone is known. Correction for the other errors in
the scan is not possible except in the special case where the exact geometry of
the bone is known. In Pigs. 6(b) and (c) correction to the continuous scan
distribution is possible for errors arising from integration of the observed
photon transmission ratio over a portion of the scan determined by the distance
travelled during the counting time and for the recording of this result in the
wrong position. Since the correction method yields the average bone mineral
thickness over the scanned portion (see equation 13 in ref. 3) there will always
be a residual absolute error in determining the bone mineral mass from the area
under the thickness-displacement curve. The accuracy will obviously be improved
by minimising the distance travelled by the beam between data points until in the
limiting case the corrected version of the continuous scan will be identical to
the result for the intermittent scan.

The full mathematical treatment of these errors is detailed by Watt .
Of more relevance here is an assessment of the magnitude of the errors and the
effectiveness of the derived correction factors. Consequently data have been
calculated for idealised circular bone sizes of variable outer radius R and
inner radius R, • o/2, mounted in a uniform tissue slab of thickness 1 » 2,2 H ,
Monoenergetic photon beams with respective energies of 30 KeV and 60 KeV are
lined individually as circular beams with radius a • 0.15 cm. (Slit beams will
enlmre the errors). First is examined the magnitude of the absolute errors
for the ;;cannod linear bone mas3 derived from the observed raw data (Fig. 7).
The line of zero error (x-axis) is that of the infinitely narrow beam whilst
curve 1 shows the error trend for the finite beam in intermittent scan. Curves
? (a-0) and 5 (i*«0.15 cm) are obtained in the continuous scanning mode with
the scanning velocity and counting time chosen to correspond to a 3 mm travel-
ling distance during which the count is accumulated before being recorded. Phe
large magnitude of th<? absolute errors in the bone mass, particularly for small
honeo, emphasises. tn« care that must be exercised in selection of the collimator
diameter.
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Referring to Pig. 8, the dashed lines (1 and 2) indicate measurements in
the intermittent mode with a beam of finite radius. One of these curves (un-
corrected) is identical to curve 1 in Pig. 7 whilst the other embodies the geo-
metric correction for beam overlap at the outer bone/tisp->>e interface (see
equation 2 in ref. J>).

Since this correction removes a source of positive error its application
is only of advantage in those cases where a net positive error is anticipated,
i.e. for small bone sizes of width less than or to the order of twice the beam
radius. The solid lines (3 and 4) are the results for the continuous scanning
mode with a finite beam after treatment for the velocity displacement effects.
The additional geometric correction for beam overlap is included in curve 4.
Comparison between curves 3 and 1 and 4 and 2 indicate the magnitude of the res-
idual errors remaining after correction for the velocity displacement in the
continuous scanning mode. As the velocity displacement distance along the scan
tends to zero, curves 3 and 4 should become identical to curves 1 and 2 respec-
tively. The error difference between these arises from the use of bone thick-
nesses averaged over different distances viz. collimator width (curve 2), beam
displacement distance (curve 3) and beam displacement plus collimator width
(curve 4).

Pig. 9 shows the dependence on photon energy of the magnitude of the errors
in the mineral mass of bones of different radii. The arrows indicate the pho-
ton energies for the best statistical precision in photon counting. Inspection
of these curves show that for the optimum statistical conditions there will be
an absolute negative error in the observed bone mineral mass of between 2% and
t$> for bones having radii between 0.25 and 1 cm.

CONCLUSIOBS

Statistical Precision Due to Fluctuations in Photon Counting

Calculation of the relative error functions show clearly that there are par-
ticular photon energies corresponding to maximum precision in point measurement!!
of bone fractions. However, since for any particular bone, the fraction of
bone mineral will vary with position across the scan there ie no single photon
energy best suited to determination of the total bone mineral mass. A con-
venient compromise is to select the optimum photon energy for the position tan-
gential to the inner bone/marrow interface. Optimum counting times can be de-
termined from the REF for that position.

Improvements in precision can be obtained by minimising the overlvin# layer
of soft tissuev '.

Wherever possible the intrinsically more precise single beam technique
should be used (Figs. 4 and 5) but in those circumstances where the double l^ar.
technique is necessary it should ba noted that maximum precision la obtained with
a total sample thickness of 5 g/cm .



Beam Diameter and Velocity Effects

The foregoing calculations have provided a measure of the absolute errors
in the linear bone mineral mass for various representative bone sizes measured
by the intermittent and continuous scanning techniques using a 3 mn diameter
monoenergetic photon beam at various energies. This fundamental approach has
provided a simple means of calculating correction factors and of assessing their
effect.

In general, apart from the geometric effect of beam straddling at the outer
transition region, errors due to finite beam sizes originate from the practical
necessity of calculating the absorbance of the photon transmission ratio obser-
ved with the whole beam rather than finding the average of the absorbances for
each element across the beam profile. Provided the bone radius is about three
times the beam radius the error in the bone mass will be negative and approxi-
mately constant (to within a factor of two) with increasing bone radius. With-
in this range of bone sizes, the negative error for a fixed size increases al-
most linearly with beam radius. Since the geometric correction to the outer
transition region always removes a positive error no advantage is gained by its
application if the overall absolute error is negative because a compensating
factor would be removed. On the other hand, there is an advantage if the total
error is positive, i.e. for bone radii less than approximately twice the beam
radius.

With regard to continuous scanning only, analysis shows that correction for
the effect of integrating the transmission ratio over the distance moved by the
beam durin? each counting period is of advantage only when the velocity displace-
ment, is small, e.g. less than the beam radius.

The most accurate experimental approach is to use unconnected intermittent
.scanning and to select a beam diameter about one-third of the smallest bone
width to be measured, bearing in mind the counting precision. 3y this means
•-•Kperimentnl operation will be on the slowly changing portion of the error curve
and the absolute errors between bones of different dimensions will be approximate-
ly constant. Also this will be compatible with the optimum photon energy re-
quired for the highest statistical precision (Pig. 9). If these precautions
are not taken relative differences as large as ?O/- can arise, for example, if
bone widths approaching that of the beam diameter are compared with larger bone
widths. Relative measurements- on any individual will, of course, be accurate
to around 21, .
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TABU 1

Minimra REF, /foot for the Bone Mineral Fraction f Using
the Optimum'Monoenergetic Photon Beaa From Fig. 2

1 en

1.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

15.0

20.0

f

0.05

2.5

2.8

3.4

4.5

5.4

8.4

14.0

0.1

2 .0

2.2

2.8

3.5

4.3

5.8

10.0

0 .2

1.7

2 .0

2.5

3.1

3.8

5.5

5.6

0.3

1.6

1.9

2.4

2.9

3.5

4.2

4.2

0.4

1.6

1.8

2.3

2.8

5.3

3.5

5.5

0.6

1.6

1.8

2.2

2.6

2.8

2.8

3.0

0.8

1.5

1.8

2.1

2.4

2.4

2.5

2.8

1.0

1.5

1.7

2.0

2.2

2.2

2.4

2.7



TABLE 2

Minimum Relative Errors *J for the Bone Mineral Fraction g Using
Two Monoenergetic Faoton^Beams Having Optimum Energy E1 and E^

n

1.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

g

0.1

KeV

15

20

25

30

KeV

60

80

100

200

?00

1
15.6

7.6

*.6

7.1

8.4

0.2

KeV

15

20

50

55

40

KeV

70

100

150

200

200

7
10

6.1

5.1

5.5

6.3

0.5

KeV

20

25

30

55

40

KeV

80

100

200

?00

200

7
9.4

5.3

4.6

4.9

5.5

0.4

KeV

20

25

55

40

45

KeV

80

100

200

200

200

7
Q.9

5.1

4.3

4.5

5.1

0.6

KeV

20

30

40

45

50

K£V

80

100

?00

200

200

1
8.4

4.B

4.0

4.1

4.6
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at a point in different total thicknesses 1 cm of tissue.
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Comparison of the maxiirum precision obtainable with the dual beam tech-
nique (solid lines) and the single beam technique (dashed lines) for a
fixed fraction - 0.6 by mass-units ol bone mineral in different total
thicknesses of sample m g/cm of bone plus soft tissue (curves (a)).
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RiJF's for the total linear bone mineral mass using the dual an i sim,;»
beam techniques obtained by point measurements at 1 nun intervals r\rr'v.>
the bone s^an. In each case the bone dimensions are: outer radius k
and inner radius R. • 0/2, mounted in a uniform slab of thickness
2.2 R for the single beam and in a circular layer of soft tissue 0.1
surrounding the bone. The conditions are therefore comparable for
each technique. The solid line», curves 1 and 5» are obtained res-
pectively using optimum photon energies and the iashed lines, curver
2 and 4 are obtained respectively with a 50 KeV beam and JO • M) » V
beams.
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Plg. 7 P«rc«ntag« absolut* error in the linear bone mineral WIBS for various
bon* »iz«s assuned to contain 5&£ bone nineral. Curve (2) is for
continuous »can with a beam of zero radius. Curves (1) and (3) are
respectively for intermittent and continuous scan with beam radius «
0.15 en. The results are for uncorrected data obtained with one
oonoenergetic bean. Continuous scan data points are at 3 aa inter-
vals.
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ERROR IN MASS

Percentage absolute error in bone mineral mass. (1) and (2) are each
for intermittent scan with finite beam radius - 0.15 cm but curve (2)
includes the geometry correction for beam overlap. Curves (3) and (4)
are each for continuous scan and both are treated for the inte<^atin«
effects over the scan displacement of 3 tm. In addition curve (4)
includes the gtomeiry correction.
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Discussion

R Mazess: With regard to using an aluminium tube with relatively thin walls
and a large diameter, don't you feel some other material would be better simu-
lating a bone of the actual dimensions?

D Watt: Calibration with a large diameter bone can introduce errors of about
5% in the irineral mass measurement of bones of smaller diameter (see Fig 7). I
have not calculated data for aluminium but the magnitude of the errors will be
influenced by the attenuation coefficients involved.
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TITLE

Standardization problems in the Double Isotope Method Using the
Studsvik Bone Scanner 7102

AUTHOR

E A van der Veen and J C Netelenbos
ABSTRACT

Bone mineral content measuring, using a standard Studsvik Bone Scanner
and the double isotope method gave initially irreproducable and in-
comparable results due to several causes.

An aluminum standard proved to be useful for standardization procedures.
Three comparable aluminum cylinders of different mass were measured
after at random standardization of the Bone Scanner. A linear relation-
ship appeared to exist in mass measuring by the scanner compared to
the actual mass of the cylinders. A similar relationship although not
completely parallel vas found after at random standardization. Correc-
tion of measurements by a normogram seems possible, at least within
certain limits.

Reproducability was tested in 6 patients at two different localized
areas. Comparable results were obtained with a margin of difference
of about 5%. For practical clinical use the double isotope method proved
in our hands not useful as far as small changes in the mineral content
are concerned.
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LHKS IK THE DOUBLE I3CTOFS METHOD
U~ING THE "TTIDSVIP: BONESCANNER TIO2.

E.A.van der Veen and J.C.Netelenbos.
Academisch Ziekenhuis der Vrije Universiteit
Dep.of Internal Medicine.
Amsterdam-Holland.

during the past year we had at our disposal the use of a
standard otudsvik Bone Scanner 7102 to study the effect
of certain pharmacological compounds on bone mineral content.

Due to the convenience both for the patient and inves-
tigator we decided to elect to perform the double isotope
method in atmospheric air.Other similar experiments e.g.
with experimental animals could therefore be investigated
in a similar comparable way.

After 3 months Studsvik introduced an improved electronic
circuit rendering our initial results completely incomparable
and irreproducable.Following this we noticed floating
values for Americium,wich could fortunately be corrected
by changing certain circuits in the computerpart.We also
noted that diverging results were obtained after measuring
bone mineral content with 3 different standards supplied
during this experimental period.Eventually we decided to
use the aluminium standard exclusively since it seams to
he mere homogenous throughout.

After °5 consecutive measurements of the aluminium
standard with Americiu-i and Iodine we found results that
n-pneareu to follow a normal distribution in both cases.
'.'lip arithmatic mean and standard deviation for Am and I
wan 10,•''1 + 0,050 and 12,54 +0',C51. From this one may
deduce a böne mineral content of %93 + 0,041 g Ca/cm.

"'he standardizationprocedure for the bonescanner,
using the double isotope procedure»proved to be extremely
time consuming,acquiring up to an our or r.ore if and when
not used for periods varying from 24 to 3; hours.To eliminate
this particular problem,we tried to construct a normograrr
for correcting less accurate standardization of the bone
;•(••.nnf»r afterwards.

'or exporirental verification we prepared J completely
coi parable almir.iuT cylinders of 4,°5 err. length,with
varying thickness (0,90 ,0,1' ,0,2" cm) anil mass (",29 ,
131 ° »19, "5 g).The bone?;canner was standardized on 1,9"
and measured according to a double isotope method at
intervals of 1.6 mm.The results of the measurements of
the three cylinders (mean of 10 consecutive ) are
reflected in figure I.The mass of the cylinders was chosen
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to coincide as closely as possible with that of the distal
part of the arm routinely scanned in practice.

2.0

S 1.5

1.0.

0.5

Standard 1.94g/cm.
Measured 1.97g/cm.

10 15

fig.1.

20 g/cyl.

From figure 1 it seems fair to conclude that a linear
relationship exists between the mass measured with the
scanner and the actual mass of the aluminium cylinders.

The next step was to measure the mass of the aluminium
cylinders at different randomized standardizations of
the apparatus. ,

2.0

o
1.5

0.5.,

Standard 1.94.
Measured

upper 2.45
midd. 2.15
lower 1.97 g/cm.

10 15
fig.2.

?0 g/cyl.
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As vi6able in figure 2 it was once again possible to
i?rnonstrate a similar linear relationship,ALTHOUGH
Iir? COMPLETELY PARALLEL.Practically speaking correction
seems possible if standardization lies within the
interval 2,04 to 1,^4.

To test the reproducability of the double isotope
nethcd on two different localized areas of the fore-arm
(4 and 9 cms frora the wristjoint respectively) 6 patients
were measured during 2 consecutive days.

2.8

2.6

2.4

2.2

2.0

1.8

1.6

day.

cm from wrist.

FiB.3.

i'rom this very small series it seems as if the results are
comparable with a margin of difference of about 5̂ »
Tn practice this is of course unacceptable if one wishes to
compare the effects of certain pharmacological compounds
on bone mineral.Further accuracy could possibly be obtained
by improved positioning and immobilisation of the fore-arm.

We would like to add a further interesting observation
where the IN VIVO measurement of bone mineral content could
be compared to the actual 115 Vlflt) calciumcontent after
amr-itation of the fore-am.
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4cm

9cm

In Vivo

O,83gCa/cm

1,45gCa/cm

In Vitro

O,58gCa/cm

1,06gCa/cm.

From this single observation it seems as if the bone scanner
gives a Higher reflection of the actual calcium content (*45-)«

Discussion

R Mazess: How did you estimate the calcium content from these measurements?
Do you assume calcium is a constant percentage of the BMC?

E van der Veen: We found it to be 70%. First u... .än solution was prepared
and the calcium content analyzed.

R Mazess: This is quite unusual, as it should be about 39% of the ash weight.
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A METHOD TO ESTIMATE THE ERROR CAUSED BY ADIPOSE TISSUE IN BONE
ABSORPTIOMETRY

AUTHOR

Philip F. Judy, Ph.D., and John M. Vogel, M.D.
ABiTSAC f

Variation in the amount of adipose tissue has been reported to
cause a significant error in the measurement of bone mineral mass. A
method has been developed to estimate the magnitude of that error. The
bone mineral mass of a site was measured absorptiometrically using
1 2 51 (28 keV) and 1-3Gd (44 keV or 100 keV) source. A linear regressior
of measurement of bone mineral mass at each photon energy and an
experimentally determined factor, K, which related linearly the adipose
defect to the magnitude of the error in bone mineral measurement was
performed. The adipose defect was defined to be the integral of dif-
ference of the mass of adipose tissue in the photon beam during the
measurement of the baseline transmission and the transmission through
the bone integrated along the scan path. The slope of the regression
was the estimate of the adipose defect, while the intercept provided
an accurate estimate of bone mineral mass. The factor, K, was
determined in the following manner. Polymethyl-raethacylate tubes were
filled with soybean oil to simulate adipose tissue. The tubes were
placed over a bone mineral reference standard which was developed at
the Bone Mineral Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin. The
standard and the simulated adipose defect were placed in a water bath
and scanned with each source. The scans were repeated with the tubes
filled with water. The difference between the two measurements of
bone mineral mass was the error caused by the adipose defect.

The method was applied to the rectilinear scan of the os calcias
using 125i. xho error was estimated on three occasions in six subjects
during a bedrest study. The mean error was 1.3+0.5% (SD), when the
baseline was estimated f:;om the minimum transmission through the soft
tissue alone over a 3-mm interval at the edge of the bone. The mean
error was 6+0.5%, when the transmission at both edges of the bone
were used to estimate the baseline. No significant variation in the
error was observed between individuals or in any single individual
during the study.

The results indicate that this method for estimating the error
caused by variation in the composition of soft tissue is ussful in
serial studies. The method is not recommended to correct the error
of an individual measurement because it will reduce the precision of
the measurement of bone mineral mass.
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A method to estimate the erroi- caused by adipose tissue in bone absorptiometry

Philip F Judy, Ph D, and John M Vogel, M D

Bone absorptiometry has been used extensively to measure the bone
mineral mass of various bones. The reproducibiHty of the
technique has been typically 2% to 4% (coefficient of variation).
With care'in repositioning the patient a reproducibility of 0.1r'
to 0.5% has been achieved.5 The accuracy of the technique has
been reported to be 2% to 3%.H Other investigators have reported
that the variation in the adipose tissue content adjacent to,
over, and inside the bone cause a significant error in the
absorptiometric measurement of bone mineral mass. 8 Errors as
large as 30% have been estimated for phantoms, but these were
imperfect representations of bone and adipose tissue i_n vivo.

The general mathematical description of the effects of the adipose
tissue has been presented.7 This analysis suggested a possible
method for assessing the magnitude of the error directly from the
absorptiometric measurement of bone mineral mass using several
photon beams each of a different energy. A similar method usinq
two photon energies was suggested recently by McDonald and Zeitz
and studied on phantoms.H An assessment of the method usinq
several photon beams is presented here.

METHODS
Bone phantoms, adipose tissue phantoms and human os calcis were
absorptiometrically scanned vith photon beams from 153cd and *-25j.
Two photon energies were simultaneously available from a 50 mCi
source of 1 5 3Gd, 44 keV and 100 keV.9 A 400 mCi source of 125i
provided a single 28 keV photon bean.The measurement system con-
sisted of a collimated source holder and detector assembly,
scanner control mechanisms and patient positioning mold.5 Two
single channel analyzers, two sealers, a timer, and an incre-
mental magnetic tape recorder was used to process and store data
for later computer processing.10

The error caused by the variation of adipose tissue over the bone
was estimated from the following equation:

" d s (1)
where, "

C^BM/ = ^ e absorptiometric estinate of bon^ miner.il
mass (g/cm'

MBM = t n e "actual" bone mineral mass (g/cm)

K = constant determined by linear attentuation
coefficient of the tissues

I mads = the difference of the mass (g/cm2) of adipo.se
-^ tissue at the baseline measurement and over

the bone integrated along the scan p-ith.

The error caused by the adipose tissue is proportional to the
difference cf mass of adipose tissue in the photon beam durin'?
the measurement of baseline transmission and the transmits i .on
through the bone integrated along the scan pith, this
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will be called the adipose defect.

No error will be caused by a uniform thickness of adipose tissue
overlaying the bone, because the adipose defect is zero. The
adipose defect is affected by the choice of the baseline. The
baseline was estimated iri vivo using two techniques. For the
first technique, the mean of transmission over a 3 mm distance
at both edges of the bone was used. For the second technique,
the transmission over a 3 mm distance at each edge of bone was
compared and the minimum transmission was used to estimate the
baseline. The second technique will estimate the baseline at
the edge of the bone with the least adipose tissue in the beam,
because the attenuation of the photon beam is greater for other
soft tissues than for adipose tissue.

The method was calibrated experimentally. In order to determine
the constant, K, the linear relationship between K and error in
the measurement of bone mineral mass was utilized. Polymethyl-
methacylate tubes were filled with soybean oil to simulate
adipose tissue and were placed over a reference standard con-
sisting of three bone phantoms with an accurate bone mineral
mass value assigned to each.** The tube and the reference
standard were placed in a water phantom as shown in Figure 1.
Scans were performed with photon beams from 125j anc3 I S J Q ^ ip̂ e
tube was then filled with water, placed over the reference
standard and scanned in the water phantom. The difference
between the scans made with the tubes filled with water and
soybean oil was the simulated error. The adipose defect was
estimated from the product of the cross section of tube over the
reference standard and the density of soybean oil. The adipose
defects ranged from 0.5 g/cm to 1.9 g/cm. The density of
soybean oil, 0.911, was measured using Archimedes' principle.
The baseline was measured at a position with no soybean oil in
the beam. The value of K was estimated from a linear regression
analysis of the simulated error and the adipose defect.

The theoretical value of K was calculated frorr. Equation 2.

K = (ua - ̂ ST) "m (2)

where

u a = linear attenuation coefficient of adipose tissue

u[j[.i = linear attenuation coefficient of bone mineral

Unn, - linear attenuation cf water

p^M = density of bone mineral

Pa = density of adipose tissue.
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FIGURE 1

Schematic diagram of apparatus used to calib-.te the method,
electronics are not shown.

Thf>



The values of the linear attenuation coefficients have been
estimated for lipid, protein, and water.13 The linear attenuation
of adipose tissue was estimated as the linear combination of
attenuation coefficients of lipid, protein, and water, assuming
adipose tissue was 80% lipid, 15% water and 5% protein by weight.
The density of adipose tissue was assumed to be 0.9 g/cnw.

The bone absorptiometric measurement system was calibrated for
each photon beam from absorptiometric measurements performed on
the reference standard. A linear regression of assigned values
for the reference standard and the sum of the logarithms pro-
vided values of a and b in Equation 3 for each photon beam.

MBM = a

where
^o - baseline transmission

I * transmission through bone and soft
tissue; surrounding the bone*

Kor mono-energetic narrow beams the constant b, would be zero,
and the constant, a, could be calculated from Equation 4.

£BM (4)
9 " U B M " UST

where
PBM = density of bone mineral

1JBM = linear attenuation coefficient of
bone mineral

ugrr - linear attenuation coefficient of
soft tissue.

The condition of mono-energetic narrow x-ray beam was not
established and therefore the reference standard and this
procedure was required to "accurately" estimate bone mineral
mass . 2 t -3

The adipose defect at a particular scan site was estimated \n_
vi_vo from the absorptiometric measurements of bone mineral mass
made with each photon beam at that site and the constants, K,
for each of those beams previously determined Equation 1
describes the linear relationship between thr o measurements as
illustrated in Figure 2. The adipose defect is the slope of the
straight line and the "actual" bone mineral mass is the intercept.
A linear regression analysis was performed for the third time
to determine the fat defect and "actual" bone mineral mass.
The "actual" bone mineral mass and the adipose def ct was
estimated for the measurement of bone mineral mass of the os
calcis of six norrn<* 1 males on three occasions during a bedrest
study.5 On the first occasion, the control period, the measure-
ments were repeated less than one week apr'rt on three subjects.
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FIGURE 2

Graphical representation of linear relationship between K and
the measured bone mineral masa (Equation 1). The intercept
is the "actual" bone mineral mass in this model.
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RESULTS

The experimental values of K are plotted on Figure 3 with the
theoretical curves estimated for soybean oil (100% lipid) and
adipose tissue. At low energies, K, for soybean oil is about
20% larger than for adipose tissue. The reproducibility of
the estimate of the adipose defect estimated from the repeat
measurements of the os calcus less than a week apart during
the control period of the bedrest study was 2.0 g/cm (standard
deviation). No changes of the adipose defect or the bone
mineral were expected between the two measurements. The mean
adipose defect for the six subjects is shown in Table 1 for
control period and twice during the bedrest study. The
adipose defect is indicated for the two methods of determination
of the baseline count rate (Ij). The mean error that this
adipose defect would cause in the bone mineral mass measurement
using 125j is indicated in Table 2. The mean value of the
bone mineral mass was 3.5 g/cm for these subjects. No
significant difference between the adipose defects was observed
between individuals or for a particular individual during the
study.

TABLE 1
Fat Defects (g/cm)

Time 1^ (both edges) I* (Minimum)
Control Period 4.7+1.9 0.43+1.9
7 weeks 6.53+3.5 2.38+3.2
12 weeks 4.43+1.8 0.42+2.8

TABLE 2
Error of Absorptiometric Measurement of

Bone Mineral Mass Using 1 2 ^ T

Time 1$ (both edges) I£ (Minimum)
Control Period 0.19+0.08 0.02+0.08
7 weeks 0.26+0.14 0.10+0.14
12 weeks 0.18+0.07 0.02+0.11

DISCUSSION

The reproducibility of the "actual" measurement of bone mineral
mass was determined by the reproducibility of -"^Gd measurement
of bone mineral mass at 100 keV energy. This variation was
caused by the stochastic nature of the process of counting
photons.* The reproducibility of measurement of the "actual"
bone mineral mass was 0.08 g/cm. This value becomes slightly
smaller as the bone mineral mass becomes smaller assuming the
same scan rate, source activity, and criterion for estimate of
the baseline. An estimate of reproducibility of the "actual"
measurement of bone mineral mass of a radius was 0.075 g/cm.
The radius was assumed to be 1.5 g/cm. For the os calcus
the correction for adipose tissue would introduce a variation
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FIGURE 3

Theoretical values and experimental values of K, the dimension-
less constant that relates the adipose defect to the error in
the measurement of bone mineral mass. Error bars are one
standard deviation.
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of 2.5 4 assuming a bone mineral mass of 3.5 g/cm and for the
radius the variation would be 5.3%.

The calibration of the method to estimate the adipose defect
may result in an estimate of 1.3 times the actual defect,
because adipose tissue is only 80% lipid, the rest being water
and protein. Therefore the results that adipose tissue has
a small effect on bone mineral measurement of the os calcus
was not altered by an error caused by the calibration of the
technique, because the error is only a scaling factor. The
calibration of the bone mineral mass measurement can introduce
a systematic error, because any systematic error in absorptio-
metric measurement not corrected by the calibration will be
considered an error caused by the adipose defect.

CONCLUSION
A method to estimate ^he effect of adipose tissue content
variation was applied to absorptiometric measurement of bone
mineral mass of the os calcus. The major source of variation
was the stocastic nature of measurement of the intensities
from 153Gd. The 125i absorptiometric measurement of the os
calcus using the baseline determined at the bone edge with
the minimum amount of adipose tissue had an error of less than
0.1 g/cm.

The reproiunibility of corrected measurement of radius using
this method was projected to be 5*. This variation would be
significant compared to the precision now achieved. The
authors recommend careful consideration when applying the method
to bones smaller than os calcus. The bone mineral mass value
for the most reproducible single photon measurement should be
available. This would be particularly important for the
development of direct readout, dichromatic absorptiometric
systems that would correct for the effect of adipose tissues.
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Discussion

E Pissing: Did I understand you correct th.it if you have measured an arm and
obtained a bone mineral value in g/ctn and ycu repeat the measurement after the
insertion into the soft t issue of a sheet of 1 g/cra adipose t i s sue , your error
on the bone mineral signal wi l l be 0.05 g/cm? Is this your definit ion of the
error due to adipose t issue? How much adipose tissue do you expect to be present
in an arm?

P Judy: The error for the single energy technique would be zero for the si tua-
tion described in my analysis . The concept of adipose defect was introduced in
this paper to t reat the s i tua t ions , that will introduce an error into the mea-
surement of bone mass. The error would be 0.05 g/cm, if the adipose (1 g/cm)
were only over the bone and not at the position where the base line is deter-
mined. I would expect the adipose contribution normally to he 1es3 than
1.0 g/cm.



182SYMPOSIUM ON

Done mineral Determinations
STOCKHOLM/STUDSVIK 27-29 MAY 1974

9. Panel discussions

9.1 PREFACE

In connection with the panel discussions of nomenclature the following comments
were distributed.

9.1.1 Comments on terminology (Nordin, May 28, 1974)

C Nordin (Lancet 1961) used the terms Normal

organic tissue

inorganic tissue

I m
Osteoporosis
(loss of bone)

This is stil! correct but it is incomplete.

Osteomalacia
(loss of mass)

Combina!ic.
osteoporos:
osteomal ic

The term osteoporosis is so closely associated by usage with the spine that it
is difficult to change the current terminology. One must therefore start from
the excessive loss of t rabecular bone which is associated with vertebral com-
pression. The diagnosis of osteoporosis can therefore be made on 1) spinal <-
rays (appearance or den •* i tome try) showing excessive loss of bone for the ag.i an
sey4 -') iliac or crest biopsy showing excessive loss of trabecular bone for ,-̂ e
and sex, 3) possibly in the future excessive loss of trabecular bone elsewhere,
(distal radius, os calcis?) may also form the basis of the diagnosis. The torn
osteopenia can be applied to a loss of cortical or trabecular bone which is
normal for age and sex.

"Excessive loss of -ortical bone" "has many causes (e g primary and secondary
hyperparathyrodism; renal failure; osteomalacia) and should not be called osico
porosis unless there is also trabecu!ar osteoporosis and no specific cause .if t
•'ortiral bone loss can be identified.

"Normal" loss

"Kxccss loss

CORTICAL

osteopenia

TRAPF.CULAR

osteopenia

osteoporosis
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9.1.2 Text from "Calcium Kinetics in Osteopenia and Parathyroid Disease"
by J F Dymling, Acta Medica Scand Vol 175 (1964), Suppl 408. The figure was
taken from "Det kliniska värdet av kalciumkinetiska studier vid osteopeni" hv
J F Dymling, Sandoz Symposium Osteopeni, Stockholm 1970.

Bauer, Carlsson and Lindquist (1958) proposed the term osteopenia.
defined as "too little calcified bone" in the same sense as used by Albright.
Osteopenia is a purely descriptive terra in which all skeletal states with
decreased density are included. It comprises a variety of bone diseases such
as osteoporosis (in any meaning), osteomalacia, rickets, and osteoporosis
(in any meaning), osteomalacia, rickets, and osteitis fibrosa, ami does not bv
definition require radiography visualization. On the other hand osteopenia is
exactly what may be visualized radiographically.

Osteopenia can be divided into different categories, according to certain
parameters. One of these parameters is the degree of minsralization. Three
states can be differentiated.

1.

2.

3.

Decreased mass of organic tissue with notma. mineral content. An
example of this is osteitis fibrosa generalisata. The main group,
however, is osteoporosis in Pommer's sense. In these cases the serum
chemistry is normal with regard to calciurc, phosphate, and alkaline
pho3phatase. The pothogenesis is unknown.

Normal mass of organic tissue with decreased mineral content. By
definition this is osteomalacia in adults or rickets in children.

Decreased mass of organic tissue with decreased mineral content. This
is a combination of 1 and 2 above.

No rma1

organic tissue

inorganic tissue

Osteopenin

ft
Osteoporosis

i

1
Y////A

Osteomalacia

•

Comb i nat i <>\\
ost.eopo ros i ••
osteoTnalac:i a
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9.2 DEFINITIONS

B Nilsson: In one of the distributed pages * we have the definitions of osteopenia,
osteomalacia, osteoporosis according to Dymling. My comment is that the most
common condition we encounter is osteoporosis. The bones will cracU, and when
they crack it hurts, and it hurts just as long as it takes for the fracture to
heal, e g bone pain in the spint. Osteomalacia means soft bones. Soft bones
don't crack, they bend. This is why patients with osteomalacia show deformities,
and that is why such bones hurt. Then, of course, we have combinations of both.

Dr Nordin has written down his comments which have also been distributed.** He
prefers to call normal bone loss with age for "osteopenia", and excess loss must
be osteoporosis. Now, I happened to be around in Malmö some 14 years ago when
this word "osteopenia" was invented. One simply wanted to stress that when the
radiologists are looking at bones in radiograms and when we are looking at bones
with bone scanners, then it is impossible to distinguish between osteoporosis
and osteomalacia. In order to get a common name for both the word osteopenia
was invented. Therefore I cannot entirely agree with Dr Nordin's interpretation.
In my opinion one should use the term osteopenia when reporting the findings in
a radiogram and when it is impossible to state either osteoporosis or osteoma-
lacia.

J-D Ringe: In some papers the expression "calcipenic osteopathy" is used which
could be close to osteopenia. Rut what is the difference between the two terms?

R Nilsson: I was not able to figure out what was meant by that.

•J-D Ringe: I think there are pathological changes in the bone when the term
"osteopathy" is used.

I Dequeker: I am a little worried about the term osteopenia as "too little cal-
cified bone". If you take this literally it is osteomalacia. One can understand
this in two senses. Why not just 'too little bone" for osteopenia?

B Nilsson: Osteomalacia would mean just the right amount of bone which is poorly
calcified, which is also osteopenia.

N Dalen: t would like to give the term "osteopenia" for something that we can
measure with a bone scanner or in a radiogram. Osteoporosis and osteomalacia are
diseases which we cannot measure.

R Mazess: When making measurements I think we should avoid using a term that could
be contused diagnostically. Instead we should rather use neutral descripsions
of what we actually see, e g that a particular patient has 20Z less BMC than the
mean or that we have observed a change in the bone.

F Roelfsema: I think you should say "mineral" instead of "bone", that is more
neutral and that is what you are measuring.

RJMazews: Mostly we use the term BMC for "bone mineral content". Others use HA
Tor ""hydro;.y apatite", but we are measuring the same quantity.

* Soe 3.1.2

** Sec 9.1.1
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B Nilsson: This is very true. We have never pressed the use of this, however, it
seems that .we are stuck with it. If you want to use it for something, then I would
suggest "decreased quantity of calcified bone" regardless of what nay be the cause,
or "loss of BMC". BMC is a lovely expression, it means nothing. It has been used
for so many things over the years.

J Rassow; I thank you for your last sentences "BMC means nothing". According to
the proposal we made in Erlangen, it is recommended to use "mineral-length-value"
if you are measuring mass per length unit and the expressions "mineral-area-
value" and "mineral-vqlume-value if you mean area-density in g/cm or a mineral
concentration in g/cm , resp. Instead of "mineral" one can use the namo of the
reference substance such as hydroxy apatite or dipotassiutn hydrogen phosphate.
This would perhaps avoid the confusion regarding "content".

R Mazess: The important thing is to make the units very clear in our reports. I
don't think that we should recomnend "mineral-length" etc as a phrase. Whatever
people decide to do they should make clear what is meant.

B Nilsson: I may add that the term osteoporosis in clinical work today usually
has nothing to do with BMC, it is based on spinal osteoporosis and crush fractures
causing pain. This is how the osteoporotics are defined. It is a clinical defini-
tion which is very vague.

R Mazess: I agree entirely with that. Regarding the loss of compact bone versus
the loss of trabecular bone, I don't think it has been shown which of these things
occur in fracture cases. I would not support a definition of osteoporosis being
loss of one kind of bone versus another kind of bone. It may be useful to use the
term osteoporosejs, i e there are various kinds of clinical states.

J Dequeker: This is one approach to the term osteoporosis. But there are a lot of
people using the tern for any measurement below one standard deviation at the age
of 40. In fact all women at the age of 60 years are then osteoporotic. I think
this is one of these things which should be defined.

B Nilsson: Of course, you can define osteoporosis as you please. Nobody today is
basing the diagnosis of osteoporosis on any type of quantitative measurement,
I think,

J Dequeker: Well, the Wisconsin people have their fracture index chart, telling
what people are fracture prone.

B Nilsson: They are fracture prone. Several investigators claim that all osteo-
porosis is physiological and that all fractures of old ladies is within the normal
behaviour of man. At this time I don't think that we can solve the problem.

J Bevan: I would like us, in this discussion, to consider the implications of
the theories of Harold Frost as they apply to chronic osteoporosis. Frost states
that there are nearly always three characteristics of chronic ostcoporotic
patients. First, they have definite clinical symptoms such as fracture or pain.
Second, they nearly all possess a greatly increased "sigma" or bone remodeling
time. Third, they have in general a lower-thar-normal skeletal mineral content.
But by no means do all patients with low BMC show the first two characteristicH.
Therefore, osteoporosis surveys based on BMC alem- will be dominated by non-
osteoporotic persons.
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R Magess: Some Wisconsin people have objected to the fracture index chart for
individual diagnosis öf osteoporosis. I think it is useful to define a population
risk, because there is a greater probability if somebody is 30% below normal.

J Dequeker: You say normal. What is normal?

R Mazess: Normal adult values are the means prior to the onset of bone loss with
age. The standard aevie, ion is 15%, and everybody with a value 30% normal has a
high probability of fr / c ires.

J Beva.-i: You talk ab ' probability, but if you have only 5% of the low BMC
group at risk, then .; is not high.

B Nilsson: We can p r. _<j s sort out a fracture-prone population, but still probably
not change the risk ' ? .»ore than 100%. Say that we can identify a population with
double risk of havin. • fracture of the neck of the femur, which is 20% already
if you are a woman, i can double that to 40%, and then I think we have a popu-
lation which it ma> *̂ justified to poison with fluoride or vitamin D. Every
fifth woman at thf je of 80 in this country will have a fracture of the upper
end of the femur.

J Rassow: I think ? should be possible to read a text and know immediately
what has been measv, ed. At the moment people talk about BMC and one has to go
to a figure to lool* for the indicated units until you understand if length- or
volume-values have : t>en measured. The medical importance of a stated bone mass
per length unit in t 'cm and a mineral concentration in g/cm is in fact quite
different: the first makes for example no difference between a small compact
bone and a larger osteoporotic bone while the latter gives different results.
The first depends on the absolute bone size not so the latter. I believe it
would be an adequate scientific solution of this problem to give different para-
.neters different names. The allround word BMC says all and nothing and promotes
only the confusion. I propose that we should use technical terms which make clear
the meaning at once, i e HA-length-value, HA-area-value resp HA-volume-value if
hydroxy apatite for example is used as the reference substance.

B Nilsson: I think that there is still a need for accurate descriptions of how
the data have been obtained.

J Bevan: May I ask whether Dr Rassow means mineral-length or mineral/length -
in order to emphasize that it is a ratio?

R Mazess: I think what Dr Rassow refers to as mineral-length is actually the
same as bone nineral contenc over a scanned length.

B Nilsson: It is a symbolic length of one centimeter, if there had been one
centimeter of uniform bone mass along the shaft.

J Bevan: Well, it is clear to us, but it should also be clear to the physician
who "is" read ing the paper, for here is where the confusion comes in.
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9.3 STANDARDS

E Pissing: First, I would like to have a definition of a standard. It would be
nice if a patient measured in Washington with a machine A and remeasured in
Berlin with a machine B at the same body site would also give the same figure,
expressed in length-value, area-value or volume-value.

R Mazess: Initially the purpose of the BMC measurements was to get measure-
ments in absolute units which were then stable over time and place. Now there
are differences in the different laboratories. One of the problems is the cali-
bration. The use of the dipotassium hydrogen phosphate solution has certain
great advantages, in that it closely approximates bone at typical energies. The
disadvantage is connected with the lucite holder which does not give an approxi-
mation of soft tissue. The next step would be to get a plastic which is more
similar to soft tissue. The "bones" we are using are of the size of real bones.
I cannot stress too much the necessity for calibration of one system for the
same size one is going to measure. The calcaneus seems to me to be impossible to
use for calibrating a system if it is to be used on bones which are similar to
the finger and raaius. I think one has to have a series of calcanii of different
sizes, from children to adults, in order to get standards. I don't think that one
can use a very simple type of approach, e g calibrating for finger bones or radius,
and then try to use the same calibration for the humerus. If there is a need for
absolute values, then it becomes necessary to calibrate in the area and in the
range in which one wants to operate.

B Nilsson: Perhaps the standards should not look like they are doing today? There
may be some other approach to it, e g to put a vertebra into plastic.

R Mazess: It is necessary to have several types of calibration standards. For
the forearm and fingers one can use the three-step standard that we have now.

J Bevan: If you do make use of a number of different standards, this may give
rise to problems in longitudinal studies. In my mind the most important thing is
that the machine over a long time be in a standard, constant configuration,
electric and/or electronic. I readily admit that I usa the so-called standard
not in order to get a necessarily accurate unit of measurement of mineral, but
just to ensure that the machine in ten months time is going to give the same
answer on the same specimen as it would now. If you do have a Inc of variable
standards, you run the risk that the technician at a crucial time during a longi-
tudinal study will adjust the machine to the wrong standard and completely upset
the continuity of the results.

R Mazess: Keep the standards under lock and key!

P Schmeling: It was interesting to listen to Dr Mazess' comments on all then»
standards. But we have also seen the German standards, demonstrated during the
talk of Dr Rassow. They have taken the trouble to imbed a number of real bon«--.
into plastic. It would be nice to hear some comments here.

H Bohr: One cannot reproduce such standards Fvcrybody cannot u«c th.̂  w f b-w.
Perhaps we could use e«ne kind of powder or ivory.
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U Schneider: I think one of the best standards we can have is to measure s large
number of normal persons.

J Rassow; A normal range is not the same as a reference system. We need a
reference system beside normal range values. A normal range can vary with 30%
but a reference system must stay within 2%.

J Bevan: What you have to do then is collect the raw absorption data and bring
it back to the lab for processing.

R Mazess; In fact we have done this when using our standards. For example we
have measured Eskimos in Alaska and Canada. It is possible to utilize these
standards for calibration. We have certain problems: How are these standards
going to provide a good indication of mass? Any standard could be used over time
to ensure that your system is operating properly. If you are trying to get abso-
luta units of bone mass for comparison I rom continent to continent, then you have
a different problem.

P Judy: I think one has to be a little more realistic. There are two problems.
One is the commercial equipment, people buy them and want to perform a scan
right away and they want to compare their bone values with values that have been
generated somewhere else. And then there are the research people who are deve-
loping their specialized techniques, and those people certainly should calibrate
their technique with an ash study.

The aluminum standards are adequate for those who ha/e the commercial equipment.

B Nilsson: There is such an aluminum wedge already.

P Judy: But it is a wedge and wedges tend to be unsuitable for scanning equipment.
1 have an idea how many commercial instruments there are, but it is essentially
the same design. Physically it is about the same geometry if you use to 1-125 as
the source.

B Nilsson: I also believe in the laws of physics, but on the other hand, having
listened for one or two days to the difficulties with speed of scanning, beam
size and other systematic errors, then I am not so sure any more. Maybe these
errors are so large that we cannot get away with an aluminum step wedge.

R Mazess: I think there are two quite critical points regarding the design of a
standard. One is the question of the actual dimensions and the effect of cali-
brating with something with narrow walls and then trying to scan something with
rather thick walls. This could lead to a couple of per cent errcr. The other
thing I think of is the exact composition of the soft tissue in and around the
bone. We need a better approxinaticn in our actual calibrations. I think we have
the bone mineral solved using Heucks hvdroxy 'ipatite powder or using our di-
potassium hydrogen phosphate. 1 dor't know how Heucks "bone" can be machined. I
agree with Dr Judy that fcr good commerical use we n^ed "hone" slabs th.it can ba
machined in approximate shapes of real bones.
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B Nilsson: These are accuracy tests you are talking about. Everybody who has
built his own equipment has scanned cadavers, cut them to pieces and ashed. It
is not easy to find the piece you scanned in the cadaver! Also possibly the cal-
culation of the attenuation of the beam is not much worse than the ash oven and
the balance. It does not contain as much information as you might have thought.

J Rassow; We discussed the problem of a good mineral equivalent material. But
another problem is the influence of the used equivalents for connective tissue
and soft tissue on the apparent mineral concentration. If you change it, then
your calculated value of mineral concentration is changing too. It would be good
to have an international standard for such materials too, because they are in-
fluenced by each other. They need not be equivalent to real values, but we must
all use the same reference for all these materials. Then we can compare our
values.

R Mazess: I think we will get some feeling for this in the next few months as
more standards are exchanged between the laboratories.

E Pissing: I think it would be nice if the Wisconsin people would make their
plastic a little better and combine that with the Siemens version. Anybody should
be able to machine a standard to the wanted size.
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9.4 MEASURING SITES

J Sevan: I think it is unfortunate that there is quite a variation in the choice
of measuring sites in the radius which is the most common bone for measurement.
There are people who scan mid-shaft, others at a one-third position, at 6 cm or
8 cm from the distal end. I wish we could standardize this.

B Nilsson: This is certainly a problem. I found that out in the last few days
when we were trying to compare our data with those of the Wisconsin group.

J Dequeker: We tried to measure trabecular bone at the distal end of the radius
(3 cm) but found a large coefficient of variation due to repositioning problems.
We therefore prefer the radius S cm site because repositioning is easier.

B Nilsson: On the other hand, Dalen and also we have found that the distal end of
the radius is well correlated to other measurements, e g the total body calcium.

J-D Ringe: What was your standard deviation on the distal end of radius?

B Nilsson: Our standard deviation is never better than 7% in clinical, practical
work. Dalen has made prospective studies, and he is localizing his measuring
site with x-rays and a television intensifier.

R Mazess: The only way people have to find the most distal part of the forearm
is to do what we call a rectilinear scan so that the great anatomical irregulari-
ties of that region are overcome. Otherwise I think it is a very unfortunate area
for people to start in. Some people as Goldsmith and Johnston at the Kaiser
Research Foundation measured thousands of people using that particular site. I
tb'nk it is very poor and subject to errors of accuracy involved in the edge
criteria. If you have a 70% edge to start the integration of the BMC, some
elderly women only have a 20% attenuation, so you will never find the radius.
The edges are moved in and they will never get a proper bone width. Potentially
it might be a more sensitive site because it is a trabecular bone.

J Bevan: I found that at the measuring site which is at the distal one-tenth
position which is about 3 cm from the radial styloid process, about 10 to 15% of
the BMC could be called trabecular bone. Still, most of the mass bone at this
site is cortical bone. At the risk of some over-simplification I think the mid-
shaft site is the most useful and appropriate when you are comparing one person
with another, but if you want to follow the change in BMC in any one person
then the distal site may be the appropriate place.

B Nilsson: You can move further distally, to one centimeter from the edge of the
ulna and just under the joint surface, where the trabecular bone is a much larger
fraction. And then you will find peculiar things such as the little old ladies
with negative values. If you decrease the amount of bone present, then the error
in coefficient of variation will finally be 100Z. Therefore this measuring
site is really not very good for prospect_ve studies, but it reveals properly
the deviation of a population, e g alcoholics.

J Bevan: Then you do not agree with what I ju3t said about the distal site as
being T»at useful for prospective studies?
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B Nilsson; Well, I think it is better, but you still have the difficulty in
localizing.

J Bevan; Let me cite son»' of the data I have seen. This was in a study of a
group of post-menopausal women. Johnston in Minneapolis has observed a 2:1 ratio
in the rate of mineral loss at that site as opposed to the conventional raid-
shaft site.

B Nilsson: Dalen will certainly not confirm this.

J Bevan: These women have been followed over a three year period. It was there
after one year and it was exactly the same after three years. I am inclined to
believe that this in true at least for women. It took two or three years to
say that these women are definitely loosing at the midshaft at 1%, but he could
see that they were loosing of the order cf 2% at the distal site and could see
that in less than a year.

J Dequeker: In our cross-sectional study, we did not find an excessive bone loss
at the distal end of the radius. The bone loss in women between the ages 40 and
80 at the second metacarpal was 1% per year, at the distal radius (3 cm) 0.7%
and at the 8 cm site 0.4%.

J Bevan: You mentioned 0.7% and 0.4%, they are in a ratio of almost 2:1.

J Dequeker: Yes, but the second metacarpal shows better in the same period of
time.

H Bohr: But if we have arthritic changes of the joints then this will disturb
the measurements at the distal end of the radius. Probably a site more proximal
from the distal end of the radius will be better regarding osteoarthrosis.

B Nilsson: Osteoarthrosis is another problem, but in reumatoid arthritis the
radiocarpal joints are frequently involved. Therefore the bone density of the
distal end of the radius in rheumatoid arthritis is probably not very well re-
lated to total body calcium, but rather a measurement of the severity of rheu-
matoid arthritis.

R Mazess: We made measurements on approximately 300 women with rheumatoid
arthritis. As far as we can see from comparing with normal population there is
no real difference between the distal and midshaft radius.

J Dequeker: There are many factors involved in this disease. The particular
demineralisation and disease around inflamed joints, influence of corticostfroid
therapy and duration of the disease.

B Nilsson: The degree of pain and the degree of disability are really difficult
to evaluate.

R Mazess: The work done at Wisconsin by Mark Mueller on 300 women and abnijt
150 men showed that there is demineralization with disease and with corteo-
stereoids. If you treat with corticosteroids you of course get a greater drop
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in the mineral both in the distal and midshaft sites, and this is related to the
dose corlicostereoids. It seems to tail off at some point; it does not continue
indefinitely. This apparently is related to the daily administration of cortio-
stereoids; in the arthritis it is taken three times a day every day - whereas
in asthma people receive steroids in large doses maybe every couple of days but
not continuously. They don't maintain the blood level of course and you don't
find a demineralization in the asthmatics receiving twice the dose that the
arthritics have.

J Dequeker: Yes, but there are still other factors involved when the effects of
corticosteroid in arthritics and asthma are compared. In rheumatoid arthritis
there is often a lover serum albumen level on which corticosteroids are bound.
So there will be for the same dose more free corticosteroid in rheumatoid
arthritis than in asthma.

B Nilsson: The rheumatoid cases demonstrate the importance of the choice of
measuring site. In patients who had received c >rtison the mineral content was
reduced in the upper limbs, But they were all walking and working, and they had
no decrease in BMC in the lower limb. So it matters where one i* measuring.

H Bohr: But it should be measured without too much soft tissue. At midshaft
radius there is too much soft tissue.

R Mazess: The midshaft of radius has been chosen for convenience. The particu-
lar place one-third along the length was chosen by simply scanning at intervals
and trying to find the place where the BMC was most uniform, and hence most
reproducible. This was the place where we decided to measure. It is a very
reproducible location for the radius. It has certain other consequences in that
it also represents the weight of the total radius and even total body calcium
as given from neutron activation analysis, at least for normal individuals.
Then one arrives at the question of what are your purposes or aims. I don't
think one has a very well documented case of what clinically is the advantage
of spongy bone. To my mind it seems hard to try to measure the very distal
part of the radius, because first of all it is not very spongy. If you really
have to go to a spongy or trabecular bone, then you should perhaps go to the
calcaneus, or the mandible, or the spine or alveolar bone. These are other
possibilities, but it seems that to design a whole study or to invest a great
amount of effort around a partial compromise, which will not give you the
results you want, and which could not give you precise results in any event,
is not worthwhile. So I think that perhaps the midshaft is the obvious place to
measure, as representative for the skeleton, and then to select point measure-
ments on the calcaneus, the mandible or the alveolar bone if you have the special
clinical need.

K Wing: If the extreme distal part of the radius is a good site as far as the
trabecular bone content is concerned and the major objection is the error in
replacing the patient, then I don't think we need all be envious of Nils Dalen's
image intensifier. I have a very simple method for checking repositioning con-
sisting of a Polaroid 100 Camera back, with a bakelite sheet replacing the lens
system and a Oupont Lightening Special intensifying screen fixed to the inside
of the bakelite. If you then make a small adjustment in your collimator so that
you can open it wide, with the same source used in making the scans C200 roCi 1*125)
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you can take a roentgenogram of the wrist in the measuring position with a 20
second exposure time and 10 seconds of developing time (no darkroom is needed).
This might help in reducing the repositioning errors at such sites, and the
method is very simple and inexpensive. It could also provide a quick check as
to the position of the bone edge for estimating the bone width.

B Nilsson: Even with an intensifier it is not so easy, according to my experi-
ence. With an image intensifier you may measure a certain distance from the joint
surface and put a mark there and scan. This will improve precision 1% or so, but
not as much as you had hoped. It seems to be essential to be able to actually
see the measuring site.

As for the mandible it does not seem to be a good first choice. We know a little
bit about the calcaneus. It seems to be dependent on weight bearing and gravity.
And as regards the spine, this is the site of clinical osteoporosis and in such
patients measurements on the spine should be ideal.

Somebody might have seen the data of Dalen. He was able to measure the spine with
a precision of 1-2%. The spinal measurements proved to be the least useful of
all in his clinical applications.

J-D Ringe: It would be interesting to know if somebody has experiences with
measurements of the ulna.

R Mazess: There are data on the ulna. But I don't know if anybody has done, as
Dr Dalen, critical studies on the ulna site. Dr Schuster has done scars on the
ulna in rickets; these are the only clinical data that I know of.

B Nilsson: We have measured the ulna and the radius. To deal with ulna only would
give about the same age pattern and the same difference between the sexes of the
patients. The radius and ulna seem to replace each other.

D Banzer: I tninH we should see to it that we are not forced one day by a
commercial firm to measure in one site only. We should have equipment available
to measure different sites and to cover different dieseases.

B Nilsson: Of course, flexible equipment would be nice to have.

J Deqdsker; I think that radiographs of the hand are still useful. Then one has
an objective measurement which can be repeated after years which cannot be done
with the photon absorptiometry method.

R Mazesg: Again I want to say that for clinical work we should not depend upon
any particular measurement. Clinically there is the tendency to take particular
equipment and try to make it do everything. Whatever techniques we are using,
they should only be used in combination with histology, biochemistry data etc,
in order to try to evaluate the complexity of the biological and pathological
processes.
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9.5 NORMATIVE DATA

B Nilsson: What about normalizing data. Is there any use for normalizing for
body size? This is something that Dalen has worked on, and the effect was
marginal. The only variable that seemed to contribute and decrease the scatter
of the data was body surface.

R Mazess: The only time I have seen a good age correlation is in women of the
ages 45 to 75 years. If you take a normal woman in the ages 25 to 40 there is
no correlation with age, the same at 75-100 years of age. We look at it that way
and place people in age groups and then normalize for height and weight and
perhaps bone width to reduce the variation. We are trying right now to find some
formula or nomogram to find what the predicted bone mineral should be for an in-
dividual. Other laboratories are doing the same thing with total body neutron
activation analysis for body potassium, to analyze the total calcium for the
lean muscle versus the lean body weight of the individual. I can mention one
thing, that in the elderly at least there is a decline in muscle mass. What we
see in males and also in females over age 70 is directly related to the decline
in the total body weight and lean tissue mass. Superimposed on this is the
specific sex related causes in females. I think there are ways of normalizing.

B Nilsson: Obviously the bone width is not a very good variable for correction,
neither in cortical thickness measurements nor in BMC data.

J Dequeker: Bone width is definitely a good variable for correction of cortical
area. When a population is divided in strata according to bone width a distinct
and significant different amount of bone for any a»e and sex group can be
established.

B Nilsson: And you mean that this will reduce the variation?

J Dequeker: The standard deviation was reduced from 10.3 to 6.3 for females and
from 9.1 to 5.5 for males (Dequeker: 1972, Bone loss in normal and pathological
conditions, Leuven University Press).

R Mazess: One of the problems with the bone mineral measurement is to get some
kind of adjustment for body size or bone size. The obvious thing is to divide
by bone width. It does reduce your variation so that at a particular age and
sex category of let us say 40 years old males the coefficient of variation for
a particular bone may be 15*. If you divide through by bone width this way
lower the coefficient to 102, which is some gain. On the other hand, you have
to look at what that does to the differences between males and females or between
other groups. But by dividing through bone width ycu also reduce the differences
and reduce the magnitude of changas. What you gain in terms of a reduced vari-
ation is lost; you don't gain that much in tarms of signal-to-noise ratio.

J Dequeker: A larger bone needs a smaller relative amount of bone for the same
strength. I think it is better to establish a normal value for a particular
width rather than divide each value by bone width.

J Revan: I want to bring up one way in which X found it useful to divida by the
width. That is in measuring the wrist where I have proved to myself by recti-
linear scanning that there is an incraaat in mineral content and an increase
in width at the same time. I think you can argue that the ratio of raintral
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to width tends to correct for the repositioning error, but that I believe is
che only justification.

R Mazess: One of the problems is that the positioning for different age groups
of old people and children change with time. Also with regard to adjusting for
bone size, one cannot divide through BMC by the bone width or bone length and
come through with a reasonable thing. One can establish a regressional relation-
ship between length, width and BMC, and that procedure of normalization would
allow us greater sensitivity.
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9.6 METHODS

R Mazess: I think we are at a stage at the second decade of absorptiometry
where the flexibility that you desire can be incorporated in a commercial system.
No one who is concerned with the research will be satisfied with any type of
measurement system that does not offer some flexibility, giving the possibility
of doing rectilinear scanning, and the possibility of using both single and dual
photon approaches. I think that we now have the instrumentation. It is so simple
today to put a two channel system into a small calculator. Within the next five
years I am sure that this will be done for many systems, and this will allow us
to a much greater flexibility than we currently have.

B Nilsson: So the single photon technique is on its way out?

R Mazess: No, the single photon technique will have it3 use, but it is going to
be so cheap to have a machine, that one can have both.

J Bevan: Where do we get our photons from? I think this is a serious question.

R Mazess: You can buy 70 mCi Am-241 now for about $ 300; that will last for
quite a whi1e.

J Bevan: The dual-photon technique requires a reliable supply of sources. In the
US you have to go through a great deal of netotiation for licensing. Government
seems to be deciding more and more what you can do when it comes to radiation
sources. 1 was talking to Dr John Vogel a couple of weeks ago, and he Baid that
the future of this method is going to rely on x-ray generators rather than
radioactive sources.

P Judy. Even a single channel information gives difficulty, as a rectilinear
scan takes a long time. If one had the capability of using an x-ray system
giving you the x-ray intensity, this would be great. Film densitometry could be
a choice, but experience shows that this cannot be done with adequate reprodu-
cibility.

One new detector is the pressurized xenon multiwire proportional counter and can
be made with good resolution and comparable to the function of a hundred in-
dependant detectors. The conventional x-ray source is certainly a choice, but
even a radionuclide source with a multiwire system and using a fan-shaped beam
would give you the capability of doing all the passages at once. We are colla-
borating with people at the MIT to build such a device. There are certainly a
number of detectors that one can think about.

B Nilsson: What about combining a photon source with some kind of high resolution
gamma camera?

P Judy: The major purpose of our collaboration with MIT is to develop a high
resolution âmrna camera. There are certainly a number of position-sensitive
detectors that have the capability, but they are expensive. And then you have
to have a computer.

J Rassow: More important then the differences between single and duel-photon
techniques uaed only for dettnnin&tion of bone mats per length unit can perhaps
be to measure the bone width along the been direction and thug get volume-values
(g/cmJ).
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J Bevan: Does anyone know how the progress of the EMI scanner could be applied
in this field?

K Wing: Are not the measurements required for obtaining BMC volume values (g/cm )
including the attempts to subtract the marrow volume a lot of work for so little
information? It is we11-documented, that if you normalize BMC values (g/cm) for
bone width to obtain area values (g/cm ) , you get less variation but the mean
values for normals and osteoporotics thus differ by a smaller amount. If you
normalize to volume (g/cm ) after measuring the bone width in the direction of
radiation, then the variation should decrease once again and the mean values for
the normals and osteoporotics come even closer together. If you subtract the marrow
cavity and normalize to the cortical bone cross-sectional area, you should again
get a decrease in variation and a decrease in the difference between the means. If
one could subtract all the areas in the cross-section which do not contain bone,
one should find that healthy cortical bone has a fairly constant average density
and the interindividual variation should be very small. The density of osteoporotic
bone should be slightly above normal as their problem is one of too little new
bone production. Thus carrying this normalization procedure to its logical extreme,
while each step reduces the interindividual variation, causes the mean values of
the normals and osteoporotics to approach each other and, in the extreme, the
osteoporotic values to be higher than normal.

J Bevan: I do not see how the EMI scanning method offers much advantage in
measuring cortical bone mass but ?t might be very useful in the quantitative
measurement of trabecular bone without interference from cortical bone.

K Wing: I think that eventually the density of trabecular bone of osteopc'•otics
will rise above the normal.

J Bevan: Well, I am not talking about the density, I am just talking about pre-
sence of a trabecula, I mean it is either there or it is not there.

3
K Wing: But if you each time you say grams per cm of trabecular bone, then
the density of the bone - not the amount - will get closer and closer together.

R Mazess: The bone mineral content of females between 45 and 75 years decreases
by about 30% while the density decreases by only about 5%. Since the coefficient
of variation in this age group is 15% for BMC and about 5% for density, the
change relative to the variation is far greater for BMC making it a more sen-
sitive measurement. Also the error of a BMC determination is small (2Z) rela-
tive to both the group variation and the change while this is not the case for
density.

J Bevan: I don't say that. If you can get an accurate cross-sectional picture of
the distal radius, this will enable you to ignore the cortex on the outside and
just look at the quantity of trabecular bone inside.

U Schneider: I refer to what was said by Dr Mazess: If your measured value»
are related to the volume then you have a decrease of the ratio. We found,
and maybe you remember the slide shown, that regarding the normal group and
the group with renal diseases, the variation coefficient is remarkably re-
duced going from the BMC per length to the BMC per volume. Also the mean of
the BMC went down from 69 to 652 for the renal group. So we have a gain also
in significance.
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K Wing: The problem of how to normalize our data is part of a larger problem of
turning our data into biologically significant or diagnostically useful informa-
tion. Many of us are disappointed that our methods, despite their sensitivity,
accuracy and reporducibility, are not capable of differentiating between the
normal and osteoporotic populations. This, I feel, is the result of assuming
that the orthopedists and radiologists have correctly diagnosed osteoporosis using
the criteria of the occurence of spontaneous fractures. This, however, is an
all-or-none classification, you either have a fracture or you do not, being
applied to a process which, morphologically, is a continuum. I S Arnold reported
at the 1968 Conference on the Progress in Bone Mineral Measurement that he sees
a continuous loss of bone mineral in vertebrae from age 30 to age 90. He describes
it as a thinning of the trabecular leading to first microscopic and then macro-
scopic fractures which eventually result in crush fractures of the entire vertebra.
The microscopic fractures are never present in vertebrae with a bone mineral
content above a certain value and they become increasingly frequent as the bone
mineral decreases. Thus the bone mineral content as we measure it is a biologi-
cally significant variable as it reflects the occurence of microfractures and the
risk for crush fractures. This should justify the establishment of limits for
the population at risk on the basis of measured bone mineral content regardless
of whether or not the method can differentiate between the spontaneous fracture
and no-fracture populations and should give us cause to reevaluate our attempts
to mormalize our data in order to make it "better".

R Mazess: We cannot control how people walk and we cannot .ontrol the body weight
very well. But one of the things we have some capability of controlling is the
rate of bone mineral loss. The only hope of dealing with these problems is to
measure this particular parameter. So if anything is to be done then we have to
utilize the methods we have.
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